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Foreword 

Today Taoist Thunder Magic or Thunder Rituals (Le-fa Wh ik/Wwki fa th 

i) constitute an established element in Taoist religious culture. Many ritual 

practices, convictions and emblems of Thunder Magic stem from antique 

traditions. The ritual specialisation and the name of Thunder Magic emerged 
during the Sung period (11-13% cts.), uniting, developing and rationalizing 

exorcist and ritual methods that were already current in earlier periods of Taoist 

history albeit without the label of Thunder Magic. 

This study intends to describe the basic notions, practices and intentions of 

Thunder Magic that often is connected with the names of Shen-hsiao (f# 7) and 

Ch ‘ing-wei (iff $0) Taoism. The Taoist Canon contains abundant materials that 

show Thunder amulets, altars, seals and other ritual assets. Learned Discussions 

(Lei-fa shuo fa %&: ah) and similar texts show that Thunder Magic is not a unified 

religious and ritual element of Taoist culture but comprises ritual methods that 
many different local traditions, documentations and the patronage of legions of 

divinities idenufy. 

Many texts cannot be attributed to any individual author but later Taoists, for 

example Pai Yii-ch’an (FW i ## fl. 1209-1224), are widely assumed to have had 

a hand in the actual formation of those texts. However, some texts very likely 

emerged in the time of Wang Wen-ch'ing ( 3X 9 1093-1153) who was a 
persuasive and famous promoter of Thunder Magic at the imperial court of the 

Sung (AX) dynasty. I wry to focus on materials of that early period of Thunder 
Magic (12" ct.). Admittedly, the texts are often hard to understand and it is 

difficult to grasp the practical implications that they only indicate. In a sense, 

this presentation has a tentative character. 

The German Research Foundation (Bonn) and the Ministry of F:ducation of 

Taiwan (Taipeh) supported me to spend some time in Taiwan where I could 

consult Taiwanese colleagues and ritual specialists, who were very kind and 
helpful. In this sense, I especially wish to thank Profs. Lee Fong-mao (Academia 

Sinica) and Hsieh Ts‘ung-hui (Taipei Normal University). The Katholische 
Akademische Auslinder Dienst (Bonn) gave Prof. Li Yiian-kuo (China/ 

Chengdu, Academy of Social Sciences) the financial support to spend a couple 
of weeks in Berlin and work with me on some of the Thunder Magic materials 

that | present in this book. Yet, this book is just an attempt on my part to sort 
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out the basic conditions of Taoist Thunder Magic. I hope to draw the attention 

of the scholarly world to this fascinating field of research that matters for the 

understanding of Taoist religious culture as we have it today. Concerning the 

publication of this book I wish to express my sincere thanks for the support by 

Harrassowitz Company (Wiesbaden), especially Mr. J. Fetkenheuer. 

Berlin 2007 
Flonan C. Reiter 



Introduction 

Throughout history, the workings of religious Taoism are present on all levels of 
the Chinese society. Canonical hagiographies of saints and immortals and the 

biographies of historic persons show the activities and subtle influences that 

Taoists exerted. We usually read that they were learned persons who mastered 

the scriptures of Taoism and Confucianism, and they used to employ a great 

variety of practical skills and rituals. Skills and rituals saved from epidemics, 
droughts, floods and illness. Taoists acted for the wellbeing of the people, the 

administration and the state at large. This seems to be the standard range of 

Taoist aspirations and activities, and it is for this reason that we easily find the 

appropriate and persuasive rhetoric in Taoist texts throughout all ages. 

Never mind the time and the period, Taoists always were very expert at 

divination. They healed illness and exorcised baleful influences, using amulets 

and other ritual devices. The Taoist activists seem to make use of a rather secret 

personal way of life, of prayer and meditation. There is, of course, the need for a 

protracted and rather complicated education that may lead to the career as a 

priest (éao-shib 1 +1), and again there is some secrecy about the actual reality of 

this career. However, we also notice that in many cases we never learn whether 

the respective Taoist was a priest or not, whether he knew how to perform 
rituals or not. Perhaps there was the general understanding that this profession 

had to be taken for granted. 

Some canonical encyclopaedias present superb literary summaries of the Taoist 

religious culture. Sometimes they were compiled at the behest of emperors and 
rulers. The series of such encyclopaedias started with the title Wa-shang pi-yao (3% 

k & B6ct.). Encyclopaedias turn out to be major stepping-stones when we 
take up our studies of religious Taoism.” 

On the other hand, biographies and hagiographies often speak about alleged 

historical persons and pose to feature the actual combination of all those 

1 F.C.Reiter: The Aspirations and Standards of Taoist Priests in the Early T’ang Period, 

pp.133-150, in: AAS 1. 
2 ‘J.Lagerwey : Wa-shang pi-yao, somme taoiste du Vle siécle. Paris 1981. 
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theoretical and practical elements that characterize the Taoist and his vocation. 
Such sources show that the Taoist can interfere in the course of nature, for 

example, when he organises his individual essences of life, which goes with the 
Taoist self-cultivation to strive after an individual immortality. Taoism is 

characterized by elusive concepts of immortality that point to the very individual 

and final goal. 

The Taoist, who lives in rural settings or even at the imperial court, is employed 

to fight against rain, drought and other natural disasters that need the 

deployment of martial spirit forces. Biographies and hagiographies bring us to 

realize that there must be a special relationship between the individual quality of 

the practitioner and the outer or social realities of his Taoist activities. We can 
find elaborate explanations for this delicate relationship in various canonical 

sources, and some of them are quite prominent in a book that intends to 
describe the conditions of Thunder Magic or Thunder Rituals. 

Many activities in Thunder Magic remind of ecstatic and exorcist performances 

that certainly call to mind the opaque sphere of shaman culture. Taoist sources 
on the other hand explicitly reject the idea that Taoists have anything to do with 

the shaman branches of religious proficiency. We may suppose that the ecstatic 
state of mind and exorcist performances can hardly be a concern for an 
educated and learned person. Taoism, however, proves such a supposition to be 

wrong. 

This study of Basic Conditions of Taoist Thunder Magic elucidates the workings 

of Thunder Magic (ww-di fa Hi & 3%). This branch of ritual proficiency is 
associated with other schools in Taoist history, namely the Shen-bsiao tao (ff 

i) and T ‘en-hsin cheng-fa (K ob» 1E YB). 

Since the Sung-period the name Thunder Magic is a general and comprehensive 

name for a vast variety of exorcist rituals that later continued to flourish and 

were labelled Ch'ing-wei (iff 7) school (14" ct.). Finally, Thunder Magic became 
part of the general Taoist religious culture without being explicitly named 
Thunder Magic and singled out for separate practices. We can study this 
development, for example, in present day Taiwan, which, however, does not 

exclude the conscious continuation of Thunder Magic by individual priests or 
specialists who may claim to have family traditions reaching back to Taoists of 
the Sung period. The translation “magic” for the Chinese word fa (#4) is the 

formulation that I prefer. In fact, we deal with rituals. Thunder Rituals would 
also be a good name translating 4i-fa (ili i2:). 
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We know that the emergence of Thunder Magic in the Northern Sung-period is 

based on antique traditions of interpreting and handling natural phenomena, 

which always was and is a major concern in Taoism. There were specific rituals 

that focussed on the destructive force of thunder and lightning. They were 

employed in remote periods of Chinese history. For example, the scholar Wang 

Ch‘ung (# 3) in the Han-period disputes in his Lun-heng (i @) the existence 

of a divinity called Thunder Lord (4i-kang th 2), saying that thunders are 

simply fire (4x0 ky? The statement by Wang Ch’ung (+ #€) seems to prove 

that ages ago a spirit or divine Thunder Lord was an object for scholarly 

considerations and, most certainly, for religious veneration. The darkness of 

history conceals those antique ntuals. Anyway, we know for sure that the actual 

tasks, the purposes and means of Thunder Magic were matters of great concern, 

and they were integral parts of Taoism long before Thunder Magic explicitly 

appeared. 

The T’ang Taoist Chang Wan-fu (e 3} Ha £1.711-713) tells us: “concerning the 

comprehensive rule over all divinities and demons in heaven and on earth, 
concerning the killing and subduing of wicked demons (hsieb-mo 4% Mi), the 

beheading and the annihilation of bad spirits (yao-ching 8K #7), the recruitment of 

divine forces (ding #) and the summoning of vital forces (ch 7 5A), the realisation 
of control and order for mountains and rivers, the cleansing of filthy 

atmospheres, the dispatch of petitions and the employment of postal [spirit] 

agents, the direct communication with the immortals (shen-hsien ##! {ill), there is 

just nothing that has any priority to [the methods and rituals of] Orthodoxy and 

Unity (Cheng-i 1E — ).” Ages later in the Sung period, Thunder Magic did serve 

well all these tasks. * It is quite telling that the statements of Chang Wan-fu (Gk 

AY ff) read like an early summary of the programmatic range of the much later 

Thunder rituals. We want to keep in mind that there are also some other, 

additional aspects of the ritual practice in Thunder Magic that classify such 

rituals as proper parts of Cheng-i (IE ~-) Taoism. 

We consider that the Thunder specialists employed mostly secret skills and 

crafts that go with the name of Thunder Magic to solve individual and 

communal problems that people believed to have a spiritual or transcendent 

3 Wang Ch'ung: Lasa-heng 6, 23, 96-103, esp. pp. 100-101 (Ler-bsié p ten), Shanghai 1974. 

4 TT 1241 Ch ‘wan-shou san-tung ching-chich fa-lu liteb-shuo \.4a-4b, following the text Cheng-i fa- 

wen k o-cbieh pin (IE —- 2 SC #4 AK hh). Concerning this text see, U.A.Cedzich, p. 458, 
in: K.Schipper and F.Verellen eds.: The Taoist Canon, A Historical Companion to the 

Daozang (henceforth Companion). 3 vols, Chicago 2004. 
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cause. For example, droughts and floods are such problems that can endanger 

the wellbeing of agrarian communities. The ritual help by means of Thunder 
Magic, however, is most seldom a communal event in which the local 

population can participate, in one way or other joining the festivities. Thunder 
Magic is a rather personal and secret matter. The communal participation is 

restricted to a few sections of the old and established thanksgiving rituals (chiao 

ff). When the Thunder specialist and priest had secretly performed his Thunder 
rituals and had been successful, the community may then stage such communal 

rituals. 

Before taking up any details, | present the biography of the Taoist Yeh Ch ‘ien- 

shao (3 -F 88) who lived in the 9% century, well before the heyday of Thunder 
Magic. His biography substantiates most of the aspects of Taoist culture that I 

addressed so far. The text also unites many characteristics that generally describe 

the Taoist pest and exorcist. 

The practical and ritual means that were at the avail of Yeh Ch‘ien-shao ( 
ita) have a long history in China. They stem from historical periods before the 

reputed beginning of organized Taoism in the 2”! century A.D. The Sung (4) 

penod started in 960 A.D., about one hundred years after the life of Yeh 
Chiien-shao (# -f #1) who shows activities and spiritual potentials that 

forecast specific elements of the later Thunder Magic. His biography indicates 

the personal qualities that characterize the practitioners of Thunder Magic. The 
term Thunder Magic stands for the attempt to rationalize a welter of long 

established religious notions and rituals, which may be due to the intellectual 

and rationalistic disposition of the Sung (3) period. We also remember that 

emperor Sung Hui-tsung (A MU as r. 1100-1126) developed a great personal 
interest in the Taoist religion and actually thought himself and his staff to 
represent the heavenly spirit-administration. On the other side, the priest and 

Thunder specialist professes to embody a spirit-career with ranks and varied 
promotions, which enables him to live up to the extraordinary standard of being 
divine. Our sources do not let us have any doubts about this claim. > We notice 

that we find in A Dictionary of Offiaal Titles in Imperial China many of the spirit- 

titles that refer to the assumed powcr structure of Taoist Thunder specialists and 
their deities. ° 

5 See the grand spirit-ranks and promotions for the Taoist priest in TT 1220 Ta0-fa bui-yuan 
56.39a-39b. For a translation of this chapter in TT 1220 see below, Chapter II; The Scope 
of Taoist Thunder Magic. 

6 See Charles O. Hucker, Stanford 1985 (henceforth Hacker). 
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The biography of Yeh Ch‘ien-shao (§ F ii!) serves us well as an entertaining 

example to illustrate the practical and visible role of Taoist Thunder Magic. The 

biography is contained in the collection “Supplementary Lives of Immortals” 

(Hsii-hsien chuan $4 {il 48) by Shen Fen (3. Ht) of the Southern T’ang period 

(937-975). The biography of Yeh Ch’ien-shao (% ¥ iil) is one of the twelve 

items in chapter 2: “Hidden Transformations” (yin-hua B& {€). 

The Biography of Yeh Ch‘ien-shao (82 82) A 

(17a) “Yeh Ch ‘ien-shao ( -F #8) had the name (tzu F) Lu-ts’ ung (4 HH) and 

hailed from Chien-ch’ang (#2 &) district in —— Ga Hy When he was 

young he adhered to the Taoist skills (tao-shu 18 $1) of his [spiritual] teacher 

masters, the [two] Taoists from the Western Mountains (hsi-shan Fa il), ae 

Perfect Lords (chen-chiin # #8) Hsia [Sun] (a (#8]) and Wu [Meng] (% [iti]. 
He abstained from cereals and practiced breathing techniques (fi-ch 7 HR 3A). 

7 See Yeh Ch ien-shao in: TT 295 Hsii-hsien chuan 2,16b-18b. Also see Hsi-hsien chuan 2, 13a- 

13b; in: Hsiao Tten-shih ed.: Li-tai. chen-hsien shih-chuan (Vao-tsang ching-bua 5/7, Taipei 

1980); Concerning TT 295, see F.Verellen, Xw xian shuan, pp.429-43), in: Companion, he 

also indicates other editions of this title that are either complete or fragmentary. See T’ai- 

ping kuang-chi (& “FE BR GC) 394 (de Hi 2), 6a-Gb (p.1607, ed.: Kyoto 1972) contains the 
story of a certain Yeh Ch ien-shao (4 38 #8) who was initiated by Lei-kung (# 2) as to 

be able to summon thunders and to save people. The deity explained that he had five 

brothers. The two Yehs (4) most likely are the same person, although their places of 

origin read different. Both names most certainly stand for the one person who hailes from 
Chiang-hsi province. The background of the presen in TT 295 sounds better and more 
learned, whereas the T wi-p ing kuang-cbi (A “¥ 8 aC) of Li Fang (4 117, 978 CE) speaks 
about a young lad who collected firewood when he experienced that divine encounter. I 
translate the TT 295 version. 

8 This is today’s Nan-ch’ang district in Chiang-hsi province, where Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (é@e 

3X 9B) also hails from. 
9 Concerning the two famous Taoists (3rd ct.) who allegedly were experts in ‘Thunder 

Magic, sec TT 1220 Tao-fa bui-yian 56.10a; for a complete translanon of this chapter 

(nr.56) in 4 Corpus of Taoist Ritual see below Chapter II. See .C-Reiter: ,, The Name of the 

Nameless and Thunder Magic“, p.115 in; P.Andersen and F.C-Reiter eds.: Scriptures, 

Schools and Forms of Practice in Daoism, A Berlin Symposium, in: AAS 20. TT 1220: 

125.1a sq. Chin-chou she-ling man-lei ta-fa Ou HH tt © $8 Ti A 5 shows Hsii Sun (iF if) 

to be the very first spiritual patron saint of the Earth Altar (Thunder) rituals. The phrasing 
in TT 295 is opaque. It literally says: “...he served the Taoists...as his teacher masters. His 
Taoist skills [were] the avoidance of cereals and the breathing technics ...” Yeh Ch’ien- 

shao ($€4- fi) reputedly lived in the T’ang-period, a few centunes after the umes of Hsit 

and Wu. Concerning the Altar of Earth Thunder, see below Chapter I, rf. TT 1220: 
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Once he stayed alone in a mountain when suddenly storm and rain came up 

together with thunder and lightning. There was a person clad in white garments 

who {appeared and] reverently addressed Yeh Ch ‘ien-shao (SE -F-8) saying that 

his Taoist virtuous ways were accomplished to the highest degree, and the 

registers of the immortals have recommended him for the ascent [to the 

immortals]. [Now,] in the world of man he should employ demons and deities as 

his servants and emissaries and so continue furthermore to display his 

meritorious deeds. Today, a divine person (shen-yen ## A) is about to descend, 

and he, Yeh Ch’‘ien-shao ($¢ T lif), would be able to meet the divine person. 

He should not be afraid at all. 

Yeh Ch‘ien-shao ( -F fi) thereupon burnt incense and retired with folded 

hands to practice silent meditation. In a moment, a perfected [spirit] official who 

was clad in red garments (chu-i chen-kuan A AK Sk 7) descended, arriving from 

the clouds far away. More than ten [spirit] generals additionally [descended] 

carrying swords, and on their belts they all carried the dragon-and-tiger amulet 

(lung-hu fu We He FF). The accompanying units (px-ts ‘ung #8 #€) of demoniac and 

divine [troops] were legions. There were also two attendants who were clad in 

yellow and green garments, and each of them held one role of registers (pw # 

chitan %% — #§) [from the heavenly archives}. The divine generals (shen-chiang ri 

#) lined up to salute Yeh Ch‘ien-shao (S Til). The perfected [spirit] official 
{with red garments] addressed him and said: 

“{Obeying] the decree of heaven we transfer to you these registers (pu #@). [We], 

the divine generals, emissaries and troops are obliged to provide perfectly any 

service as your emissaries in order to save your contemporaries.” 

(17b) Yeh Ch‘ien-shao (#€ ¥ ii) reverently received the heavenly documents 

(tten-shu FR BW), held them in both hands and perused them. They resembled 

worldly military registers (ping-chi }€ #4). The attendants who firmly held the 

registers and documents asked [Yeh Ch ‘ien-shao (& -F 88) for his summons, 

so that they could execute his orders. 

After [the encounter] Yeh Ch‘ien-shao (8 Titi!) could shout long screams, ue 

and in this way, the wind was aroused in forests and abysses. When he spit out 

56.13a. 

10 Or translate: ,,he roared". Shouts or the loud, almost explosive dispatches of concentrated 

breaths are a rather usual feature of some Taoist techniques. 
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water, |! rain fell in the plains. When he heavily pressed down his feet onto the 

ground, the noise of thunder evolved {resembling the noise of a] windlass. 

When fhe seemed to] paint with his hand in empty space, *? radiant lightning 

would occur which baffled everybody. 

Yeh Ch‘ien-shao ( #8) roamed then through the world and feigned to be 

mad, Often being drunk, he popped around in thoroughfares. When he 
suddenly made loud and threatening noises, he seemed to shake with might. 

When he was questioned what it was all about, he gave this sort of answer: “I 
saw in this or that place a fire”, or “[I saw] in this or that place a drought and I 

[just] dispatched rain to save [the situation]”. When the people set out to search 

for the facts, they always found [his words] to have been true. 

Occasionally he passed some prefectures and districts and they all asked him for 

help when they were suffering from a drought. Yeh Ch ien-shao (& Fi) 

would prepare an altar (Asiang-an @ 3) and start to speak spells (ch t-chow HK 5X). 
Rain would begin to fall within a short moment. When people asked him to let 

thunders [ramble], he would press his feet onto the ground and consequently 

the sound [of thunders] would emerge from below in the earth like {the rolling 

of] a windlass. 

In other cases when bad rainstorms had occurred and the prayers for a clear sky 

got no response at all, [the people] would ask Yeh Ch‘ien-shao ( F i) to 

stop it. Consequently he would perform his [exorcist] methods (so shu {E #I) 

(18a) and achieved that the sky cleared up (ch ‘ing-chi fj #). When a drought 

occurred during the wintertime and prayers for snow were to be offered Yeh 

Ch’ien-shao (8 -F 88) wore simple unlined clothes and stood barefooted in the 

sun. He would scream and recite [spells], and within a moment, wind and clouds 
would assemble and snow would fall throughout all the night. 

Furthermore, he used amulets (fw #) to save [and heal] illness and distress. He 

did not wait for people to come up to him and ask for help, but when he saw a 

sick person, he always felt sympathy and saved then that person. When wicked 

mei-demons (hsieh-met Hs 34) were around and heard the name of Yeh Ch ‘ien- 
shao (& ff), they spontaneously reformed their ways to the better. Mer- 

11. Possibly this means amulet water. 

12 This means the drawing of physically unseen amulets in empty space. 
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demons (hsieb-met 4S 94) that were treated with [his] amulets did not again 

display [any wicked might| unul the end of their days.’ 

In the eleventh year of the reign title Asien-t ‘ung (J i 11; 870 A.D.) he set out 

to travel and finally. reached Hao-chou (#& #H),'* where he learnt that the 
governor Liu Fang (#) Wj) suddenly had been struck by a wind and was about 
to die. Some famous physicians had already been called in but they could not 

cure the governor. 

Yeh Chiien-shao (4 T° iif!) entered with his travel stick [Hao-| chou (2 +) 

and said [to Liu Fang (#!) Wi)}: “{You] induced me to come here in order to 

make you come back again to life”. Thereupon he wrote three amulets that he 
fastened on the top of the shoulder (of the governor], on his nibs and on a leg 

and said: “I force the wind to come forth from your fect. In three days [you] 

should be well again.” Finally, the wind made a whizzing sound and came torth 

from the hollows of the feet of the governor. [The governor] recuperated after 

three days and was well as before. 

Liu Fang (#1) 8/7) was a very learned person. He was well familiar with literature 
and was generally dedicated to Taoist crafts (fao-shw ifi {€]). He made an official 

career and attained the prefecture [as governor] where he exerted a good 

government that reached the common folks. He once said to his guests and 

attendants (18b):“in all my life, | took the Tao to be my teacher. Once a violent 

wind suddenly hit me and thereupon I experienced the impact of a saint (sheng- 

jen 4! A) who made use of some emblems (hsiang Hi) to save and heal me. > 
[The experience] that fa man like] Tung Feng (#{ 45) returns harmonised sun- 

souls (#8) to a man (shih -t:), this really is something one has to wait for. In 

fact, this was a response due to the strength of Io (dao-i i JJ)”. The people in 

the prefecture sensed that divine qualities were at hand in the person of Yeh 

Ch’ien-shao (4 FF a). Liu Fang (4 Wi) welcomed then Yeh Ch‘ien-shao ( 

{3 This speaks about demons in the shape and with the face of humans. 
14 This is a location in An-hui province. 
15. This (Asiang Hl) should refer to the amulets. 

16 Here, Tung Feng (iff 4%) most certainly is a personal name that points to a Taoist healer 
who was a rather famous figure in Chiang-hsi province. He is said to have brought back to 
life some other high official, see TT 1248 San-tune ch ‘an-baen le 45a-5b, TT 1139 San-tung 

chu-nang \.18b-'9a. Especially see, Ch’en Shu-yi (Bhi FE A): Leshan chi (WME (Ly Bc) 2.2a- 

2b, in: Pi-chi bsu-pien. Kuang-wen Comp, Taipei 1969. See 1C.Reiter; Der “Bericht iber 

den Berg Tu (L.4-shan hv) von Ch’en Shun-yi, cin histonographischer Beitrag aus der Sung 
Zeit zum Kulturraum des Lu Shan, pp.117-119. Miinchen 1978. 
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F 8) at a fasting festivity (chai #§) in the prefecture and expressed his wish to 

serve him as his teacher master. He gave him a lot of gold and brocade to 

express his thanks. Yeh Ch ‘ien-shao (4£ FF 8), however, speedily deserted Liu 

Fang (| Hj) and disappeared. A search for him was made but no traces [of the 

Taoist] could be found. 

Later, in the regions of Ching and Hsiang (##/ 38) some persons saw [him] when 

he talked laughing about the events in Hao-chou (3% M1). Ir was evident that he 

was hiding away in the Western Mountains (hsi-shan #4 tlt) for more than ten 

years. Among the people of today there are some persons who had eventually 

seen him”. *** 

Yeh Ch‘ien-shao (4 -F##) relies on the spiritual and perhaps even practical 

guidance of two Taoists of old, namely Wu Meng (3% 4B) and Hsii Sun (af 8). 

He finds his motivation in their reputed successes, practices the abstention from 

cercals and breathing techniques (fu-ch 7 JI S8).' Yeh Ch‘ien-shao (& T #4) 

must have been an advanced Taoist, which the apparition of a company of spirit 

administrators and guards seems to prove. They appeared as a divine response 

in honour of the Taoist success of Yeh Ch’ien-shao (42 T #4). Perfected spirit 

officials with an entourage of warriors and emissaries entrusted him with the 

registers of divine martial forces that from now on would obey his commands. 

These spirit forces most likely were Thunder deities, because the Taoist started 

17 This is pars pro toto for his self-cultivation. Wu Meng (&% Mi) hailed from Yii-chang (/R 

#), He was an exorcist, who could subdue epidemics and had access to the world of the 

immortals, see Ch’en Kuo-fu: Tao-tsang yian-iu kao, pp.461-462 (Kao-hsien chuan). 

Rpr.Taipei 1975. Sec F\C.Reiter: “Die Ausfuhrungen 1i Tao-ydans zur Geschichte und 
Geographie des Berges Lu (Chiang-hsi) im ,,Kommentar zum Wasserklassiker“, und ihre 
Bedeutung fiir die regionale Geschichtsschreibung“, p. 20, in; Onens Extremus 28/1 (1981). 
The canonical biography of the temporary Magistrate of Hsi-an, Wu Meng aes KR 

4), is TT 296 Li-shib chen-bsien t7i-tao tung-chien 27,1a-2b. At the age of fourty he received 

the “divine recipics” (shen-fang #H Jj) of the perfected Ting | (J) #). He took as his 

teacher master the governor of Nan-hai (ij ## 2X <F) Pao Ching (88 Bf), who passed on 

to him some unspccificd “secret methods”, During the period Huang-lung ( #% fill, 
229-232) “heaven revealed the White Cloud Amulets (par-yin fu 1 SS Fy” chat enabled 

him “to practice greatly his Taoist skills (/ao-shw itt i)". Later (Chin M) “the Perfected 

Lord Hsii (@f f€ 24) joined him and received then his complete Taoist professional 

secrets (pi-yao # 8)”. The biography reports his magic and exorcist abilities. For 

example, Wu Meng (2 44) stopped stormy winds with the application of his amulets. The 
geographic indication Western Mountains (4 111) may allude to the mounatains “west of 
the great Chiang”, in this case the mountains west of Nan-ch’ang might be the actual 

point of reference (fd 4 PH Il). Also, see, J.M-Bolz: A Survey of Taoist Literature, 

Tenth to Seventeenth Centuries, pp. 70-72, concerning the two Taoists. Berkeley 1987. 
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to achieve successes that in later times would have been identified with Thunder 
Magic. He also acquired a new personal quality and rank, which he outwardly 

wished to conceal and therefore he behaved like a lunatic. He could enter the 
mental and physical state of ecstasy, screaming, spitting and stampeding with his 

feet. In this way, he could procure magic responses in the cosmos. He could see 

what was going on in remote places far away, and so he dispatched rain, for 

example, to relieve a drought or fires in those places. Rain, fair weather, snow in 

winter, anything what was needed Yeh Ch‘ien-shao (# fF i) knew how to 

handle the situation. He may show up barefooted and clad in ragged clothes, 

possibly with dishevelled hair, and perform rituals to improve the weather 

conditions. 

In any case, he performed specific skills (¢so-shw {FE I) to achieve the desired 

results. The writing of amulets was one of his crafts. He used them to subdue 
demons in human shape and appearance. It is significant that his amulets were 
used to heal illness. The Taoist would offer such help without being asked for, 

and he was even mighty enough to save a person from the danger of imminent 

death. 

Anyway, Yeh Ch’ien-shao (#¢ -F it) was not a spectacular Taoist who would 

have enjoyed the attention of the social elite and the court. He rejected profane 

goods in return for spiritual help and preferred seclusion when he felt 

uncomfortable about public attention. 

The biography mentions en passant an official Taoist fasting and purification chai- 

liturgy (#) at which the Taoist participates. All his other activities can be 

labelled magic or exorcist, and in fact, exactly this feature is very much in the 

focus of the biography. The text does not give any explanation or assessments. 
We observe that his magic and exorcist activities go with the installation of altars 

and offerings of incense. They are clearly structured religious acts. I find it most 

important that the exorcist actions of Yeh Ch‘ien-shao (% T &f) are based on 

heavenly documents (¢ ien-shu KK ##), which are the registers of martial spirit 

forces. It is also a characteristic feature of the historically later Taoist Thunder 
Magic to have such registers (/v $%). We notice that descriptions of such ritual 

elements are contained in many biographies in the Taoist Canon. They are the 
standard assets of Taoist professional life. It is very much rewarding to study the 

canonical explanations and descriptions of the spiritual forces and the suitable 
ritual means, which characterize Taoist religious culture. 



A first approach to Thunder Magic 

Thunder Magic is an elusive term that covers a huge array of Taoist ritual 

practices. Most of them seem to serve exorcist purposes, and therefore they may 

not enjoy the broad schislatly attention that the standard repertoire of Heavenly 

Master Taoism receives. ' Hagiographical and biographical sources show that the 

Taoist participation in social life implies much more than the mastery of the 
liturgy of great festivities that the terms chiao (ME) and chai (B%) identify. © ? Taoist 

priests traditionally operated as faith healers. They also were keen to lend their 

helping hands when droughts, floods and other unpleasant or disastrous events 

marred daily life. Taoists often seem to have used exorcist rituals to expulse 
malignant influences and their causes that people believed to be the influences 

of wicked demons. ° 

This situation is well documented in the history of the Taoist religton. I list just a 
few renowned sources that provide such information. There is, for example, the 

Scripture of the Great Peace (I ai-p ‘ing ching K *F #8) that is connected with 

the Taoist history in the second century of the Christian era. * The later 

encyclopaedias San-tung chu-nang (= ih) Bk BB), Tao-tien lun GE HL GM) and Tao- 
chiao i-shu (i #8 2 He) > list numerous entries that tell us how Taoists dealt 

1 We have some remarkable Chinese studies, for example, the two monographs: Li Yuan- 
kuo (Ei): Shen-hsiao ki-fa PER Wid). Chengdu 2003; and Liu Chung-yi (FI (41 3%): 
Yao-chiao fa-shu (ith BCH; HT). Shanghai 2002. Also see L.Skar: “Administering Thunder: A 
thirteenth Century Memorial Deliberating she Thunder Rites”, in: Cahiers d ‘Extrénte-Aste 9, 

pp.159-202 (1996-1997). And the same “Ritual Movements, Deity Cults, and the 
Transformation of Daoism in Song and Yuan Times”, pp.413-463, in L.Kohn ed.: Daoism 
Handbook (Leiden 2000). A rough survey on Thunder Magic materials and related sources 
in the Taoist Canon gives K.Schipper and F.Verellen eds.: Companion, pp.1384-1386. 

2 See M.RSaso: Taoism and the Rite of Cosmic Renewal. Washington 1972. Also see 
K-Schipper: Le corps taoiste. Paris 1982, ].Lagerwey: Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and 

History. New York 1987, R.Hymes: Way and Byway, Taoism, Local Religion, and Models 
of Divinity in Sung and Modern China. Berkeley 2002; and F.C.Reiter: Religionen in 

China, Geschichte, Alltag, Kultur. Miinchen 2002. 

3 F.C.Reiter: Der Perlenbeutel aus den Drei Hohlen (Sun-tung chy-nang), Arbeitsmatenialicn 

zum Taoismus der frihen Tang Zeit, p.9 sq. (,,Hilfe und Fihrung“). AF 112. 
4 K Schipper: “Taiping jing”, pp.277-280, in: Companion. See B.Hendrischke: The Scripture 

on Great Peace, The Taiping Jing and the Beginnings of Daoism. Berkeley 2006. 
5 Sce note 3, and see F, C. Reiter, pp.440-441; H.-H. Schmidt, pp.445-446, 442, in: Campanian, 

See F.C. Reiter: Kategorien und Realien im Shang-ch ing Taoismus (Shang-ch ing tao kei-shib 

bsiang), Arbeitsmatenialien zum Taoismus der frihen T'ang Zeit in: AF 119; Wang 

Zongyu (45 3 58): Dagjiao yishu yanjiu (FL HE HE FL). Shanghai 2001. 
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See M.RSaso: Taoism and the Rite of Cosmic Renewal. Washington 1972. Also see 

K.Schipper: Le corps taoiste. Paris 1982, J.Lagerwey: Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and 
History. New York 1987, R.Elymes: Way and Byway, Taoism, Local Religion, and Models 

of Divinity in Sung and Modern China Berkeley 2002, and F.C.Reiter: Religionen in 

China, Geschichte, Alltag, Kultur. Minchen 2002. 

3 -F.C.Reiter: Der Perlenbeute! aus den Drei Hohlen (San-tung chu-nang), Arbcitsmatenalien 
zum Taoismus der frihen ‘lang Zeit, p.9 sq. (,,Hilfe und Fihrung‘). AP 112. 

4K Schipper: “Taiping jing”, pp.277-280, in: Companion. See B.Hendrischke: The Scripture 
on Great Peace, The Taiping Jing and the Beginnings of Daoism, Berkeley 2006. 

See note 3, and see F. C. Reiter, pp.440-441; H.-H. Schmidt, pp.445-446, 442, in: Companion. 
See F.C. Reiter: Kategorien und Realien im Shang-ch ‘ing Taoismus (Shang-ch ing tao lei-shib 

Asiang), Arbeitsmatenalien zum Taoismus der frihen T’ang Zeit. in: Al’ 119; Wang 

Zongyu (1. 4% 3): Daojiao yishu yanyin GE BUF AH AE FL). Shanghai 2001. 
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with the spirit world, mostly quoting scriptures dating from the Nan-pei ch ‘ao (Fi 
Ak #9) period. 

In the Northern Sung Period during the reign of emperor Sung Hui-tsung (4K 
fA aS rg.1100-1126) a welter of old concepts and practices came to be 
assembled under the name of Thunder Magic (wu-/ei fa Ti #4 1%). Wang Wen- 
ch‘ing ( 3 §@ 1093-1153) effectively managed to perform Thunder rites and 
enthralled the emperor with his obvious successes that were believed to result 
from his ritual expertise. The Taoist eliminated fox spirits and at one time 
enforced good weather conditions for state rituals. Wang Wen-ch ‘ing’s (= 
ff) ritual efforts are documented in his canonical biography and in A Corpus of 
Taoist Ritual (Tao-fa bui-ysian ii 1; $7 FC) of the 14% century. ° 

This literary collection contains quite a number of texts from the School of Pure 
Subtlety (Ch ‘ing-wei 74 $M) that from the 13% century onwards continued and 
extended the traditions of Sung Thunder Magic. It is well known that a 
remarkable number of canonical texts are either directly connected with 
Thunder Magic or can be associated with the concepts of Thunder Magic. é 
Very long periods of Taoist history and activities elapsed until the 12% century 
when literary and rather comprehensive efforts were made to assemble and 
formulate what could be said about Thunder Magic. Many of these materials are 
hard to date, even if we can place them within the frame of about two hundred 
years, which means from the 12% to the 14" centuries. The exact date of origin 
of quite a few tracts on Thunder Magic in A Corpus of Taoist Ritual remains 
uncertain. 

We have some texts in A Corpus of Taoist Ritual that explicitly indicate Wang 
Wen-ch’ing (4 3 SW) to be the author, and I accept this information as long as 
textual evidence does not contradict the attribution. Studying these texts, I 

6 K Schipper and Yuan Bingling, pp.1105-1113, in: Companion. P. van der Loon: “A Taoist 
Collection of the Fourteenth Century”, pp. 401-405, in: W.Bauer ed.: Studia Sino- 
Mongolica, MOS 25. F.C.Reiter: “A Preliminary Study of the Taoist Wang Wen-ch ‘ing 
(1093-1153) and his Thunder Magic (4i-/a)”, in: Zeitschrift der Deutschen Monpentandischen 
Gesellschaft (henceforth ZDMG), 152, pp.155-184. And the same, “The Discourse on the 
‘Thunders ff a, by the Taoist Wang Wen-ch‘ing 4: & SW (1093-1153), in: Journal of the 
Royal Asiatic Society (henceforth JRAS), 14/3, pp.207-229. 

7 Compare Companion pp.1384-1385, Sce E.C.Reiter:: Grundelemente und ‘Tendenzen des 
religidsen Taoismus, das Spannungsverhaltnis von Integration und Individualitat in seiner 
Geschichte zur Chin-, Yiian- und friihen Ming-Zeit, pp.42-55 (concerning Qingwei iff 
i), in: MOS 48. 
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describe some basic features and specific activities. They all are closely 

interwoven and reveal the conditions and workings of Thunder Magic. 

The Taoist patriarch Chang Yii-ch’u (4 9 #] 1361-1410) acted on imperial 

orders in 1406 when he started to recompile the Taoist Canon after its 

destruction under Mongol rule in the 13 century. He classified Thunder Magic 

rituals as minor rituals (bsiaofa ‘I’ id), which seems to be a belittling 

qualification. This assessment does in fact not say anything about the religious 

and spiritual standards of such minor rituals which I have shown somewhere 

else.® In the book Basic Conditions of Taoist Thunder Magic, I present texts 

that reveal the religious and spiritual quality of Thunder Magic. I consider 

various practical aspects, completely basing myself on canonical sources that we 

can associate with or even attribute to Wang Wen-ch'ing (= 3 $M). I present 

information to show that such minor rituals actually comprise the whole range 

of well-established Taoist notions and practices. They are demanding as far as 

the religious and personal standing of the performing priest is concerned, which 

again Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (. 3 Jil) perfectly exemplified. 

Human Nature and Thunder Magic 

Wang Wen-ch’ing (+ 3 Sil) presents a fair number of theoretic expositions 

that elucidate basic and ritual actions of Thunder Magic. Many of these texts are 

didactic expositions and pointedly explain rather specific themes. The answers 

that Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (E 3XC Si) gives his students are to the point, and yet, 

they should not be understood as the final solutions to the questions that 

originally were raised. We certainly miss the oral and secret instructions of the 

Taoist that he may have passed on to his advanced disciples. However, his 

answers are always conclusive and therefore we have a good chance to collect a 

lot of information that should help us understand the basics of Thunder Magic. 

I start out enquiring about the practical concerns and activities of a Thunder 

specialist. 

The Thunder specialist is a Taoist priest (tao-shth iff -&) who performs exorcist 

crafts. He summons individual divine forces in order to employ them for ritual 

8 E.CReiter: “The Management of Nature: Convictions and Means in Daoist Thunder 

Magic (Daojiao leifa)”, pp.193-210, in F.C.Reiter ed.: Purposes, Means and Convictions in 

Daoism, A Berlin Symposium, in: AAS 29; and sce my Grundelemente und Tendenzen 

des religidsen Taoismus, pp.t1-35; 132-139, in MOS 48. 
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purposes. He first addresses divine and transcendent entities that are not at all 
beyond the confines of his own human body. We know that the Taoists 
developed and fostered specific convictions concerning the divine nature of the 
human being, or to be more precise, of “the self” (¢gw-chi AG). This conviction 
is the absolute basis for any ritual activity, which is easy to illustrate. We find, for 
example, in the following short essay the explicit identification of the individual 
self of the priest with the Divine Norm (4ng-far & YK) of Thunder Magic.’ 

The Secret Instructions Concerning the Thunder Rituals (4-far pi-chi 4h i& Hh 
1) (2b) explain: the self is the Divine Norm (ling-far % ¥:). As to the divine 
self (ding-woo % 4), if it is not divine, what {else then] could unite with the 
thunder divinities (/ei-sheen ‘di ##)? 1 (wo ER) am capable to excite [them] in a 
good way, and the thunder divinities respond in a good way. One appeal to [the 
thunder divinities] has one response, and thus absolutely everything is settled. 
When there is a [right] mind [at work], it can appeal to the divinities. When the 
divinities turn away and do not response, the appeal was done without a proper 
mind. The response {of the divinities] is like an echo, and just for nothing, there 
is also no response at all. You must not have any erratic thoughts. The 
completely true mind (é-p ten chen-hsin — Fy 4£ Ly) must be completely free." 
[In this way] the mind and the thunder divinities intermingle and are just like 
one united entity. In this way, | am the thunder divinity, and the thunder divinity 
is I. All the (divine] responses are concurrent with me. There is no response that 
would not occur, (3a) [for example], sympathy, compassion, profit and help. 
Above, I unite with the heart of heaven (tien-hsin K st»). '' My love for the 
living beings is my virtue, and it is for this reason that heaven certainly does not 
disregard me. Thunders receive respectfully the heavenly orders. How could 
they disregard me? ¥ 

9 TT 1220: 77.2b-3a, See TT 1220: 84.8b, referring to the encounter of Wang Wen- ching 
CE. 3 9) with his teacher master (see below) and the transmission of the title (/ei-fa pi-chih 
iti 74; 4 FL). However, we cannot prove the identity of the extant texts in consideration 
and the allegedly transmitted text. 

10 “free” or “unknowing”. 
11 Compare TT 1220: 56.4b, see below the translation of chapter 56. For this term sce, 

P.Andetsen: “The Practice of Bugang’, in Cabiers d Vixtrime-Asie 5, p-28 (1989-1990). 
12 The text Tuo-mino (if 4; TT 1220; 84.2a-5b) extends this notion by identifying the “self” 

(wo 4X) with the ancestral breaths (ch’i che sheng-i chih tsu 44 # 7E ~- <) and also with 
heaven (tien A) implying all its potentials (p.3b). It is clear that the tract is written ages 
after the time of Wang Wen-ch‘ing (1 il). Also compare TT 1015 Ghin-so hiuechu yin 
5.1a-1b (t’ai-hsiian ytian-ch'i suo-sheng san-ytian yin A XK 7G MT AE = 76 4), witha 
definition of the spiritual force (shen #1!), which surfaces in the practices and convictions 
of Thunder Magic. For this text is attributed to Li Ch ‘un-feng (4% 7% Ml, 602-670), see 



The Secret Instructions Concerning the Thunder Rituals We 

The subsequent explanation concerning this text says that the Fire Master, the 

perfect [teacher master] Wang (4), u personally transmitted it to Shih-ch’en, 

Wang Wen-ching (f¥ Je, 3 3 JM). This statement intends to show that the 

text itself was a secret transmission in the school of Thunder Magic (4i-t ing chib 

pi-ch ‘nan a HE Z Bb AG). 

‘The text Secret Instructions Concerning the Thunder Rituals (/ei-fa pi-chih i 79 

fit 3) brings us to consider the very nature of the relationship between the 

acting priest and the cosmic or absolute divine being that adopts the apparitions 

and potentials of Thunder deities. “The [Thunder] emissary, this is just me. Tam 

the one who is the emissary and I shall act it out until the end of my life”, says 

the theoretical tract Mysteries of Tao (ao-mrao i Ww), Mm Obviously, there is an 

osmotic relationship or even a special unity between man and the divine that 

Thunder deities identify. 

We generally observe the Taoist inclination to think in terms of a grand unity, 

which surfaces in the chronologies of Taoist schools and affiliations. 1 remind of 

the hagiography of the Ch‘ing-wei (7 %) School (Ch ‘ing-wei hsien-p‘u it Gh Ail 

at?) or the hagiographies of the Ch‘tian-chen (42 SL) School (Chin-len cheng-tsung- 

chi 42 jdt EK BC / Chin-ben cheng-tsung hsien-ytian bsiang-chuanSt. ME ae A 

{% 44). '° The hagiographies of T’ai-shang Lao-chiin (AK 1: 2 #) show this 

divinity to be the unifying body of the universe and the moving power of 

creation. T’ai-shang Lao-chin (A + & #) is the leading expression of that 

general Taoist notion. ‘© We certainly understand that scriptures and rituals 

P.Andersen, in: Companion pp.1076- 1079. 

13. ‘IT 1220: 76.3a indicates the taboo name Tzu-hua (-f 4), the tzu-name Shih-mei (FF 3K). See 

TT 1220: 83.1a, which is a later tradition. It says that the taboo name is Shou-chen (+}' 20) 

°Guarding Perfection’). 

14. TT 1220: 84.4b-5a., and see below. 

15 Concerning TY 171; 173; 174, see F.C.Reiter, pp. 1100, 1135-1136, 1136-1137, in: 

Companion. Also see F.C.Reiter: Grundelemente und Tendenzen des religiosen Taoismus, 

pp.42-76. 

16 See A.K.Scidel: La divinisation de Lao Tseu dans le tacisme des Han, p. 84 sq., 92 sq. 

(Paris 1969). F.C.Reiter trl. ed: Leben und Wirken Lao-Tzu’s in Schrift und Bild (Lao-chiin 

pa-shih-i bua t'n-shuo), pp-21-239 (Wiirzburg 1990). Also sce, for example, TT 1220: 84.6a, 

explaining that the three “venerable divinities” of the Three Caves (san-tung = Wa) are to 

be identified with primordial forms of breath and the same time with the individual 

names of Thunder deities. “In fact, the three deities are in basically one deity, and the one 

entity is three deities” (sant-shen pen i-shen i-t 1 san-shen shib yeb —. Ht A BH i = HH 

ft: 1). The statement also ascertains that Thunder Magic is a firm part of the established 

Taoism of the Heavenly Master (cheng-i tao E> L/W ien-shib tao K fii ae), 
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mirror this religious conviction of a cosmic unity of man and the divine, which 
Thunder Magic rituals set to use. 

When we focus our study on Thunder Magic we find several tracts by Wang 

Wen-ch‘ing (4E 3¢ $i) that explain selected constituents of Thunder rituals. He 
also makes some statements about the spiritual conditions of the human nature 

that matter for any ritual performance. We come to understand the actual scope 
of the ritual profession in terms of intellectual and practical efforts. 

Our first and most basic question that we formulate may refer to the individual 
standard and the quality of the Taoist. How does he summon and dispatch the 

divine forces that exist within his own human body and let them serve ritual 
purposes? 

This sort of question came to the mind of the disciples of Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (+. 
3 FR) who worked out appropriate texts to feature the conditions of Thunder 
Magic and in this way presented conclusive answers. We are fortunate to have 

the didactic collection Wang Shih-ch ‘en ch i-tao pa-tuan chin (¥. F# We i ME IN BE 
$i). His otherwise unknown disciple Yian Wu-chich (#£ & JP) formulates a 
number of interesting questions. For example, the paragraph “Summoning and 

Uniting” begins with a question that Yian Wu-chich ($i #& JP) sets forth. 
Wang Wen-ch‘ing (E 3 9M) gives his explanation, and another unknown 
person with the name Yii-feng (ff) Hil) contributes additional commentaries. 
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Summoning and Uniting [the Thunder Divinities] 
(chao-ho 44 4)” 

Yiian Wu-chich (3 #€& JP) sets forth his question about the so-called 

summoning and uniting. He wishes to learn about the essential points of 

summoning and uniting. 

[Wang] Shih-ch’en ([E] f¥ i) says: The people of today, the gentlemen who 

practice Taoism only know that the general of the heart (hstn-chiang ay #8) 

comes out of the heart, the general of the liver (kan-chiang JH 1%) comes out of 

the liver and the general of the kidneys (shen-chiang it) comes out of the 

kidneys. Any summoning and uniting that is done in this way, is not in accord 

with the right principles (cheng- 1E. BE). How does it come that people do not 
know that metal, wood, water, fire and earth, the generals of the five intestines 

all emerge from earth (¢' <1)? Earth is the leading force (chu +) of the five 

elements (ww-hsing Hi 47), and the spleen (p 7 f#) belongs [to earth]. ~ 

The commentary by Yii-feng (#1 Hl) says: the theory of summoning and uniting 

relies on the spells (chow-y#7u iif) in rituals that are used to call out the 
summons. At the time of a union [with the divine], you first summon [the 

divinity]. When |the divinity] has arrived you inhale as to lead [the divinity] into 

the central palace (chung-kung ‘P #4) to realize the union. 

As a case in point, (5b) Marshal Teng (36 fil) belongs to [the element] fire and 

returns to the heart (Asin Ly). 

17 TT 1220: 69.5a-t1a, Compare TT 1220: 124.2b-3a Chao-ho pi-fa (44 ih i), see 1-.C Reiter: 
"A Preliminary Study of the Taoist Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (1093-1153) and his Thunder Magic 
(ki-fa)". In: ZDMG 152, p.172-173, note 54; p.179, note 82, rf. TT 1220: 85.7a-7b. The 
gist of this paragraph has been transmitted in later traditions, see TT 1220: 83.3a-3b Chao- 

he hstian-cht 44 7 & BM). This text features the self-identification with the divinity T‘icn- 
mu (A Ab). See TT 1220: 85.14a-18b (T‘ien-mu A Hf/Pei-tou chih mu dé 4+ Z Bf). Ch. 
83.2a-3a gives a grand description of the divine signs of the Heavenly Mother Mo-li-chih- 
tien ta-sheng (4 #) & KK %) who is Marici, a deity that unites Brahmanic mythology 
with Chinese Buddhist and Taoist notions, see W.E.Soothill and L. Hlodous: A Dictionary 
of Chinese Buddhist Terms, p.435a. Rpr. Taipei 1972. TT 1220: 83.6a-6b (Hen-fa BK 25) 
shows how the internal and spiritual self-identification with and self-deification as 
Heavenly Mother is achieved in preparation for some Thundet rituals. 

18 Ir literally says: “the repository/intestine spleen”. See TT 1250 Ch ‘ung-hsié t'ung-miao Shib-ch ‘en 
Wang hsien-sheng chia-bua 5b, for the identification of the clement yearth” as 2 spirit 

emissary (“The Will”) and the “Comprehensively Inspecting Astral Agent of the Great 
Dipper”. See below, TT 1220: 69.8a “the Divinity of the Will” (i-shen RM). 
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Marshal Hsin (:¥ ff) belongs to [the element] wood and returns to the liver.” 

The emissaries (shih-che {fi 4) belong to [the element] earth and return to the 
ancestral palace (tsu-kung 41 #3) * to realize the union. 

[The divinity Chao] Hsiian-t/an ({k] & H4) belongs to the heart, ”! and the 
Magic Agent Ma (3 ® 11) belongs to the heart. 

Marshal Wen (iil fill) belongs to [the trigram] chen #E. He returns to the liver 
and passes through (/ Hf) the gall. The Magic Agent Wang (E & 11) belongs 
to the heart.” Each of [the emissaries] follows the own [super ordinate] marshal 
and belongs to [one of] the five intestines. 

19 Concerning these two names see, for example, TT 1220: 82. 28a: [ei-t ing san-shuai hsin-ln, 
shib-bsi, shib-shih (iy HE = fall Ly 3% tht F& FF BH). For an adaptation of astral realities to 
the human internal spheres, sec e.g. I'T 1220; 82. 18a-18b. Here we find the comparison 
of the heart of man with its seven holes and the Northern Dipper (seven stars). Also sce 
Li Ylan-kuo: “Tae-chiao kei-fa yen-ko kao". In: Shih-chich tsung-chiao_yen-chin 2002, 3, p. 95 
(jen-shen hsiao tien-ti A “Js A Hh). lespecially sce p. 96. See, Liu Chung-yti: Iao-chiao 
Jfa-shu, p. 84 (i-shen wei i hsiao yii-chou ~~ & 24 -— ¢)s ° ii ); and also see F.C.Reiter: 
“The Discourse on the Thunders, by the Taoist Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (1093-1153), in: JRAS 14/3, 
pp.210,, 224-225 (2004). Compare TT 1220: 81.1a-16. 

20 "ancestral palace” most likely stands for the "central palace". 
21 This is Chao Kung-ming (1 2 J), a famous name in the Tavist history of the divine, 

see TT 1476 Sou-shen chi 4.10a-11b. The title is Chao Yuan-shuai (#1 JL (Hl); abbreviating 
Cheng-i hsiian-t’an yiian-shuai (1 ~~ %& $f 90 ffl). He is said to have avoided the Ch‘in 
(3%) administration and retired to the mountains. See in this book Chapter II, concerning 
the Altar of Earth Thunder. As to TT 1476, see J.Lévi/F.Verellen, pp.897-989, in: 
Companion. The name of the divinity appears in many Taoist sources. See, for example, TT 
1016 Chen-kao 10.17b which shows him to be a divinity of the five directions. 
Consequently see TT 1220: 135.19b (Wu-fang tu-mo shih che Chao Kung-ming [i Jy #8 
M8 2% #2 N}). The name Chao Kung-ming meanders through Taoist sources of any 
epoch, Concerning TT 1016, see IRobinet, pp.198-200, in: Companion, This is an example 
for the age of the tradition and the vast diffusion of the divine names in our texts. I do 
not intend to document all these names. 

22 Concerning Wang, see F.C Reiter: "Some Notices on the Magic Agent Wang (Wang /ine- 
kuan) at Mt. Chi-ch’i in Tzu-tung District, Szechwan Province". In: ZDMG 148, 323- 
342 (1998). ‘TT 1221 Shang-ch ‘ing ling-pao ta-Ja 7.8a-9a offers a cosmic set of 81 Magic 
Agents, as part of a tradition of 81 amulets. ‘The Agent poses in a prominent position 
(chu-shuai ‘t: [if). He is second only to the perfected man and spirit patron (chu-fa 4: ?4:) 
Sa Shou-chien (MF f° &, in accordance with the ritual instructions Lei- ‘ing san-an hyo-chii 
ling-kuan Wang yitan-shusi pifa (ih 3 = Th KM WTEC Bb MH Wy, in TY 1220: 
241.1a-15b, and see ch. 242 and ch. 243 of TY 1220. in TT 1220: 86.7a the deity has the 
title Hsien-t ten san-wu huo-chii ling-kuan Wang Shan (6 K 2. fi kK Hf SB HE ®). 
In the same chapter (TT 1220) on p.7b we find the already familiar (see above note 21) 
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When you speak the spells by heart (mien-chou &7t) to summon and unite {with 

the divinities], they first return to the respective intestine and enter then the 

central palace. [The orifices] above and below are blocked and they do not allow 

[divinities] to enter and take lodge. You use the nostrils to exhale noisily, or 

perhaps you use the sword-audrd (chien-chiieh Rl GR) *3 ¢@ lead them on to come 

forth. In front of the altar you can dispatch |the divinities] according to your will 

and purpose. The rituals of all grades definitely require to unite with and refine 

[the spiritual forces], or to refine them in meditation and visualizing them when 

they are present and the inside and the outside unite. You exert your mind and 

activate the meditation. What follows then are responses that come up like 

echoes. 

The [element] earth is the head of the five clements. Earth lets the essences and 

the breaths circulate and thoroughly flow through the bones and the nine 

orifices. 

The spleen (p 7 J) is yin-earth (4). The stomach is_yang-earth (% -1). The 

spleen digests the five cereals and connects them to become eminent blossoms 

(ying-hbwa 3% 4) that nourish the body. 2 

The stomach (wei ¥) is the belly of the human body where all the strings are 

tighdy bundled. It is for this reason (6a) that [the stomach] plays the leading 

part among the five intestines. 

As to the character One (~~) of the [character] centre (chung "), there is a One 

yi (>) [stroke] at the four sides, and the very centre of {the character] mouth 

(kon (1) shows yet another yi (—) that is set up in the vertical direction, 

emerging and reaching upwards. This is called, the divine radiance (shen-kuang fi! 

36) rushes towards heaven. Protruding but reaching downwards, [the stroke _y 

—] is said to be the divine radiance that opposes earth. Now, this means, "the 

four sides encircle the ultimate". Concerning the character One (~~) of the 

[character] palace (Aung 4) that is above or on top of the [character], the One (yi 

Lei-fu fa hsich-wu chu-wei hsiian-t’an Chao Lang (i AY (% FB AK AR HE HE W]) 
who has a military capacity. Here we also find, for example, Wen Ch ‘iung (yfil $4/ihi fill. 

This late tradition (Hsien-tien lei-ching yin-sbu Fé RK G8 th BB i) uses the fundamental 

concept of Anterior Heaven to lay a claim to names that we usually are inclined to combine 

with the notion of Posterior Heaven. Obviously, there are no exclusive categories. 

23 See H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary. Nr.3225, p.395b. (Rpr. Taipei 1972). 

24 Compare TT 432 Huane-t ing nei-ching wu-tsang kin-fu pu-bsich t 4 \3a-14a, also speaking about 

the stomach. For this text (the preface is dated 848), see J.Lévi, in: Companion, pp. 348-349. 
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~~) turns out to be the cover. The upper [character] mouth (FA) is the tripod 
vessel (si 4) that keeps its orifice empty as to store inside the substance of the 
subtle shining of pure gold that is the ancestral breath (tsw-ch 7 #4. 4A). 

The one lower [character] mouth (F)) [of the character Aang (#4)] is the square 

stove that puts in order and accomplishes the tripod vessel. Its upper part is 
round and resembles heaven. Its lower part is square and resembles earth. 
Heaven is ch ‘ien (#2), and the earth is & ‘un (HH), This is called the orifice of the 

heavenly female (siian-p‘in K 46). [The word} heavenly (AsianX) has the 

meaning of black and heaven. [The word] female (#() has the meaning of yellow 

and earth. ”° Earth is the caldron (fu €), and the caldron is the valley. The valley 

is an empty vessel that holds inside the original breath (yi#an-ch 7 7G 54) 7° and 
collects the essences and the spiritual forces. They are aroused by thunders and 

thunderclaps. They are fertilized by wind and rain.”” Just everything is contained 
herein. 

[Wang Wen-ch’ing ( 3 5H) continues saying:] The elixir classics (tan-ching F} 

&®) say: "When the one yang (— [) agitated for the first time, where did the 
agitation occur? When the black crow soared up, from which spot did it arise? a 
(6b) Now, it all came from the point of agitation of the one spark, which was 

the time of the absolute beginning of the greatest ultimate (¢‘ai-chi K #&). When 
that one spark had not yet agitated, my own body and the breaths of heaven and 
earth mutually were the inside and the outside. 

The commentary by Yii-feng (ffl Hil) says: The one (~~) is yang (Kaa); and the one 

is pure ch ten (ch ‘un-ch ‘ien Hi, 42). Ch ten (#2) is the perfect yang (chen-yang 34 |). 
Yang gives birth to offsprings (4 >). At the very beginning, the one yang is 

25 Compare the explanation of the term hstian-p‘in (% 4) in the Ho-shang kung (iJ _E 2S) 
commentary TT 682 Tao-re cheu-ching chu 1.5a (ch‘eng-hsiang 6/ku-shen pu ssu hk # / 4 HP 
7s ¥€), which may suggest that Wang Wen-ch‘ing (4. 3C $M) carried on a certain line of 
tradition. A good example for the grossly diverging interpretation of the heavenly or 
mysterious female as the absolute essential basis that is beyond any wording, gives, for 
example, TT 263 Hosiu-chen shih-shu tsa-chu chib-hsiian p‘ien 5.Aa-Ab; and ch.9.3a (Chin-tan ta- 
ch ‘eng chi/ Hsiian-p in t'u & Ft K EK HG Ul. 

26 See TT 1250; 14a, the original breath is a bodily reality. 
27 Chou-i Jil 54 17, hsintz'w bsia % AE KF 1, p.2. See, The I Ching or Book of Changes, the 

Richard Wilhelm ‘Translation rendered into English, by C.F.Baynes. New York 1967. 
(Henceforth: Book of Changes). See, pp. 283, 284 where the word "lightning" is used instead 
of "thunderclap”. Wang Wen-ch’ing (1. 3 9) reverses the sequence of the phrases in 
the I-ching (34 BR). 

28 The black crow represents the sun. 
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most enduring and sound. There is just nothing that is ee up with it. [The 
one yangl is entrusted to the womb at the centre of & ‘an (3k).? When the human’ 

being comes to life for the first time, the one_yang (%) had first been agitated. 

When father and mother wed their essences, then it is that heaven and the one 

(tien-i KR —) x give birth to water, and so it is that [the element] fire is born 
within water. The fire is yang. When_yang agitates, then it is that the very being 

streams [forth] (Asing-tx PE iit) to the female creatures (p in-wu 4t, 4) that 

manifest their being. They definitely come to life due to heaven and the one. 

Water is goodness (jen {=). Goodness means, “to be ripe” (shih Hi). The inside 

of a fruit produces a kernel, and what is stored inside the kernel, this is the 

goodness. Goodness, this is the perfect water (chen-shui Hi. 7K), and water was 

brought to life by heaven and the one (tien-i K —). When [this] agitation (tung 

H) occurs, the yang-breath (yang-ch i Bi 3A) ascends and rising up forms high 

above the blissful clouds (ch ‘ing-yiin JE Zz) that open the door of life (sheng-men 

4 PY) and let auspicious vapours flow down to block the window of death (ssw- 
hu 3, F). Such utmost subtle, such utmost mysterious (7a) principles they are! 

High above there is the bent chiang-river (iT). See the moonflower that is 

flourishing and pure, and there is the black crow that soars high above. This is 
something that genuinely belongs to everybody. When amidst great tranquillity a 

[specific] sensation (Asiao-hsi Hf §B) arises, the one spark (tian — Bi) fof 

agitation] comes forth, issuing from where the Anterior Heaven (hsien-t ien 36 
FR) has not yet started to bud. You must know the utmost beginning when 

father and mother had not yet come to life. There was the situation that the one 

yang (\%q) first agitated. At that time when all creatures had not yet come to life, 

they were without the resources to grasp life. It is no wonder that the bodies 
received for the first time their vital breaths due to the initiating power of 
heaven (¢ ien-chi K ##) *' that completely leaked out. These words say it all. 

29 This refers to the trigram & am that has one yang-stroke in its very centre; see Book of 

Changes, p.114 (hexagram & ‘an, The Abysmal/ Water). 
30 TT 1250; Ma, for the combination of ¢ ien-i (AC ~) with the element “water” and the gall- 

[department], see below. TT 1250: 11a-lb, gives the context of an internal practice, 
which is part of the process of creation that is spiritually realised within the human body. 

31 TY 1250 Ch ‘ung-hsii t'ung-miao Shib-ch on Wang hsien-sheng chia-bua 7b-8a, for a definition and 
description of the ,,heavenly initiating (or moving) power“ (Wien-chi A 4M) in terms of 
cyclic astronomic processes during the year, involving the 28 stellar mansions, the 24 
phases of the breaths and the stimulation of the 36 shining elements. TT 1250: 6a shows 
how the “moving power” can be manipulated following to the application of appropriate 

amulets. 
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[Wang Wen-ch‘ing (-- 3X 9) continues saying:] The spleen (p 7 /}#) is [called] 

Furnace Crescent Moon (yen-yiieh iw {& Al Hf). » Its outer shape shows two 

horns (chiao #f]) that are sharp and hang down. At the one spark of the first 
agitation, the two horns bend upwards. Between the two homs, there is one 
orifice, which has the size of a black corn of millet. When the one orifice is 

about to open, the time has come for the internal practice [of self-cultivation| 

(Asing-ch ‘ib 41 ¥¥). You visualize befittingly the one spark of golden radiance that 
comes forth from the cave [that resembles] a black corn of millet. 

In case that you summon the general of the kidneys, it is necessary that this one 

spark of gold radiance be properly attached to the kidneys. In case that you 

summon the generals of the heart and the gall, you should concentrate (¢s ‘an 4F) 
on this one spark and attach it to the heart and the gall. The accompanying 

[spiritual] forces can then be deployed (yan-bua if 44) when that [procedure is 

complete}. (7b) [The ritual of] summoning and uniting works just like that, and 
there will never be any failure. 

The commentary by Yii-feng ((#1 Hil) says: The spleen is the Furnace Crescent 

Moon that [resembles] an iron sickle. The head is big and the tail is sharp, being 

long five és ‘un (sf). It is also called the Perfect Earth of the Five Directions. The 
spleen is tightly connected with the heart. The orifices of the heart irrigate the 

eyes and the eyebrows, and they irrigate [the element] earth of the spleen. All 

the ritual officers” who summon and dispatch the [Thunder] generals keep 
their two eyes looking upwards, and they force the two eyebrows to bend 

upwards. A sustaining force is thus raised high above across the heaven. Then it 

is that the heavenly orifices (Asiian-chiao % 9%) issue spontaneously the 

apparition of a divine radiance, which supports heaven. The thunder divinities 
(lei-shen ‘i #1) can hardly afford not to respond. The ancestral breaths (tsw-ch 7 

32 TY 1220: 69.25a, connecting the spirit force of the spleen (p‘i-shen JM #H) with the will ( 
iM), the element earth (tu “l:) and the numbers five and ten. However, the image of the 
furnace docs not appear again. TT 1402 Shang-ch ing buang-t ing wa-tsang lin-fu chen-jen yii-chou 
ching Gb-8a compares the spleen with an “overturned bowl”. For this T’ang-Text sce 
J.Lévi, in Companion pp.350-351. For a Furnace Crescent Moon” {yen-yiieh chih tu fi 
@ WM) serving as a metaphor for the area of internal refinement being compared with the 
‘Tripod of Red Cinnabar (chu-sha chih ting Ac Wb Z. sii), see TT 263 Hoin-chen shib-shu tsa- 
chu chib-hsiian p ten 6.2b; also see ch.9,2b (1 ten-bsin 1'u K Ly Ul). See TV 263 Hesiu-chen shib- 

shu wa-chen p ten 26.7a, which shows a drawing of a Furnace Crescent Moon, which may 
suffice here as documentation. 

33 Fa-kuan (2; 1) should refer to the acting priest (fao-shih). TT 1250: 13b has the combined 
term “ritual officers and ‘Vaoist priests” (fa-kuan tao-shih #4: ‘Ef if <) which in this case, 
however, should not point to persons of different rank and professional quality. 
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7H 4A), however, are the golden radiance of the Anterior Heaven (Asien-t ten 9 

X) that shines brightly and since antiquity was never extinguished. The Tw-jen 
ching says: "It was in the middle of the void heaven that [Yiian-shih (70 4)] 

suspended one precious pearl as small as one grain of millet. It was separated 

five chang (3) from the earth." * Barth belongs to the trigram 4 (-kua BE Eh). 

This trigram has three strokes. Two strokes, the upper one and the lower one 

are ch ten (#2) and metal (chin $). In the middle between the two strokes, there 

is &'un (3). K ‘un is the earth (4 Hl), and the earth (8a) is yin-earth (yin-t‘w [Z 

cL). [The clement] earth (-[:) constitutes the earth (# Hil). Moving away from it 

five ¢s um you touch the very centre (chung-huang'}) $2). The upper orifices of the 

eight poles are chien (#2) and the yellow of heaven (fien-huang K i). The 

yellow of heaven is exactly [identical with] the mysterious yellow (hstian-huang K 

#4). The lower orifices are the earth and the yellow of the earth (4-Awanght, ¥). 

Yellow, that is the yellow court (buang-t ing Bi KE). The yellow court is a room 

(wu J) and its base does not move (fung #)). The three orifices of its right side 
[correspond with the trigrams] chen, & an and ken (& 3K fR), which are the three 

males (nan 'J}). The three orifices of its left side [correspond with the trigrams| 

sun, ii and tui ($& BE $2), which are the three females (ni %). Chien (#2) and 

kun (5) together give birth to six children. The six children circulate and move 

on day and night without any pause. The movements of the heavenly bodies are 

strong by themselves and go on without any pause. Humans and quadrupeds all 

possess [internally] this most subtle principle. As soon as the eyes, the ears, the 
mouth, the hands and feet rise and act, these orifices also move. The [related] 

subtle mysteries are subject to oral transmissions (& ow ch ‘wan V1 (4), Only the 

quadrupeds carry their heart in a horizontal position, and therefore they are 

born as domestic animals. Birds, however, do not have these orifices. There are 

34 See TT 147 Line-puo wa-liaug tu-jen shang-p ‘in nriao-ching fu-t'n 1.6b. See TT 1250: 4b, which 
correlates the Anterior Heaven with the Original Spiritual Force and the Prime Origin that 
“nowadays ate venerated” (yiian-shen 7G ## / yiian-shih J ffi). Fora Thunder ritual that 
completely is dedicated to the Anterior Heaven and its unified breaths, see TT 1220: 90 
(Hsien-tien i-ch i kiefa 3 KR -- SR. Ti ¥5) that incorporates the famous Song of the 

Heavenly Pearl by Wang Wen-ch ‘ing: Shib-ch ‘en hsiian-chu ke 4¥ WE HK BK MK; 90.15b-16b). 
Compare |..Skar:; “Administering Thunder: A thirteenth Century Memorial Deliberating 
the Thunder Rites”, in: Cabters d‘Eatrime-Ase 9, pp.159-202 (1996-1997). The Anterior 
Heaven matches the Anterior Barth (hsien-ti 45 HB) in Hoian-chu ke (K 2K MK) by Wang 

Wen-ch’ing (4. X Mil), see TT 1220: 70.4b. Also see, for example, TT 1221 Shang-ch ing 
ling-pao ta-fa 40.\9b (Pi-lo kung-ko fu 1 ¥% 4 WK #4), for the self-identification or self- 

divinisation of the acting priest with Ytian-shih |t‘ien-teun] (JG Mi A Mf). For the song Pi- 
b k'ung ko (7 ¥%& 7 WK) and the appropriate chart, sce TT 147 Ling-pao wu-hang tu-jen 
shang-p in miao-ching fi-t'w \.3a-3b (the preface was done by Sung Hui-tsung AE 4%). 
Compare J.Lagerwey, in; Companion pp. 1084-1085. 
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some most subtle oral instructions, and the mysteries refer to the heart. Keep 

them for you as a secret, keep them secret! 

In case that you summon the [spirit] emissaries, you take the divinity of the will 

(i-shen %& #) to be the leading force that is Ken-chen (= FA) * which is the 

internal Aang (i) —star. [The star] becomes apparent due to its (8b) golden 

radiance. 

In case that you summon Marshal Teng (Teng shuai 9% ff), you take the heart 

to be the fire official (wo-kwan + @). The fire official is the heart, and the heart 

is the heavenly kang-star (t‘ien-kang HK 4). ~© When the heavenly kang-star 
shakes, golden radiance concentrates and shoots forth from the [inner] central 

palace (chung-kung "P =). How could it happen that Marshal Teng would not 

become magically efficient (pu-ding A. 3)? 

In case that you summon Marshal Hsin (Hsin shuai 4 fi), you take the divinity 

of the breath (ch i-shen $4, #!) to be the leading force. It belongs to the liver, 

passes through the gall department (¢an-fv fff Jif) and flows into the central 

palace (+P ©) where golden radiance gushes forth and scatters. Z 

In case that you summon Marshal Wen (Wen shuai #fi Bill), you make use of 

Wood Senior (mu-lao A. &). When [the element] fire is born for the first time it 

is based on the rage of the liver. It happens then that Marshal Wen makes his 
apparition. 

Wood gives birth to the fire of the heart (hsin-huo Wy ‘X), and fire is the divinity 

ping-ting (Fj J) ** that makes the heavenly £ang-star (¢ien-kang K "E) shake and 
move. The golden radiance in the central palace resembles the shape of flowing 
brass that is getting mixed and refined. The [related] mysteries will be exposed in 

35 See IC Reiter: “The Discourse on the Thunders fli i&, by the Taoist Wang Wen-ch’ing 
#3 MW (1093-1153)", in: JRAS 14/3, p. 220. 

36 Compare TT 1220: 70.1b (Hsiian-chu ko & EK UK, commentary by Bai Yi-ch’an (9 Ak SM: 

“t‘ien-kang hsin yeh A {2 Ly 122”), TT 1220: 82.18a-18b fearures the # ien-kang [star] (1K 
iF) as an object of individual internal possession: “my heart is inside of me but outside of 

me it is the k’ang-chen [star] (ME $4). See TT 1220: 151,3a-5a (t’ien-kang fa/t’ien-kang 
shuo XK fe i / K iQ), for astronomical interpretations. 

37 Both Marshals (Teng shuai ff’ fifand Hsin shuai¥: (if!) patronize their own sets of rituals, 
see TT 1220: 80.1a-45b (Yen-huo lii-ling Teng tien-chiin tafa $e Kt & OKA K ih; 
TT 1220: 81.1a-16b (Fu-feng meng-li Hsin t'ien-chiin ta-fa $4 Me iF Ft AK A). 

38 This addresses most likely the heat {of the sun] (ping-ting /buo] 1) J [X}), see below the 
translation of TT 1220: 56,22b. 
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oral instructions, and each of them is to be applied in accordance with the 

[respective spirit] general or marshal. 

[Wang Wen-ch‘ing (E 3¢ 5M) continues saying:] The Hungfan (Jk i) says: 
"Perspicacity manifests itself in wisdom (sheng #2)". "? These words are exactly to 

the point and pertain to all ranks. In a fitual; you must desire to perform the 

internal self-cultivation (bsing-ch ih ({T ##). “ You should befittingly stop up 
your own complete breath (aw i chi # — 3A), and then it is that all worldly 

causes (yiian ®R) cease to be and any thoughts do not arise. (9a) This exactly is 

your great goal. 

The commentary by Yii-feng (44) Jil) explains: The Book of Documents says that 
perspicacity manifests itself in wisdom. These words are absolutely to the point. 

Accordingly, the breath of greatest rig within my body is kept in store at the 

heavenly joints (Asiian-kuan % [iil). " The central breath of the Great Ultimate is 

the principle (4 #2), and the principle gives birth to being (Asing TE). Being gives 

birth to the dragon of yang (By fi), and the dragon of yang is able to transform 
(pien-bua @ 4X.) and ascend (sheng-t'eng ¥¢ fii§). The cosmos is within your hands 

exactly at this moment, and all mutations come to life {within your own] body. 

[Wang Wen-ch‘ing (4E 3C 58) continues saying:] Now, coming to the actual site 

of [a titual of} Summoning and Uniting, the [following] question may be put 

forth: At the very time of Summoning and Uniting, how can I find out whether 

the divine generals have arrived at the scene or not? The answer is that you must 

definitely know the coming or the going {of the divinities]. If you do not know 
whether the divine generals have arrived or not, this is called to perform a blind 

ritual (bsia-fa it 4). 

The commentary by Yii-feng (ff) fil) says: When the spiritual force agitates, the 

breath follows suit. [The term] spiritual force (#) means the original spiritual 

39 Huang K’an ed.: Pai-wen shih-san ching, Shang-shu; Chou-shu bung-fan p. 34/4. Shanghai, Ku- 

chi Comp. 1983. 
40 This term points to chapter three in this text that uses the phrase as its title, see TT 1220: 

69.1 ta-14a. 
41 This may well refer to the cinnabar fields. However, we do not get any conclusive 

annotation on this term by Wang Wen-ch’ing (+. 3¢ fl) or his commentator. Concerning 
a combination of external cosmic and internal bodily dimensions of this term sce, for 
example, the spell Sib-erh ching-lo fucchou (1+ —. #X 4% FF IL), in TT 1221 Shang-ch ‘ing ding- 
pao ta-fa 51.132. 

42 Compare TT 31 Huang-hi yin-fu ching Va (Shen-hsien pao -i, yen-tao #! {i #3 — YH iM). The 
dragon of yang appears to be a pars pro fofo representing the respective practitioner. 
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force (Jt ##). *° The otiginal spiritual force is precisely the individually owned 
original yang (ywan-yang 7L '%). The original yang is the breath and the same time 

the principle. The principle gives birth to being ((#). Being gives birth to the 
dragon of yang. (9b) The dragon of yang is the torch of wisdom (hui-chu 3% #9). 

At the time of Summoning and Uniting the nostrils inhale the breath of pure 

yang (ch ing-yang ¥4 (i) of the Anterior Heaven (bsien-t ten 4 HK), and you 

transfer that breath to return to the yellow court (4uang-t ‘ing $4 KZ) where [the 

breath] congeals. Being tranquil for a short moment [the breath] must then 

agitate, and the divine generals have arrived when [the breath] agitates. 

[Wang Wen-ch‘ing (. 3 'Hl) continues saying:] As to the coming {of the divine 

generals], at the time when they are summoned and united you must be silent 

and tranquil. ba Perhaps you sense [their presence] when both of your temples 

feel a cold as if a cold wind had arrived or as if (cold wind] had touched down 

on both of your temples. Perhaps it is that your eyes flicker or your nostrils ache 

or perhaps there is the sound of bells in your ears, or perhaps it is that wind and 

thunders drum and agitate. In all these cases, [we know that} the heavenly 

generals (t ien-chiang K 3) have arrived. 

The commentary by Yi-feng ((#1 Hil) says: As to the coming [of the spirit 

generals] at the time of Summoning and Uniting, when in the state of tranquillity 
a sensation occurs you first speak the spell Sa-ching chon (= ¥# #2). You use the 

nostrils to inhale noisily breath to fill your mouth. Using the nostrils, you lead 
the breath gently into the central palace (chang-kung "} 4). Wait until there is a 

true sensation (chen hsiao-hsi ELIF JA) between the two kidneys. [You remain] in 

greatest tranquillity like being frozen and motionless, and so you quietly listen 

where the original spiritual force agitates on its own and where it stays at. Then 

it is that the heavenly generals (10a) have actually arrived. Never mind which 
general it is, they all start out to operate at the central palace. 

[Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (+. XX 8) continues saying:] At this moment, you make one 
loud cry, pull aside, and turn the handle of the dipper (Asien-fan tow, ping « i aH ++ 
4). You most urgently press the madrd Thunder Office (/ei-cha fH jay © of your 

left hand into the hip. The left foot treads heavily on the ground. You 
concentrate [your vision| on the general that was summoned and right now stays 

43 TT 1250: 3a identifies the original spiritual force with the very body and the very being of 
the thunders (/eé chih ti-hsing yiian-shen yeh GZ WM CE 7G HH th). 

44 Compare TT 1250: 10b. 

45 See TT 1250: 3b, for an application of the Thunder Office. The word chi (Je)) can mean a 
position that holds a potential. I always use Thunder Office in this sense as a name. 
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above the window of earth (4-4 ih Py. Perhaps you draw an amulet and send 

(¢7 #€) the general to enter the amulet, or you dispatch [the general] to execute 

your ritual orders (Asing-shih 47 ‘Jt. However, when you urgently speak a spell to 

dispatch [a spirit general] concerning any ritual task, you must not relax (fang ng) 

{the mudré of] the left [Thunder] Office and you must not move away your left 

foot because [otherwise] the [divine] general is gone.”” In case that you summon 

once but the [spirit] general does not respond, then it had happened that the 

heavenly general did not come. You must repeat the summoning. In case that 

after three summonses there is still not any response at all, the respective general 

just does not descend. In this case, however, any ritual performances will not 

have any magic results. My intentions incline to focus on this secret matter, 

which I must not put into words. Be cautious! Be cautious! 

The commentary by Yii-feng (fi! Hl) says: Shouting out aloud at one time, you 

alert the generals and [their] emissaries to pull aside and turn the handle of the 
dipper, (10b) and then the Northern Dipper (pei-ton dé +) faces southwards. 
Notice, the heart has seven orifices that are the Northern Dipper. The hair fof 

the eyebrows] is the Three Terraces [-stars] (san-t ‘at = &). “8 The nostrils inhale 

the breath of pure yang of the Anterior Heaven (bsten-t ten 5% FR) and receive 

[the breath] to return [to your body]. The orifices of the heart are tightly shut 

down and do not allow the breath to be contained there but let it continue to 

flow up to the whole face with its seven apertures (ch 7-& ‘ung +6 4L) until it flows 

46 This is the direction of sun 3€, which points to the Southeast. Compare TT 1250: 4a. 

47 _...and no longer is available for ritual service. 
48 San-t’ai (= 4), this is the "flower baldachin", the three stars above the dipper. See TT 

1220: 58.1b, for a drawing of the Big Dipper, explicitly showing the stars San-t’ai (= 4). 
Compare TT 1227 I ai-shang chu-kuo chin-min tsung-chen pi-yao 2.12b (san-t’ai hsing-hsing = 
73 St J%). For another interpretation see P. Andersen: “The Practice of Bugang’, in: 
Cahiers d Exxtréme-Asie 5, p.30 (1989-1990). The term mao (6) is not very clear but may 

refer to the eyebrows. For a central function of the stars San-t’ai (<> £?) in a spell that is 
connected with a Hao-sha amulet (K ae #4) see TT 1220: 139.4b; also sec, for example, 

TY 1221 Shang-ch‘ing kng-pao ta-fa 5.15b, for a very instructive spell that focuses on the 
creative capabilities of the stars San-t’ai (~~ fF). TT 148 Wa-liang tu-jon shang-p ‘in miao-ching 

pang tung-t'a 2.1a refers to the astronomical monograph Shth-chi tien-kuan shu (AK 
‘fy tH) as to explain the superb function of the Big Dipper (“carriage of the God- 
Limperors” ti-chii 77 "IQ in organising the circuit of the time and the seasons. Also sce 
Liu Chung-yii: Tao-chiao fa-shu, p.183, with an alternative name (san-neng ~ fl@) and a 
greatly differing description and identification of the term. Such terms are crystallisations 
of a vast array of regional and historical traditions that are beyond any certain 
identification. Today, the three dots that top many amulets are explained in present day 
‘Vaiwan to be (from the left) the lower, middle and upper platform stars, suggesting the 

formation of a triangle. 
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down to the belly and the colon (&x-tao # i). The breath thus urges on for a 

long time. 

The nostrils inhale the breaths that tightly bind up the qwo kidneys and ascend 

from the spine (chia-chi 3% ##). This exactly is [the meaning of] "pulling aside and 

turning the handle of the dipper” (hsien-fan tou-ping $K HA ++ 4A). Urgently take 
[the mudré] Thunder Office of the left hand and the sword [-mxdré] (chien-chiieh 

i] GR) of the right hand and press them into your hips. ” Your left foot treads 

heavily on the ground, and you meditate on the general and the emissaries that 

were summoned as they arrive at the window of earth. Perhaps you draw an 

amulet and dispatch a general. You use your mouth to inhale [him] and blow 
[him] out to enter the amulet, or you dispatch the [spirit] general to take care of 

ritual matters. You speak then the spell that suits the occasion. When you 
dispatch [generals and emissaries] in this way, you must definitely not release the 

mudra Thunder Office of the left hand, and you must not move away the left 

foot, because otherwise the [divine] general would be gone. In case that you 

summon one time [but the divinity] does not come, and when the same happens 

a second time and a third time, the [divine] general just does not descend, and 

any application of amulets »” in order to cure illness (chih-ping Y& Wi) (11a) 

definitely does not have any magic result. *** 

The text combines a welter of information about the connection and union of 

the priest with the divine entities that he may summon. Many thunder divinities 

go unnamed in our texts.’ However, in the text Summoning and Uniting [the 

Thunder Divinities] (chao-ho 74 47) we see a selection of names of divine figures 

that often appear in texts that are attributed to Wang Wen-ch’ing (4. XC ‘M). 
We certainly notice that much of the extensive and detailed expositions in terms 
of internal alchemy (nei-tan (A) S$) were phrased by Yii-feng (48) J8) who is an 

otherwise unknown disciple of Wang Wen-ch’‘ing (72 3C iW), The expositions 
of internal alchemy are as much specific as they are quite general. They represent 

a certain mode of theoretical approach. Sung-specialists of internal alchemy used 

49 ‘TT 1220; 69.25a (commentary by Yii-feng fi! Hl on Wang Wen-ch‘ing’s (E 3¢ 4M) tract The 
Creative Impetus (Tsao-bua ult 6) and sce, for example, TT 1220; 85. 8b: “tread on and turn 

the handle of the dipper” (t’a-fan tou-ping Hf #H 41 #4). Compare a later tradition in TT 
263 Hsiu-chen shib-shu 3.5a (Yin-fu sui 6% 44 tl). Concerning the sudra chien-chiich (M1 aR), 
see also TT 1220: 68.1b, in combination with the #xdrd Thunder Office. 

50 Concerning this important theme, see Chapter IL, and also see, for example, Li Yiian-kuo: 
“Lung tao-fu se chieh-kow yi pi-fa” (A i TF HY Ri HB SAE YA), in: Tung-cbiao hstich yen-chin 

1992, 2, pp.8-13. 
51 See F.C.Reiter: “The Name of the Nameless and Thunder Magic”, pp.97-116, in: AAS 20. 
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such and similar descriptions of energetic dispositions within the human body 

that seemed to mirror cosmic and astral spheres. Obviously, there is some 

deliberately cryptic imagination involved. On the other hand, we see clearly how 

internal alchemy is being applied in rituals of Taoist Thunder Magic. 

Wang Wen-ch‘ing (E 3C SH) presents rather scarce and basic information, 

whereas his disciple Yii-feng (4) Jl) rephrases and enlarges the frame of 

interpretation due to his understanding. It is rather seldom that this type of 

rhetoric appears in other sources of Thunder Magic. Obviously, different levels 
of rhetoric and presentation were used to explicate the fabric of Thunder Magic. 

We have many indications that the internal self-cultivation was understood to be 

crucial. ** We also find out that such explicit and extended information on 
Taoist self cultivation is usually contained in later texts that emerged in the 

school of Pai Yii-ch’an (A ak 4% 13" ct.) when the development of internal 
alchemy (nei-tan AV Ft) peaked. 

The very first text in this presentation, Secret Instructions Concerning the 

Rituals of the Thunders (/ei-fa pi-chib Ti 14 Hb A), featured the self-identification 

and self-deification of the Taoist who in this way prepares himself to perform a 
Thunder ritual. The ritual task is the sole incentive for any self-cultivation. It is 

all about the purpose of preparing the human body and person to be fit and 

ready for the ritual performance. In fact, the self-deification is already a ritual in 

itself. We shall see that this is a great theme in Taoist canonical texts, which 

specialise on exorcist rituals and almost completely forgo any rhetoric or 

didactic explanations and justification. °? However, to support the line of 

reasoning that we have seen so far 1 introduce another text by Wang Wen- 
ching (+. 3€ 54) that shows how to employ self-cultivation for ritual purposes. 

This text substantiates the information that the Secret Instructions Concerning 

the Rituals of the Thunders (4i-fa pi-chth ‘1 Y& HA AA) already have conveyed. 

52. See, for example, TT 1220: 76.39a-39b (Preface by Pai Yii-ch’an fF] “1s. #&). 
53. See Chapter Il: ‘The Scope of Thunder Magic 
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Assembling the Divine Force 
(Lien-shen SR #4) ™ 

(2a) Let your divine forces congeal and sit quietly in meditation, You 

concentrate on the one most shining point in the Kidney Palace (shen-kung 

#4). Within a short moment, fire arises, gradually engulfing your body all 

around. You blow out one load of breath from your mouth, and the ashes will 

be blown away altogether. Then, you concentrate on the breaths in the five 
colours of the five directions, which mix and combine to shape one united aura 
of radiant shining in purple and golden colours, and this [aura] transforms itself 

into an infant (ying-erb 38 52) that gradually grows big. [This image] has the beak 
of a phoenix with silver teeth, red hair and a body like a quail. Both eyes let fiery 
shining penetrate [a distance] of ten thousand chang. Both wings also have [the 

shining of] fire. On both forelegs, a head with eyes emerges. Each of them also 

emits fiery shining, The belt has the colour of gold. The left hand clutches a fire 

auger and the right hand clutches a mallet with eight angles. A fiery dragon 
winds around the body. 

Thereupon you concentrate and see yourself as this Divine General of the Five 

Thunders. His head touches the heaven, and he stands on the earth. Close 

around him there are fiery clouds that wrap him up with the divine and fierce 

might of blazing fire. This is “Blazing Fire”, the Heavenly Lord Teng (Yen-huo 

54 TT 1220: 124.1b-2a, for a translation with very few variants see F.C.Reiter: “A Preliminary 

Study of the Taoist Wang Wen-ch’ing (1093-1153) and his Thunder Magic (éi-/a)”, in: 
ZDMG 152, p.t72 (2002). This tract shows that Wang Wen-ch‘ing (EM 9M) is 
embedded in the Taoist traditions of his ime, quite apart from the specifications of 
Thunder Magic and the respective deities that Thunder Magic addresses. For example, 
compare TT 1221 Shang-ch ing ting-pao ta-fa 54.20b-21b (den-hsing hsing-ch ih PR WG 1 ¥8). 

TT 1220; 124.1b-2a contains the text as a preliminary instruction for the Thunder rituals 
Shang-ch ‘ing lei-t ing buo-chit wu-lei ta-fa (Li th EK WO Th HX id), for which we also 
get a preface by Wang Wen-ch‘ing (= XX 9). This proves that we have to deal with 
independent sets of rituals that partly were grouped around the name of Wang Wen- 
ch ‘ing (4. XC 9). For the same story see TT 1220: 56.14b-15b, and below Chapter IT. 

55 The text TT 1220: 80.1a-1b Yen-buo hi-ling Teng tien-chiin ta-fa ($e 'K TR 43 OK AK 

i#) shows a very good example for later (probably 13" ct.) addenda and embellishments of 
the status symbols of this divinity. The divinity has, among some other characteristics, 
“three eyes”, and below the two wings, there are “two heads. The left one is in charge of 
the wind, and the right one is in charge of the rain. The whole body of the divinity is 
engulfed in fierce fire, riding a red dragon”. There is no exclusive canon of such marks of 
identity, which religious imagination freely moulds and enlarges on the basic pattern of the 
body of a quail. 
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Teng tien-chiin £& 1K 8 K %) who is the ruling and commanding divinity in 
the rituals of the fire chariots (Hwo-chii fa 1 HA 7).” 

The priest transforms himself to be the Heavenly Lord Teng * to adopr the 
divine capacity of the divinity. The ensuing ritual action is not perfomed on 

behalf of that deity but, in other words, the deity is the performing agent. This is 
the crucial point, which generally is the very basis for any Thunder Magic rituals. 

In this case, the meditating priest creats out of his potentials the Heavenly Lord 

Teng. Here we have to make the point that the deity certainly does not come 

down from anywhere to possess the priest but is an innate spiritual potential. 

The two preceding texts contain some very common and practical elements, for 
example, the hand-gesture (wudrd) Thunder Office (-chii 23 Jaj) and the 

meditative and internal visions that invoke Thunder divinities and the same time 

spiritually unite the human body with cosmic realities. We also learn about a few 

names of divinities that are important for the Thunder Magic of Wang Wen- 

ch‘ing (= 3C HM). 

The ritual traditions that we have seen so far surface again, for example, in the 

short commentary on a spell (chou 97) °” that has to be spoken within the sacred 

area, right after two other spells with the title Divine Spell for the Ritual Steps to 

Turn Divine (Pa-kang pien-shen chou 47 Te %& 4 FZ) already had been spoken. 

The spell invites quite a number of divinities to descend namely the two 

Marshals Hsin and Chang (3% Sf — Fill). There are the Thunder Lord and the 

Mother of Lightning (Lei-kung tien-mu {ff 2 #4 £&), * the Wind Earl (feng-po 
fail, (A) and the Master of Rain (yii-shih ({J fifi), the Savage Thunders of the Five 

Directions (wu-fang man-lei Fi, 77 ® 2) and others.°° Now, the commentary 

56 Conceming this name, see also F.C Reiter: ,, The Discourse on the Thunders“, p.224; and 

also TT 1220; 80.14 sq. 
57 See TT 1220; 87.1b/cotumn 4 sq. 

58 Concerning Lei-kung (Lei-shen if ## / @ 23), see R.Mathieu: Etude sur la mythologie et 
Vethnologic de la Chine ancienne, traduction annotée du Shahai sing vol 1, p.503, and also 

note 2 (Paris 1983). Especially see Tap ing Auang-chi (AK “Fit GL) 394 (i WE 1-3), 

pp.1601-1612. See TT 263 Hsiu-chen shib-shu shang-ch ing chi 39a- 39b (Ch i-yu ko Bt FY AK) 

makes mention of Lei-kung and Tien-mu (#i 2 i #}). See F.C.Reiter: “The Name of 
the Nameless And Thunder Magic”, p.101, in: AAS 20. Also see TT 1015 Chin-so An-chu yin 
4.10b-11a, naming Lei-kung (ifi 2) and referring to the story of Ch‘ih-yu (di JL) that 
Wang Wen-ch‘ing (+ 3% 9) used as a frame for his well known presentation of the 
superior Thunder deity Yen-huo ta-shen (#% “KK #4). 

59 Concerning these names, see F.C.Reiter: “The Discourse on the Thunders”, pp.210, 224. 

The names appear again in the commentary that I translate, see below. 
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that I present shows the combination of ritual gestures and internal processes. 

Again, we understand that such processes and concepts were right at the basis 

of Thunder Magic rituals. © I present the commentary that refers to the second 
cryptic phrase of the spell that reads as follows: *! 

(3a) The red {colour] at the red season resembles ferocious blood (4ung-shth hung 

sou meng-meng hsiiebXl. ee 4. (WA Afi Ah itlL). 

The anonymous commentary says: “Your two hands form the wxdra Thunder 
Office (/ei-chii {i Jai). You concentrate on your tongue as the Thunder Axe (éi-fu 
& #). The gall is the rambling [of Thunder] (p 7-4 #¥ #). The heart is Marshal 
Teng (Teng shuai 26 Bf) (3b). The gall is Marshal Hsin (Hsin shuai 3% fill). The 
kidneys are Marshal Chang (Chang shuai ‘fe fill). The five intestines are the Five 

Thunders. You concentrate then on Marshal Teng (Teng shuai 26 fill) who 

mounts the red breaths and descends to the Palace of the Kidneys. This is 

called: the_yang-breaths ([&) descend. Marshal Chang mounts the black breaths 

and ascends to the Palace of the Heart. This is called: the yin-breaths (B2) storm 

upwards. In case that such an ascent and a descent happen three times, yin and 
yang ( [q) strike clashing and become the thunder that enters the spleen. You 
shut up the breaths and keep the sight of your eyes fixed on the top of your 

head. You spontaneously lead the breaths of the kidneys upwards into the heart. 

[Again,] you shut up the breaths and [close] your eyes, and you feel 

spontaneously how the breaths of the heart descend to the kidneys. At the next 

step, you concentrate on the Savage Thunders (man-ki $8 %) of the Five 

Directions. Each of them mounts the breaths of the five intestines and they 

flow altogether into the spleen. The Rumbling Great Divinity (p 7-4 ta-shen 1 FE 
K #) together with the [Thunder] cmissaries mounts the breaths of the gall. 

Furthermore, the breaths enter the centre of the spleen where they congeal and 
combine [as if they were in] a tub. © [The breaths] revolve without cease and 

reach revolving the lower cinnabar field (Asia ‘an-t'ien F J} [H). This is called 

“to mix and unite with the Three Palaces”. “ Repeatedly revolving [the breaths] 

reach the central cinnabar field (chung tan-t‘ien |" J [H), which is called “the 
centre organises the five breaths”. The five breaths revolve and move on, 

60 For the commentary, see TT 1220; 87.3a-4a. Also see F.C.Reiter: “Ihe Discourse on the 

Thunders”, pp.222, 224, 228. 
61 TY 1220: 87.3a 
62 The reading ,,tub“ is a guess on my part, compare H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English 

Dictionary, nr. 12289 (tung Hii). I could not clearly identify the character. 
63 The three palaces most likely point to the cinnabar fields, including the Mud Pill (Palace). 
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forcing their way upwards to the Mud Pill [Palace] (né-wanifé, #1). This is called 

(4a) “to mix and unite with all the spiritual forces”. 

It is necessary to use the madré Thunder Office (4i-ché % JR) and to move 

[the two hands with the mwdras} upwards firmly pressing [them]. You start out 

doing so from the hall of the two kidneys (shen-t‘ang F kf), and following the 

two sides [of your body] you reach the two ears. Now, you press the [two 
Thunder] Offices onto your ears and let the breaths inside the ears produce the 

sounds that are the thunders (weé /ei 4} fii). Your eyes flash three times, which is 
the lightning. Grind your teeth with one sound, which is the rumbling [of 

thunder]. 

In case that there is not any result, you just [force the points of pressure on your 

palms] to shift from sai (%) to ssu (G1), and you must not clap open (p ‘o-santf 
Hi) [the mudras|. When the [desired] effects come about, you shift then [the 

hands with the madras Thunder] Office to the position of your breast and clap 

open [your hands to give up the mxdras|. You concentrate [your vision] on the 

Three Marshals (san-shuai =. fill) and the Great Rumbling Divinity of the Five 

Thunders (2u-si p i-h ta-shen Fi. (& itt iff KK ##), on the generals and emissaries 

of the sun-window (sun-bu jiang-li $F § $%) and the Thunder Divinities of the 

Eight Trigrams (pa-kua sei-shen )\ 2+ Gi fH). They force their way upwards to 
the window on the top of your head from where they leave. Thunder, lightning, 

rumbling, wind and fire join together and press forward as to mix with the 
heavenly thunder that was summoned, and they become one [unified] entity.” 

The religious side of Thunder magic deals with spirit generals and other divine 

charges that tend to have either personal or formalistic names. We sometimes 

find a combination of both elements.” Divine names may resemble common 
personal names that actually refer to deities of the Posterior Heaven (4oa-t‘ien 4& 
AX). Such names often go with the divine ranks of meritorious Taoists who post 

mortem received divine Thunder ranks as a reward. The formalistic names most 
likely refer to abstract divine entities of the Anterior Heaven (hsien-t ten 5 KR). 

Thunder Magic unites them all. tis a general conviction that the priest can 
summon and visualize all these divine entities as internal and cosmic realities. 

Nevertheless, the sources of Thunder Magic frequently speak about spirit 
generals whom the priest may invite to descend (chiang It) on himself and enter 

64 Sce F.C Reiter: {fhe Name of the Nameless and ‘Thunder Magic“, pp.97-116. 
65 See F.C.Reiter: ,, The Discourse on the Thunders“, p.222 sq. 
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(jw A) some amulets. The spiritual and physical intermediation of the priest is 

instrumental to achieve this result. We may be tempted to speak of possession, 
which would claim some mediumistic or shaman features to matter.” On the 
other hand, we also know that divinities of the Posterior Heaven (hou-t ten GEA) 
may potentially be present inside the human body where they were implanted 

when the practitioner received the respective registers. The registers constitute 

and specify the individual identity of the priest who in this way unites man-and- 

the-divine. 

The compilation of ritual texts with the title Great Method of the Heavenly 

Lord Hsin, the Fierce Emissary who Carries the Wind on his Back (Fa-feng meng- 

ki Hsin tien-chiin tafa Fi J th SE K A K GZ) offers another telling 
description of how to activate the internal potentials and concentrate the divine 
forces (4en-shen SK FH). In other words, we learn how the Taoist adopts a 

specific divine quality (pien-shen % #h). After the presentation of the pseudo- 
Sanskrit spell Departing from the Husk (ch w-ku chou U4 $& FE) we read the 
following words: 

Inhale deeply the purple breaths of the swz-direction (#2) and expel them sighing 

across the altar. You make then use of the two orifices (ch iae $Y) below your 

tongue, and from the left side you emit chuckling the green [breath], from the 

right side the purple [breath], just the two breaths. They mix up and assemble to 

become (chieh-ch ‘eng #4 22) the Grand Marshal (¢a-shuai K fill). Now, you recite 
the Written Oath (shih-chang % ©) and lead [the breaths] into the Palace of the 
Gall (¢an-kung lf§ 3) where they assemble and become the Generalissimo (yiian- 

shuai Ft fill) who has here his home palace. 

The Written Address (shih-chang #{ #4) documents the process of an internal 

spiritual promotion, which takes its speaker to be the divine agent. In other 

words, the swearing priest is in the position of his spirit alter ego who is the 

Generalissimo and Heavenly Lord Hsin (Hsin rien-chiin= K #). “ These are 
the words of the address: 

66 Liu Chung-yi: Tao-chiae fa-shu, pp.55-60. 
67 See TT 1220: 81.2a. At the end of chapter 81 we find the name of Pai Yi-ch‘an A] & 

(£1. 1° half of 13 ct), which points to a rather late date of the Great Method in TT 1220 
Tao-fa hui-ykan. This example is quite in accord with the exposisons by Wang Wen-ch ‘ing 
(E 3 99), which documents the continuity in the development of Thunder magic. 
Concerning the Fierce Emissary, see below the transiaton of chapter 56 of A Corpus of 
Taoist Ritual, TY 1220: 56.292. 

68 TT 1220; 81.2a-3a. 
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(2b) Fierce emissaries and divinities of Thunder and Thunderclaps, your might 

shakes the Nine Heavens and your thunderclaps are omnipresent in the Three 
Realms. You are loyal and diligent and support the god-emperors and lords (4#- 

chiin @ FA) with your bodies that quickly rise up [to be as tall as] one million 

chang (X). Your title of honour is Venerable of the Thunder Departments and 

Commander-in-Chief for All Thunder Departments (/i-pu tsun tu-tu chu-led pu 

Wind Earl, Master of the Rain, Mother of the Divine Sound of Thunderclaps 

and the Radiance of Lightning, legions of Night Demons of Grand Might on 

the left side and on the right side receive respectfully the heavenly order (¢ ven- 

ling K 4) to assist and support the Venerable of the Five Thunders. 

I have reverently received the decrees of the Jade Emperor (yi-4/ 15 77) and so 

can save the people in the world. In the case that there are people who have 

received and cultivated [the Taoist discipline}, 1 shalt rapidly disclose to them 

my outer apparition. When [such people] ask me to ascend to the heavenly 

realms, 1 go to attend {the heavenly} audiences and submit {the petitions} to the 

god-emperors. When [such people] ask me to enter the Department of Earth (4- 

fu $8, HY), 1 straightforward reach the Palace of the Dark Spheres (Ys-ching kung 

#4 4% =X). When [such people] ask me to enter the Water Department (shui-/u 
7K Wf) the waves of the four seas then open up [a throughway for me]. When 

[such people] ask me to support the realm of life (yang-chieh % 7), 1 establish 

the means to save all living beings. When [such people] ask me to save them in 

times of a drought, I let heavy rain come down. When [such people] ask me to 

arrest spirits and monsters (ching-kuai Fi $8) I destroy and shatter their 
battalions. When {such people] ask me to help fa woman] in childbed, mother 

and offspring shall quickly separate their bodies and together with me live to the 

end of our lives, and we will jointly be servants of the Jade Emperor (ji-f7 AB 

i). 

In the case that I, your minister (chen [), commit any offence against the 

heavenly laws (¢%en-lii KK #4, my nine ancestors will suffer punishment by 

poison. (3a) In the case that ] carn my back on you, the sun and the moon on 

69 The formulation shou-ch ih che (SE ¥ #) could be an abbreviation of show-du bsing-ch'th (5E 

$$ 17 $4), compare TT 1220: 69.1 1a-14a. 
70 This is fact is a great survey on possible fields of operation for the ritual specialist of 

Thunder Magic. 
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the heaven above will dim and the wells and fountains will dry out in the earth 

down below. Grass and trees will no longer grow and for eternity I shall be a 
demon in the dark netherworld, not being able to ascend to pay a visit at [the 
Heaven of] Highest Purity (shang-ch ing |. ##). 

Jen and kuei ($= 3$) mark the days when I descend. [The people] who have 

received and cultivated [the Taoist discipline] 7 must essentially be diligent and 

pure. There are the mandatory offerings of tea, jujubes and soup, and peach- 

wood incense must be burnt. I show up on the left side and on the right side 
with a peaceful heart that must not get startled, and together with you Pel 

present the address to swear that I vow to save all living beings, all as ordered by 

the superior god-emperors. 

After the text of the oath, we find the following practical instructions. They 
ascertain that the speaker in the oath is the Generalissimo who is the spirit alter 
ego of the practitioner: 

You circulate the black breaths of the & a#-palace (KX ) to let them pass 
upwards through the Jade Tower (yd-low 4k #2). You expel (bo MJ) then [the 

black] breaths in front of the altar and concentrate in meditation on the Marshal, 

who now mounts the ten thousand folds of black clouds. You ”* flash your eyes 

that send off the Generalissimo (yiian-shuai Jt fill) who eminently rises up. You 

form [the mudras] Thunder Office (/i-cha i Ja}) and together with one clap [of 

your hands] you shout out: Rapidly exorcise the urgent trouble! — In other 

words, the Generalissimo, “my a/ter ego”, departs to fulfil the required ritual task. 

The crucial point is the self-identification of the practitioner with the Thunder 

deity, the Generalissimo or Marshal Hsin (2). He emerges out of the internal 

and bodily breaths and can be dispatched together with the black breaths. 

Sometimes it suffices to know the titles of the deities. This information is 

provided by the respective register (/v $#) that the priest obtained from his 

teacher master. This is a most important aspect of Thunder rituals, which 

qualifies them as proper Taoist procedures. Taking into account the vast 

number of ritual methods (...éa-fa XK i) that A Corpus of Taoist Ritual contains; 

we consider that they all must be genuinely connected with registers (dug 3). On 

71 ...and arranged the ritual... 
72 In this case, “you” refers to the addressees of the oath who were named at the very 

beginning of the text. 
73 Or translate: “..-all in accordance with the law of ...” (~ 40 1 ff # 4). 
74 The text says literally “the ritual master” (shih fifi). 
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the other hand, we also remember that the patriarch Chang Yii-ch’u (fe ¥ #)) 

admonished his fellow Taoists to actualize (or respect) only one method, one 

register and one duty (cbih pei i-fa i-lu i-chih Ik A HE — ih.” The 

message is clear — the Taoist must not change his appearances and spiritual 

functions ad dbitum, because he jeopardizes his religious identity. 

There is still some another point that deserves our consideration. The deity has 

an outer form and appearance that the practitioner can identify. Wang Weng- 

ching (4. X WM) gave us his description of the divine apparition of Yen-huo 

Teng tien-chin @& ‘K GK #).”° In the case of Marshal Hsin (%) the 

description is a bit more modest. We learn that Marshal Hsin (24) “wears an ox- 

ear cap, has red hair, an iron face and silver teeth like daggers [that sharp]. He 
is clad in green cloud-fur-garments (yiin-ch iu 3: #8) and black boors. His left 
hand holds the Thunder files (4i-pa @& {#). His right hand holds the Thunder 

brush (4i-pi i 4). An abundant radiance of fire is seen above his apparition”. 

Such marks of identity and status symbols (bsiang-hao p in #1 &F ah) help the 
Taoist in meditation and during rituals to link an apparition with a specific name 

that should accord with the register that he holds. This conviction is well 

established in Taoism, which much older canonical encyclopaedias and other 

descriptive texts document, for example, San-tung chu-nang (=~ it] BK BE) and 
T ‘ai-shang Lao-chiin chung-ching (KL. 4 AP i)” 

We may ask who actually is entitled to set to use the tual program of 

Generalissimo Hsin (Hsin ytian-shuai 3 7 fil). Any Taoist is entitled to do so 
if he holds the appropriate register (/v #%) of the Marshal with the names of the 
divinities that are involved. I have already indicated that this is the precondition 

75 See TY 1232 Tuae-men shih-kuei 11b. Concerning this text see, F.C. Reiter, in: Companion 

p.975. 
76 See above. See the following translation of chapter 56 of A Corpus of Taoist Ritual, TT 1220: 

56.294. 
77 See H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nr.9404. 

78 See TT 1220: 81.1a, the introduction to the Marshal Class (shuai-pan Pill Hf). 

79 See TT 1168 Vai-shang Lao-chiin chung-ching, see, K.Schipper, pp.92-94 in: Companion. 

K Schipper tentatively dates the text to the Later Han Period, specifying his carlier 

assessment, following Ch’en Kuo-fu and in comparison with his “Le Calendner de Jade, 
Note sur le Laozi zhongjing”, in: Nachnchten der Geselischaft fur Natur-und Wolkerkunde 
Ostasiens 125, pp.75-80. As to San-tung chu-nang (= We) PR BB), see F.C Reiter: Der 

Perlenbeute] aus den Drei Hohlen, pp.129-157 (concerning TT 1139 San-tung chu-nang 

8.1a-24a). 
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for the realisation of all the great methods or rituals (¢a-/a A # in A Corpus of 

Taoist Ritual. In the case of Generalissimo Hsin, the performing priest had 
received such registers (/v $%). The spiritual might and presence of the spirit 

Generalissimo thus was implanted into the spiritual household of the priest. In 
other words, the priest who just addressed the deity with his “written oath” was 
able to acuvate this divine potential and adopt the identity of the Marshal/ 

Generalissimo Hsin (2 Bill). He is also in command of the subordinate divine 
charges, whose might derives from their cosmic dimension that their tides 
reveal: 

(1a) The Savage Thunder Emissary of the East, Ma Yii-lin (Tung-fang man-lei shib- 

che Hy SR Wi EA BS aE thy, 

The Savage Thunder Emissary of the South, Kuo Yiian-ching (Nan-fang man-tei 

shib-che i Fi BR WE LE AW 70 HO; 

(1b) The Savage Thunder Emissary of the West, Fang Chung-kao (Hsi-fang man- 

lei shib-che Vi Fy Ba (1H F  Ab i), 

The Savage Thunder Emissary of the North, Teng Kung-ch’en (Pet-fang man-lei 

shib-che At Hy 8H (8 2% BW YE Hd; 

The Savage Thunder Emissary of the Centre, Tien Yiian-tsung (Chwng-yang man- 

ki shib-che PD 8 Gi 1H A TH 70 aR) 

We see that Sung Thunder Magic unites a vast variety of Taoist concepts that 

develop in a new context. The actual presence of divine forces that have names 

and titles is an important aspect, which points to Thunder deities that either may 

descend from heaven or become apprehensible in a meditative visualisation that 

is based on the internal energies. This effort results in the spiritual formation of 

deities who actually become the spiritually acting agents in a ritual. 

The writing of Thunder amulets is a great case in point. Wang Wen-ch‘ing (+. 

3 5) presents a rather detailed didactic explanation about the writing of 
amulets. And again, we study the didactic dialogues of Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (+. & 

#§) and his disciple Yiian Wu-chich (34 4 4>). We also study the subsequent 

commentaries by Yii-feng (4) Jil). 

80 TT 1220; 81.1a-1b. 
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The Basis for Writing Amulets (shu-fu #f 4) 

The biography of Yeh Ch’‘ien-shao (# 4 #4) in the introduction to this book 
already made mention of amulets. Heavenly amulets weno major clement of 

initiation for the priest and exorcist Wu Meng (5% hk). °' Amulets are certainly 

outstanding and often eye-catching expressions of Thunder Magic. The 

collection A Corpus of Taoist Ritual provides fascinating evidence. Wang Wen- 

ch‘ing ( X 99) offers a very telling discussion of this theme: a 

(14a) Yiian Wu-chich (3% § JP) sets forth his question conceming the secret 

instructions for the writing of amulets. He wishes to learn something about this 

mystery. 

|Wang] Shih-ch’en ((£] £¥ Js) makes [the following] statement: When the one 

breath is present, it can be used above to reach the heavenly perfected ones, and 
down [on earth] it can be used to subdue the bewitching demons (yao-mei BK #&). 

In the middle [the one breath] can be used to arouse and agitate wind and rain, 

thunder and lightning. At the time when an amulet has to be written you must 
first fix your breathing (As? (ee holding the writing brush [in your hand]. You 

lead on the pure breath with your nostrils, extending for long the one action of 

inhaling. [The breath] must not be turbid. It is most important that the breath is 

pure. Then, you shut up the breath and hold on to it without any breathing at all 

(hu-bsi © WR). You use speedily the writing brush to write down the amulet. 
Having d done [the writing] you let the splendour of your heavenly eye (¢ fen-mu 

RK Ay* enter [the amulet], and all the generals and emissaries (chiang-li if) 

that you summoned enter the centre of the amulet. Your mouth releases 

strongly coughing the breath right above the amulct, and golden radiance will 

cover [the amulet]. In your meditative vision you sce the generals and emissaries 

who were summoned and are [now] inside che amulet that you wrote. (14b) You 

speedily take the three characters "vast", “clear” and "bright" (bung ith ob eng 

81 See my Introduction. 
82 TT 1220: 69.14a-16a. This text is a2 major source in my article “The Management of 

Nature: Convictions and Means in Daoist Thunder Magic (Daojiao leifa)”, pp.193-210, 

in: AAS 29. The writing of amulets is a notorious theme in almost any compilation 
concerning specific Thunder rituals, They all involve similar clements,; compare for 
example TT 1220: 219. 20a-20b (shu-fu mei-pi #% %$ VY 8) in: Shen-bsiao tuan-wen tafa FH 
i Wi WK 3). Generally see C.Despeus: “Talismans and Sacred Diagrams”, pp.498- 
540, in: L.Kohn ed.: Daoism Handbook. C.Despeux gives a general survey on the 
variety of amulets and graphic representations of spiritual potentials and elements. 

83 This means the inhaling and the exhaling of breath. 
84 For this term, see above p. 11b, and TT 1220 Ta0-fa hui-yhan 56.312. 
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ming ¥§}) °° and [mentally] stamp (ya 4) them onto the amulet. If the breath in 
your mouth leaks out, during the time when the amulet is being written, or if 

your mouth does not enclose the breath and an amulet is still being written, such 
an amulet does not have any divine force. Even if there should eventually be 

some divine result, this occurs [only] by chance once a time. Such an effect is 

not due to the force of the amulet. 

The commentary by Yii-feng (ff! HM) says: Amulets do not have an orthodox 

outer form (cheng-hsing IE. 7). They have their divine force (4ng #2) based on the 

breath (ch i 4&). The divine force (ding %) is the ancestral breath (¢s-ch 7 #4. 5A). 

In case that the ancestral breath is not clearly present (ming 44), how can you still 

wait for its divine force (4ng %&) to become effective? When the divine force is 
present, you know where the ancestral breath stays at and when it comes and 

goes. You firmly guard the cinnabar fields (fan-t ien F} FR) * and gently nourish 

that basis [of your body]. Generally, when the human hands, feet, eyes and ears, 

nostrils and tongue set out to move, [the same time] these orifices (ch iao ®) are 

also agitated. ° ” Concerning these orifices, they are the locations that assemble 

and contain the original breath. They are the bags that collect and store the 

essences and spiritual forces. The bun- 8% and p‘o- M4 souls are guarded at the 
purple window (tzx-hv 3% F). The purple window is the gate of fate (ming-men 

fit PY) and the location that connects {the embayal with the womb. The three 
[cinnabar fields] must not desert each other. ™ This is what Meng-tew (i ¥) 
calls the breath that rears the natural greatness. $ 

In any case, when amulets have to be written, you purify your mind, (15a) 

tranquilize your considerations, congeal your spiritual forces, fix your breathing 

and grasp the writing brush. You use the nostrils to lead on the pure breath and 
having earmpleteiys inhaled it you let [the pure breath] retum to the central bar 

(chung-kung *P ie that you firmly shut. You let the breath of pure-yang (ch ing 

85 The the radical rain (ya FJ) tops the three characters. They are ritual devices that we do 
not find in official dictionaries. The pronunciation derives from the basic characters as 
indicated, They frequently appear in print on modern amulets (Taiwan). Here, however. 
the priest most likely deposits them mentally on the amulets. 

86 TT 1250: 15b 
87 This word is usually translated "orifice", but here ch ‘iao (®{) should refer to the cinnabar 

fields. Compare H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nr.1426. 
88 This points most likely to the interdependence of the three cinnabar fields. 
89  Hao-jan chib cb i (i HR Z FA); see H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nr, 3891 

("passion-nature"). 
90 The "central bar" seems to be identical with the “yellow court", see below the 

Commentary by Yii-feng (41 Hl). 
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yang chih ch‘i if } Z 4A) amass and flow into the central palace (chung-kung 

"Hf £4). Then, vou shift to open the central bar, and the original breath (yi#an-ch 7 

Jt $4) comes forth. You blow it onto the tp of your writing brush, and so a 

golden radiance flashes brightly with all its splendour. You write the amulet on 

the paper, which is like the force of a dragon that crawls on. All the paper is 

filled with the killing breaths (sha-ch 7 3A) that form unseen barricades. Again, 

your nostrils breathe in pure breath. You let [the pure breath] straightforwardly 

pass through the heavenly joints (hsiian-kuan X [f4). The nine orifices above and 
below must all be shut up, and they must not allow any leakage to happen. 2 

The one breath completes the amulet. When [the writing of the} amulet is 

completed you release the breath and blow it onto the amulet. You take the 

three characters Aung, ch ‘eng and ming and stamp them [mentally] on the amulet. 

Now, when the amulet is being written you must not let the original breath 

(yiian-ch¢ TC. 3A) leak out, because otherwise the amulet will not be magically 

efficient (yen 54). 

[Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (= 3X 98) continues saying:| At the moment you are wnung 

an amulet you leak the breath from your mouth. You should a second time 

enclose the breath and |Jagain] write down this amulet. In case that you leak the 

breath three times and the writing of the amulet is not identical at all (px-7 4s 

—), then you have the result that the heavenly generals do not respond and 

what had been done ritually will not be magically efficient. Generally, the 

essential {requirement} for writing amulets is the absolute (15b) enclosure of the 

one load of breath (pi-ch i Hf] 5) in the mouth. When one encloses this breath, 

the individual mind (aw-hsin 7 +b») °° must not have any erratic thoughts. When 

the own will is concentrated, the source of perfection is thus secure and firm, 

When you blow [the breath] upon the amulet, you lend it (cheb {fi) the divine 

might of the one breath. In case that you leak away the breath, what else is still 

at hand to be used? Those who practise rituals today do not know [the method 

concerning] the orifices, and it is for this reason that all their writing of amulets 

is ridiculous. 

The commentary by Yii-feng ({@) fl) says: Concerning the time when an amulet 

is being written, it is all about enclosing the breath (pi-ch 7 PA 9A). It is essential 

that the nostrils first collect the pure breath that you transfer then to enter the 

yellow court (suang-t ing 8% KE). You shut up the nine orifices and achieve that 

91 Concerning the nine orifices (ch tao $2) in a context with the un- and p o-souls (2% MR), 
see below and compare TT 110 Hyang-ti yin-fu ching shu \.6b-7a. 

92 Literally: ,.my mind“ 
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the original breath is complete and present. You tip down the brush and write 
the amulet. One [stroke of the] brush sweeps and completes the golden radiance 

that flares up. If you perform in this way, you will pet an echo and a response. In 

case that you leak the original breath and also do not use the nostrils to lead on 
the pure breath to be forcefully stimulating, how could you let it happen that the 

original breath comes forth? Anyway, when you enclose the breath your mind 

then does not shift, move, and harbour any mixed thoughts. Your whole will 

rely on the very centre. Breath and brush all revolve [together], and in this way 

your will definitely completes the amulet. Gentleman who practise rituals (16a) 

[but] do not attain the transmission [concerning] the heavenly joints (Asiian-kuan 

& (i) and [furthermore] are not informed about the ancestral breath, practise 

in vain the writing of amulets and deserve to be greatly ridiculed.” 

The text explains the internal involvement and the physical requirements for 
writing amulets. We understand that divine forces inhabit the amulet and its 

graphic design, which therefore carry divine potentials. We do not need to 

consider any theories about the value and meaning of symbols. We simply learn 

and aecept that there are spirit generals and their entourage of spirit emissaries 

who populate the amulet. The Taoist has the privilege to visualize a 

transcendent reality that escapes the apprehension of a layperson. In short, the 

amulet is not so much a combination of graphic designs on paper, but it is an 

energetic and spiritual agent. Small wonder that some amulets may be drawn in 

the air, in empty space, and there is not any graphic trace at all. 

We may well ask what can be done about amulets that are not magic and do not 

show any advantage for its owner. Many amulets, for example, were used to 

procure rain. Now, what do we do if it was all in vain? 

The short tract The Soaring Sword Beheads the Heavenly Emperor (fer-chien chan 

t ten-buang J Gil it ZK 4) is a good example. The text says that after two or 

three days when the amulet failed to procure rain, the priest could use the 

following method: al 

(16a) You take one leaf of strong yellow paper and write on it a Heavenly- 
Emperor amulet (¢ien-buang fu K ' Ff). The head of it must point to the 

direction of Southeast (sun-fang 3€ 77) and the feet [of the amulet] to [the 

direction] of Northwest (ch ‘ien-/fang) %& {J7]). In the middle of the altar and 

below the flayers, at night around the time 11 p.m. until 1 am. (tg-shib fF FR), 

93 "TT 1220; 68.16a-16b (Lei-t ing san-ssu ch i-tao pi-chiieh Bh 2 = 7] Ht WZ. 
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you take the blood of a cock and spit it onto the Heavenly-Emperor amulet 
(t ten-huang fu K " ¥). The next day around noon (2u-shih Ae fi) when the sun 
stands in its zenith, you” * form the mudré Thunder Office (/eé-chii #2 Jax) with 

your left hand and your right hand holds the sword. Standing vis-a-vis the 

Heavenly- Emperor [amulet], you mieiplise the Heavenly Emperor with his 

human head and the body of a snake.” * fYou visualize] the waterwheel on the 

top of his head, and his feet tread on a waterwheel. [The Emperor] raises rapidly 
his body to be as tall as ten thousand chang (3), and your own body (a-shen #4 

) also rises to be as tall as ten thousand chang (3), being in a great rage. You 

visualise that the heaven dims and the earth gets black [and dark]. In one 

moment, you speedily turn around your body and using your sword cut the 

Heavenly-Emperor amulet into (16b) two pieces. This is called the Soaring 

Sword Beheads the Heavenly Emperor (féi-chien chan t ien-huang 9% $i) a KF 

in other words, the Taoist takes on the tall and awful apparition of the Heavenly 

Emperor himself, and having the same spiritual capacity he destroys the amulet 

that certainly did not house the Heavenly Emperor. 

The rext School Talks gives another informative report that may serve as a good 

documentation concerning amulets. It features the failure of the application of 

an amulet to alleviate the delivery of a child. We also learn why this effort 

failed: 
(4a) ...Being once in a private home [I, your] disciple administered an amulet to 

save a woman who was about to deliver a child. When I summoned the [spirit] 

generals, my heart was greatly shaking and my left eve repeatedly flickered. 

When I issued the amulet and dispatched the emissaries, my heart and my will 

were not pleased, and the Emissary of the Will (¢-shih che & (# #2) had not yet 
arrived at the scene. It worked just like that. The next morning the family bade 

me farewell and told me that the prospective mother had visualised a demon 

emissary with a green face and three eyes. (4b) Fire charged forth from the eyes 

of the demon engulfing the body of the woman in childbed, and she felt that her 

94 It says litarally: “the ritual master (fa-shih 7 fy”. 
95 See, for example TT 1220; 67.10b, and 124.12a, which show the importance of the 

image of the snake, eventually representing the lightning in Thunder Magic. Also see TT 
1220: 69,24a, for a commentary by Yii-feng (f#] HA), who associates the snake (she %) 

with lightning, fire and the trigram 4 (BE). See F.C Reiter: “A Preliminary Study of the 

Taoist Wang Wen-ch ing (1093-1153)”, in: ZDMG 152, pp.169-170. 
96 TT 1250: 4a-4b. The participants in the conversation are Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (E 3< #) 

and Yiian T‘ing-chih (3 RE Hi). 
97 Lit. “jump” (tiao 3). 
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body became as hot as fire. After a short time, she delivered a dead born baby. 

Please, what is the meaning of this event? 

[Wang Wen-ch’ing + 3¢ $M) gives the following answer: This is a very clear 
result. How do you come to be that stupid? There was the great shaking in your 

heart, which means that the Emissary of Your Ancestral Palace (jw ésw-kang shih 

che *& #1. & 48 4) was immediately transferred to your heart as soon as he had 

appeared, and this is why your heart was excited (chi Zi). As to the green face 

and the three eyes, this was your own divine force (ju shen 3 ##) that following 

the amulet underwent mutation and change. Your left eye flickered, this means 

that [the element] fire returned to wood-county (##-hsiang AX #8). The mother 

who under this condition gave birth to [a child] had to lose the child. This 

principle is clear. What need is there at all to have thar many doubts and 
questions?” 

The conversation seems to show that the disciple did not properly control his 

internal processes in a way that would have transferred to the amulet the 
required positive force. Obviously, the dispatch of the spirit Emissary the Will 

did not work. The vital wood-energies should have been transferred to the 

womb. However, the Taoist in vain consumed them with his beating heart and 

flickering eye. Anyway, we understand that the dispatch of spirit emissaries and 

generals goes with amulets, which seems to be a very demanding and 

responsible effort. 

We know that all of this is but a small glimpse of the antique and yet steadily 

present traditions concerning the application of amulets. Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (+ 
3 GM) and his fellow Thunder specialists participate in this stream of traditions 
that a text with the tile On Writing Amulets (shu-fu shih ®& fF 3X) in the 
collection Great Shakes ‘ing and Ling-pao Rites (Shang-ch ‘ing ling-pao ta-fat. 1 

SAK }) testifies: 

(2a) The ritual method says: In case that the time for writing an amulet has 

come, you face the East in a pure room (ching-shih 4 %). Pay your respects [to 

the divinities] and kneel down for long. Visualize your own body to be {the 

Heavenly Worthy] of Prime Origin (ytian-shih 70 ii)? There are 10.000 

98 On this text, see J.Lagerwey: Companion pp.1021-1024. This corpus of Taoist texts was 

compiled by Wang Ch‘i-chen (E 3% #4); transmitted by Ning Ch’tian-chen ® & Hf, 
1101-1181). As to the translation, see TT 1221 Shang-ch ‘ing ing-pao ta-fa 14.2a-2b. 

99 For another example, see TT 1221: 40.19b. 
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divinities in attendance all around. Your body has a radiant shining. You breathe 

in the breaths in the five colours of the five directions, and your hands owist 

firmly the mudra Jade Purity (yii-ch ‘ing chiteh 1 iff ah). You use your nose to lead 

on the nine breaths to enter your mouth and swallow them nine times. You 

circulate the breaths in the cinnabar fields to ascend and push against the Mud 

Pill [Palace] (si-man ‘kung’ if. $L [S]). The breaths flow throughout the whole 

body. They evenly spread in all the joints 'g (2b) and release a great radiance 

that illuminates all around. You see (chien 5a) all the heavens, the earth, the sun, 

the moon and the constellations. After this, you recite the secret spells twelve 

umes, collect the breaths and lead them into the writing brush. You get up your 

body, pay again your respects [to the divinities], grasp the writing brush and 

grind your teeth thirty two times. You face then the East in order to write out 

the amulet. For its upper part, you take the stars and the dipper to top the 

structure fof the amulet]. You concentrate on the astral constellanons, on sun 

and moon and all their radiance that links up with the breaths of the [secret 

spells] in Five Paragraphs (uw-p ien Ti fm) ‘©! and illuminates the inside and the 

outside [of your body]. You collect and treasure [these breaths]. When the ume 

of their application has come, you should visit the Gate of Heaven (¢ ien-menK 

PY), burn incense, again pay your respects and kneel down for long. You silently 

memorialize to the [Heavenly Worthy] of Prime Origin and clearly state all the 

matters of concern. After that you can apply [this method], and there will always 

be the [appropriate] response. Keep the method secret and treasure it dearly.” 

This text nicely summarizes the efforts that may lead to the composition of an 

amulet. The amulet appears to be a cosmic entity just like the acting priest 

himself who assumes the cosmic dimension of Prime Origin. Certainly, this is 

most remarkable. '”” 

Praying for Rain (tao-yii #9 FM) 

A most spectacular and important application of Thunder Magic is certainly the 

ritual effort to procure rainfall. We must not forget that Taoists lived in an 

agrarian country, and harvests depended on fine weather conditions. In the case 

100 or “orifices” 
101 This refers most certainly to the following paragraph “writing five paragraphs of secret 

spells” (shu ua-p ten mi-chow #% bh ha # 5L), TV 1221: 14.2b-3a. 
102 For a modern and very conclusive description of Taoist amulets and the related 

practices as understood today, see Chang Chih-hsiung Gi #7 idf) and Li Feng-mao (4 
8 Hh): Cheng-i fa-fu yi tao-chiao wen-bua (IE — i&: TF BH FL a0 (kK). 
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Does it not well enclose ch ‘ten and [the element] metal (% 4)? Metal gives birth 

to water. Water has [the potential of] life of heaven and the One (fien-i K —). 

Heaven and the One are connected with the River Chart (4o-t« 7] [l). The 

One and the Six lodge at & ‘an (1K). The [number] One stands for the western 
region and the region of pure metal. The [number] Four (ss PQ) gives birth to 

[the element] metal. The [number] Nine of [the element] metal is_yang (lg), and 

the final stage is [reached] when yang (Sz) at its zenith gives birth to_yin (B2). Yin 

(K2) is & ‘un (HR), the [number] Six and the [element] earth (4w-#'u 7\ +). Does it 
not well enclose chien and the [element| metal (#2 4%)? The [element] metal is 

yang (8%), and_yang ((q) is the dragon. The dragon (dung HZ) has a pool (tan #4), 

and the pool holds the water and the rain. Rain emerges from the breath of 

earth, and the clouds emerge from the breath of heaven. When the clouds 

steam, then it is that rainfalls occur. The nine strokes [of the writing brush] for 

the character y# (FJ), “the rain”, are connected with heaven, and this is the 

inherent mystery of yang (i). 

In the thunder department (4i-pw i fib) there are the wind and the clouds, 
thunder and lightning, mist and hail, snow and rain (19a). These eight pure 

matters borrow the Nine, the inherent number of [the element] metal of the 

River Chart. When it is that yang (fa) finds its final stage, the ninth matter then 

is the rain. '” Rain emerges from the breath of the earth. The earth (4 dt) is 
connected with [the trigram| & ‘wn (41), and & ‘an stands for [the element] earth 
(ta +) that dominates yin (2), and yin (2) fin turn] procures (sheng 4) the 

rain. 

You first concentrate [your internal vision] on the red lotus blossom in your 

heart. The _yang-breath (% 34) steams and descends to enter the one clear pool 

of water between the two kidneys. The one stroke in the middle of [the trigram] 

kan (3K) is the minor-yang (shao-yang “> [by). When the minor-yang is born (sheng 

42) for the first time, it is stored within [the element] earth (¢’» -:), and then the 

yang-breath (fj 48) within [the element] earth gradually expands and exceeds. 

Generally, when the heavenly time has come to let it rain, the yang (fa) steams 

and [consequently] there is rainfall. The stones become shining (junit) and emit 

water. When water comes forth [from the stones, we know that] the indicator of 

109 The preceding list named nine matters, the last one being “rain”. In other words, the 
preceding cight phenomena build up yang (fq) that culminates in {the number] Nine and 
in the natural phenomenon that is the rain. 

110 Compare J.Blofeld: 1 Ching, The Chincse Book of Change, pp.216-217. London 1976. 
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rain has appeared. Yén (BZ) encloses the yang-p 0 [-souls] (Ba 2) and the chill of 

the nine heavens (chiv-hsiao han Fu 4H F®). 

You collect first the breath of complete yin (2) that is contained within [the 

trigram] & ‘an (JK). You let the breath [of complete_yin (82)] ascend to the double 

pass of the spine and reach the windlass pass (l#-/u fa-kuan @ @& (8) where ir 

enters as far as three ¢s un deep into the window of the brain (nao-hu fi F*), and 
[the location] there is called Bright Hall (wing-t‘ang "fj E). ils procedure] is 

tantamount to the installation of the thunder altar (4i-tan #4 $8) on the top of 

|Mount] K“un-lun (E #3). 

A second time you let ascend (sheng BE) the breath of red-yang (bung-yang 21 Iba) 
that is inside the 4 [-trigram] (3B). sigan) i (BE) has wwo ch ten (#6) |- 

strokes] that enclose one & ‘un (4) [- -stroke]. ~ [The element] earth (#7 4) is 

located (19b) inside. Pure_yang (ch ‘un i it 2 [p) is on she outside, and pure jin 

( ch un-yin 4, BE) is on the inside. | Yin (62) is water. |” There is the saying: 
The Dipper of the South (nan-tou PA *+) moulds the syn- (souls] (BR). It is the 

water, which actually moulds, 

The womb of [the element] water (shwi-1/ai 7K fff?) is set up at the position of the 

trigram 4 (BEE). Li (AE) is the sun. There is a black radiance within the sun, and 

this [black radiance} exactly is the water. The essence of yin (82) is within yang 

(3), and so the three worlds (san-chieh = 9?) are clear and bright, which belongs 

to the theories for the prayers to attain a clear sky. 

In the case of prayers for rain you must “boil the mountains and cook the sea” 

(p ‘eng-shan chu-hai FN A ##) ere get rain. You just let the breath of red-yang 

111 This is a name for the heart. 
112 chien (9%) and & ‘un (4) represent yang (By ) and yin (BB) . 
113 This refers to the wigram 4 (AE). Compare Book of Changes, pli (Introduction). 
114 Compare Hsii Chien (6% 5): Co w-hsiieh chi () 7B GL) 6 (teung-teai shi SA AK) pl, 

quoung Hyaz-nan ize (HE FAO) and Han-shu ( #). Ed. Peking 1980. 

115 The phrase describes some meditative practices and the appropriate symptoms, see TT 
1220; 85.6b “first call upon the fire of the heart. Boil the water of the kidneys, and 
seemingly within a moment there is a painful heat within the belly, and that exactly is 

the cooking sea that spills over. Following this, you draw the water of the kidneys as to 
enter the top [of the head], the boiling mountain. Immediately your forehead transpires 

cold sweat. This means that the boiling mountain moves”. This is said to be a secret 

internal method. However, in our text the correspondences and associations are 

different. This is a nice example for an emblematic phrase that everybody re-thinks or 

re-interprets following the own requirements. 
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(bung-yang %I. §3}) ascend to reach the double pass of the spine, and then let it 
enter three ¢s ‘un deep into the window of the brain (sao-bw fii >). This is called 
the Appointment at the Bright Hall (ming-t ang chu-cha i SE Hi). 

You first grasp the yin (6%) of the & ‘an (5K) [-trigram]. Overflowing black breath 

covers and rests upon the top of your head. Heaven blurs and bends down on 
the pagoda, and the four mountains stand amidst blurring mist with drizzling 
rain {all around]. You let the breath of red-yang (bung-yang 41. Bq) ascend and 

directly collide with''® the breath of yin (yin-ch 7 B& 3A). When you sce that the 
red breath arrives, you only see an abundant steaming. Again, you let ascend the 

yang of kan (k an-yang 3K (Bp) that is a perfectly black breath, which directly 

collides with the top of your head (ting-Asin JHial»). Two yin [-strokes of & ‘an (SK) 
enclose one yang {-stroke] and, definitely, they produce the abundant steaming, 

Then it is that the stones moisten and emit water. 

When a brilliant and steaming blaze of fire occurs in the middle of the sun, the 
fish tail then turns over the waves (yi-wei fan-p'o f& F% #4 8%), the torpid insects 
(20a) struggle to get out of the window of earth (4-4x Hh F) and the sound of 

thunder certainly shakes the night. When this happens, the radiance of lightning 

blazes, ''’ in the North black pigs (wa-chu ky #i) cross the River "18 and black 

clouds cover the dipper (chao-tou #4 |-), (and so we know that] the indicators of 

rain have appeared. 

When in the morning black breath ascends and black clouds cover the base 
(chiao fi!) [of the land] late in the evening, heavy rain will certainly come. The 

subtlety [of these instructions] is contained in the basic scriptures that the 
teacher-master transmits. 

You focus [your meditation] on your heart that resembles a lotus blossom that 

has not yet opened. [You visualize] the red breath that is inside and sinks 

straight down to the two kidneys. You see the one clear pool of perfect water 
(chen-shui $3. 7K). The red breath of the heart sinks down, and this [perfect] water 
bubbies up enclosing the red breath. [Starting out] from the liver [the red breath] 

116 ch ‘ung (1) “collide with” or alternatively “forces its way to” 
117 E suppose that shan (ff) stands for sham (HH ), compare H.A.Giles: A Chinesc- English 

Dictionary ars. 9669,9672. 

118 The word River points to the Milky Way. 
119 Actually, we cannot identify so far central scriptures in the Thunder Magic of that time. 

Taking the genre of this text into account, the teacher-master should be Wang Wen- 

ch'ing CE 3 FR). 
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passes the heart and exits from the base of the tongue. You only feel the cloudy 
breath (yin-ch i SE 5A) in your mouth (ww-k on HL) 129 that suddenly exits and 

in front of your face revolves, passes the sun-window (sun-hu $& /*) and 

gradually becomes as big as the wheel of a carriage to roll on. These clouds fill 

overflowing the cosmos (4w-ho 7\ 7). 

The commentary of Yii-feng (fH Hil) says: '*! Clouds are & ‘un (SH) and [belong 
to the element] earth (& ‘un ¢’u ft). The element earth dominates {the colour] 

black (hei 8). However, & ‘a and earth (& ‘un t’u f-) are enclosed inside the 

trigram /: (HE). When yang (fi) reaches its zenith, it procures yin (%) and yin (BB) 
is black. The colour black stands for {the elements] water and earth. (20b) The 

wind comes to life at the centre of {the trigram] / (#£). When the wind rises, the 
fire burns. Heaven and [the number] Three give birth to [the element] wood that 

is stored in the trigram / (d-kua PRE 2h). Li (AE) lodges at the position of the 
Fast. The third transmission after “heaven” procures [the element] wood and is 
called |trigram| chen (fz). It is the eldest son (chang-nan te By? [The element| 

wood is hidden inside the trigram 4 (4-kua # £). [The element} wood procures 

fire, wind and thunder. They are thus all born within [the trigram] 4 (Pie). 

Thunder and rain come to life on the inside of the trigram & ‘an (SK SH) ar the 

right side. Inside [the trigram] & ‘an (SK) there is the perfect yang (chen-yang FL 

($4). Ir has the designations yang-thunder (yang-leilS; #4), joy of the heaven (f ten 
bsi F ¥E), fire-thunder (huo-lei ‘K #i) and Six-and-One (lin 7§ —). '* [The 
trigram] k ‘wn (41) stands for the [number] Six and the centre. Chien (#2) and 

[the element] metal have the [number] One. ad [The number] One gives birth to 

[the element] metal that {in turn] gives birth to [the element] water. Water makes 

120 It says literally: “my mouth”. In the commentaries, we generally could speak in the first 

person (“T”). However, 1 prefer the second person (“you”) to convey the ideas of a 

didactic address. 
121 I cannot exclude that some other unknown text by Wang Wen-ch‘ing (F. 3 %) 

originally preceded the commentary. 
122 This means that in the sequence of the trigrams the fourth position (“transmission”) 

after “heaven” (ch ten $2) is the wigram oben (ff) that therefore is associated with 
number 4. See Chow-i, 9 (ed. Kanbun taikei vol. 16, 1913). Compare J.Blofeld: I Ching, 

‘Fhe Chinese Book of Change, pp.216-219. 

123 Yii_yw-chib kan (iS 47 Z 3K). Studying the position of trigram / (Ai) we find that the 
trigram & un (JK) is on the right side, compare J.Blofeld: I Ching, p.217 (King Wen’s 
atrangement). 

124 Compare TT 1220: 69.24b, for an interpretation of these terms by the commentator 
Yii-feng (ff MA), see below the chapter The Creative Impetus. The astronomical term 
Vien-hsi (A$) may refer to the calendar. I do not think this is the point in our text. 

125 Concerning the number see, Book of Changes, p.741 (Key for Idenufying the Hexagrams); 

and J.Blofeld: I Ching, The Chinese Book of Change, pp.216, 217. 
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pools, and pools hold water. It is the sadter) which makes the rain. This is a most 

celestial, a most secret and most subtle principle. 

When the sound of wind and thunder becomes clearly discernible on the sides 

of your ears, you expel coughing the breaths nine times. The [number] nine is 

the old-yang (ao-yang € Wy). It is the principle that the zenith of yang (yang-chi Bs 
bf) produces yin (6%). Now, you realise again nine times the internal practice as 

described above, and then you feel that the water of the two kidneys has actually 

ascended, and the water is the rain. When the urine becomes pressing, it is 

important that you must not release the water of the kidneys when the rain has 
not fyet] fallen. (21a) Just wait straightaway for the wind and the rain to become 

very strong, and then you [can] get up and slowly release the urine, but then it is 

that the big rainfall has already come. 1% Only this internal practice and conduct 
(bsing-ch ib 4¥ ¥¥) never result in even one failure. Can you really be careless 
about this matter?” 

The text clearly presents an equation between the natural phenomenon “rain” in 
our visible world and internal processes within the body of the pnest who 
guides and organises what we may call the internal rain. We can understand this 
internal practice as application of the general and familiar concept of using the 

human body as a microcosm that parallels the macrocosm of the visible world. 
However, they are knit together in an osmotic relationship that the formal 

symbols of the eight trigrams feature. The human body being a cosmic mirror 

functions the same time as an irresistible stimulus for nature. The systematic and 

rather intellectual approach that we find in these texts characterizes many 
sources of Thunder Magic that date from the Sung period. 

Killing and Crusading (sha-fa #& 1X), 
the Martial Side of Thunder Magic 

Praying for rain, stopping inundations and other similar good deeds brought the 
Taoists fame and honours. They believed that natural disasters and deprivations 
were due to the unruly behaviour of baleful spirit forces that may inhabit official 

and unofficial shrines. The specialist of Thunder Magic is supposed to know 

how to handle the problem. Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (+ MX 9) offers his insights 

126  1n other words, it rains as much as it rains within the body of the practitioner. 
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concerning the ways and means to tackle the difficult task in the chapter Killing 
and Crusading (sha-fa “ 1%). We read the following expositions: '”” 

(21a) Please let me, [Yiian Wu-chieh (3% $ JP)}, raise some questions about the 

essential requirements for killing and crusading. 

[Wang Wen-ch‘ing (+ X 4%) gives the following answer:] It is all about the 
breath of rage (na-ch 1 %& 5A) of the own original spiritual force (/gu-chi_yiian-shen 

HA 7G #). Any summoning of [spirit] generals and any writing of amulets 
requires the breath of rage that goes with an urgent and enraged [demeanour]. 

When you write an amulet, you do it urgently and speedily. Having done the 
writing you take away the brush [moving the hand towards the direction of] the 

sun-window (3€ F*)." At the same time the (spirit) generals and marshals that 

you summoned to come, all show an enraged apparition. When you dispatch the 

[spirit] generals, it is necessary that you are tranquil and firm and settle down 

sitting cross-legged. You concentrate in meditation on the one spark of golden 
radiance within the spleen that separates to be two sparks. One spark moves on 
revolving to enter the space between the two kidneys where it changes to 
become an agglomeration of black breath (hei-cbi "A SA). The agglomeration 

rapidly rushes straight upwards to exit from both eyes. On_yang-days (yang-jih Ba 

HH) [the agglomeration] exits from the left eye, and on yin-days (yinjib BE A) 

from the right eye and soars up (féi-shang ffé :) then towards the saz-window 

(32 F*). After that, you concentrate in meditation on the [second] spark of 
golden radiance that revolving enters (21b) the heart where it changes to 

become red breath (hung-ch i AL 48). The red breath exits from the base of the 

tongue and soars [up] towards the sun-window (3€ F*). 

It is the black [breath], which makes the black clouds and the black mist. It is 

the red [breath], which makes the fierce fire and the glowing-red shining. You 

only see the black clouds and the blazing fire that inundate heaven and densely 

fill the cosmos (/ix-bo 7< 7). Black clouds and glowing-red fire are everywhere 

around and there is just nothing that they would not burn or cover. Divinities 
wail and demons cry, and there is no location at all where they could escape to 
and hide away. However, the black breath encloses the red breath and forms 

countless agglomerations beyond any limits (pai-ch ien-wan t'van BY A PAA). At 

this point of time, a great heat is inside the human body and sweat perspires. 
You definitely must not move a fan or open your shirt but keep on until the 

127 TT 1220; 69.21a-23b 
128 This always indicates the direction of Southeast. 
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heat becomes very scorching. You use in a very gentle way lamp-wicks (feng-hsin 

1G «b> (34) 19 to push them into your nostrils (ch‘u-pi 4% FA). On _yang-days 

(yang-jth fy 11) you push a lamp-wick into the left nostril, and on_yin-days (yin-jih 

B= 1) you push it into the right nostril. You do sneeze once and loudly, and 
within a moment, just one sound of a thunderclap comes from the window of 
sun (sun-bu $& F*), When you have a response like this, then you can dissolve the 

[Thunder] altar. Certainly, there will never be any failure at all. 

The commentary of Yii-feng (al Jf) says: Killing and crusading necessarily 

require that you enrage your outer appearance, your original spiricual force, the 

fire of your heart (22a) and your internal disposition in order to make them 

utmost hard and enduring just like the movements of the heavenly bodies, 

which are strong by themselves and never take a rest. 

Generally, when you write amulets you must enrage (/en-nu f§ XS) the essences 

and spiritual forces in a determined way, so that they leap up boldly. You must 

be urgent and quick when you are writing amulets. You use both hands to form 
the [madrés| Thunder Office (4i-chi 4H Je}) and thrust them onto [the amulet}. 

Quickly take off the writing brush [moving your hand towards the direction of] 

the sua-window (sun-hu 3 F*). The generals and marshals that you summoned 

to come all show an enraged appearance. Having dispatched the generals you 

conveniently sit down cross-legged and practice silent meditation. Your nostrils 
inhale the pure breaths of the Anterior Heaven (hsien-tien ch ing-ch i KK iti 
JA). [The pure breaths] force directly their way to the yellow court (bxang-t ing Bi 

R£). The nine orifices above and below are all closed and do not allow any 

breaths to be absorbed (jung %). Being in a state of tranquillity you let the one 

spark of golden radiance that is within the spleen ascend and separate to be two 

{sparks of radiance}. ™® One spark moves on to enter the two kidneys behind 

the naval, where it becomes an agglomeration of black breath (bei-ch 7 4 4A). 

The agglomeration forces its way upwards from the spine and the double pass 

to reach the two eyes where it exits. On yang-days (yangyth Wg [1) [the 
agglomeration of breath] exits from the left eye, and on_yin-days (yinyih $2 1) 

from the right eye in order to soar upwards to the window of sum (sun-bu 3& F*), 

You concentrate your mind on the one sound of thunderclap that [then] greatly 

shakes. After this and for a second time the nostrils inhale the pure breath that 
forces its way to enter the mysterious female (Asian-p in K HL). *! Do not allow 

129 See Herbert A. Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nr. 10864. 

130 Literally: ,,into two parts“. 
131 The statement concerning the nine orifices is omitted, compare above. 
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any breath to be absorbed (jung #) and keep the colon (éy-tao #& itt) (22b) 
completely contracted (-so —- fi). You let the [pure] breath directly ascend to 
enter revolving the orifices of the heart, where the [pure] breath becomes the 

red breath that [finally] exits from the base of the tongue and soars upwards to 

the sun-window (sun-bub 3 Py? 

[The breath] that is black becomes the black clouds and the black mist. [The 

breath] that is red becomes the red shining and the blazing fire. You only see the 

black clouds and the shining of fire that collides with heaven and fills 
overflowing the cosmos. It burns all around the world-of-the-law (fa-chieb 1 F#) 
to clean away any poisonous atmosphere. The wicked spirits find their tracks cut 
off. Fiery clouds and killing breaths cover and stay at all the locations where 

wicked forces reside. The ritual officer (/a-kuan 13; ‘B) in his meditation directs 
[the fiery clouds and killing breaths] to all these places. Therefore, it is that the 

divinities wail and the demons cry in those wicked places. There is just no way 

for them to escape and hide away. The black breaths enclose the red breaths and 
form agglomerations. One [agglomeration] transforms to become two 

[agglomerations] and two of them become three [agglomerations] and the three 
{agglomerations} become countless agglomerations without any limits. 

At this time, a great heat is within your body and sweat perspires. You must not 
move a fan or unbutton your shirt but keep on until the heat becomes 

scorching. Gently use lamp-wicks (feng-bsin #8 Cy [{]) to push them into the 

nostrils. On_yang-days (yangjib Bi 1) you use this method for the left nostril, 

and on yin-days (yinjib KZ A) you use this method for the right nostril. You 
sneeze with one [strong] sound that [corresponds with] one shaking thunder. 

The wicked forces find their tracks cut off, which is such a subtle matter that I 

just cannot say it. 

[The methods of] Killing and Crusading, Praying (23a) for Bain and [the 

methods of the] Creative Impetus (tsao-hua fi 4b) are identical. '** You first 
concentrate your meditation on the red breath in your heart. The red breath 
forces its way downwards to the mysterious female (bsian-p in & 46). The 

nostrils again inhale pure breath that you let expand and collide with the spiritual 
force of the spleen (p i-shen JH ##). The one spark of golden radiance that is just 
below the spiritual force of the spleen makes its way directly to the two kidneys. 
You first contract [and keep closed] the colon, lift up the black breath of the 

132 The swn-[window] (3€) stands for the nostrils. 
133 This statement refers to the chapters nss. 6 and 8 of this text (TT 1220: 69). 
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right kidney and let it very slowly move directly upwards to reach the Mud Pill 
[Palace] (ni-wan We FL[%]). The black breath thus fills overflowing the cosmos 

(lin-he FS #7). The ascent and the absorption of the breaths (451 {4) happen 
thirty-six times. Now, you let the red breath of the left kidney ascend to move 

upwards and reach the Mud Pill [Palace] (n-wan Ye AL [B]). When the black 

breath [there] faces the red breath, they enclose each other and soar up towards 

the sun-direction (sun-fang 3€ Jj), and all the heaven is filled with black breaths 
and red breaths. A second time you let the black breath of the right kidney 

ascend, and fagain] you breathe in (breath) (4s 4d) thirty-six [times] that forces 

its way up to the window of the brain (nao-hu fi F*). 

Above in heaven and below on earth and absolutely everywhere, there are these 

black and red killing breaths. They cover and pin down the wicked divinities 

(Asich-shen Hi #1). Divinities wail and demons cry. They do not have any place 

where they could escape to with their [outer] apparitions. You grasp the killing 
breath of the heavenly Aang [-star] (tien-kang sha-chi K Te 3% 5A) chat burning 
blazingly shoots forth from the black breaths. Moreover, your nostrils inhale 

pure breaths that rush to the Heavenly Kang [-star] of the Fire of the Heart (Asin- 

buo 1 ien-Rangils KK XK iE). va They rush directly to the T’ai-i Cave (T at-i hstieh 

KZ gov > You use the nostrils (23b) to lead on these breaths. When you 

suddenly release a very heavy load of [these] killing breaths there will definitely 

be a [fitting] response. The mysteries are reserved for the oral transmission from 

the teacher master. 

The last paragraph of the commentary by Yii-feng (4) contains quite a few 

terms that are very ambivalent, addressing astral names or elements, which 

obviously are also human properties. The associative method is a common 

feature in Taoist sources, and Thunder Magic is no exception at all. Sometimes 

the actual identification of specific terms must follow the explanations that the 
respective authors found necessary to give. Some Taoist authors reveal their 

own understanding of the terms they use. In other cases, we are not so 

fortunate. Any search for explanations in other and, very likely, later texts is a 
risky endeavour. It is for this reason, that I did not comment here on statements 

that explicitly rely on oral instructions to become intelligible. Yet, our texts tell 

us enough to figure out the basic conditions of Thunder Magic. 

134 Concerning this phrase, see the following translation of a section of Hssen-t ten i-ch 1 buo- 
kei Chane shib-che ch t-tao tafa (Hi KR — Rk ih He i HH HK 34). See above 
pp.8a-8b, and 6a (concerning “the mysterious female”, albeit with a quite different 

application). 
135 See below for a description of this term, following TT 1220: 82.18b-19a. 
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The collection A Corpus of Taoist Ritual contains quite a number of complete sets 

of ritual instructions that address individual divine patrons (chu-fa ¥ i&). They 

usually include the respective pantheon of spirit-generals in a paragraph with the 

title General Class (chiang-pan i$ HE). Listings of the subordinate deities 
follow.’ We also find varied instructions concerning ritual matters. For 

example, we find paragraphs that feature the writing of amulets or the 

construction of altars that involve the Thunder Divinities. The Great Method 

for Prayers to the Emissary Chang of the Fire Thunders of the One Breath of 

the Anterior Heaven (Hsien-t ten i-ch'i buo-lei Chang shib-che ch i-tao ta-fa eR — 
SAK Se EO OT te K i) "is such a complete set of instructions 
concerning Thunder rituals under the patronage of Emissary Chang. Here we 

find a rather instructive tract concerning the Heavenly T ien-kang [Stars] (# zen- 

kang & B).'* 

(18a) As to Aang Gay, the four Correct Ones (ssw-cheng PY IE) consticute the 

bowl of the dipper (Aang TE) that occupies (ch ‘# HQ) the correct centre of the 

four directions, and this is my heart (ww-hsin # +>). The North has the ‘on [- 
constellation} (“F) of yin and yang (BE Bi).'*” Heaven uses the sou (*4) to manage 
the ten thousand transformations. Humans use their heart to dominate and 

display their affairs. It is for this reason that the heart has seven orifices to 

correspond (jing He) to the Northern Dipper (dE =H). I demonstrate why it is 

that [the star] p o-chin (BK #4) Misa heavenly Aang [-star] (AC iE). In my heart, 

an orifice inside holds muddy blood. When I am enraged my face mrns red, 

(18b) and this is so because this blood gets up to my face. The common phrase 

136 For example, TT 1220: 82.1a-1b. 

137 TF 1220: 82.1a-29b 
138 TF 1220:82.18a-18b 
139 H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nr.5906 gives the translation “The name of 

certain stars”, pointing to t‘ien-kang (A iH). This means “four stars that form the bowl 

of the +} [nr.11427] constellation,...”. 
140 tow (=) of course means “peck” or simply a dry measure, and indeed, we could 

understand the word in this sense: “The North has the measure of yi and yang”. Sce 

H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nr.11427. Generally see TT 629 T as-shang pet- 

tou erbh-shib-pa chang ching, and see K.Schipper, in: Companion p.954, saying that is is a 

“comparatively late and popular text” that ows much to TT 622 T ai-shang baan-ling pei- 
tou pen-ming yen-sheng chen-ching (possibly Sung period). 

141 This is a name for the seventh star of the Northern (Big) Dipper. See TT 629 T ‘ai-shang 

pei-tou erh- shih-pa chang ching 18b-19b. 
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is: the fire of the heart rises. [The word] kang (iE) means kang (a) hard '*? and 

ch tang (Fi) strong. * © Rage then is Aang (fF) [which means] hard. lis 

As to the heavenly fox [-constellation] (“}), the sphere of yan (RZ) ranges from 

the star shw-hsing (Hi 44) to the star & ‘nei-bsing (BL FE). The sphere of yang (Ra) 
ranges from the star shu-bsing (Ha Ht) to the star p ‘tao-hsing (42). When the 

heart is tranquil, it is yin (R2%). When the hart is excited, it is yang (Pa). My heart 

then is inside [my body the star] 4en-chen (HE £1), and on the outside my heart is 

[the star] p o-chiin (BE Hi). Now, in the state of tranquillity, 1 contain my heart 

inside, and any matters do not bud. [My heart] is in the highest state of being 

honest (den fi) and pure (ch ‘ing if). Outside [of my body] my heart then is the 

[star] p‘o-chiin (HK #4), When a rage develops, my heart is beating fast and is 

getting bold as if it were rushing in a hurry. Even if there were legions of armed 

forces (chiin 1), [my heart] could crush (p ‘a HR) them... '* 

This paragraph shows nicely how the association of words and characters 
constructs the persuasive combination of external, astronomical and internal 

bodily realities. The ambiguity of many technical phrases that we encounter can 

also be shown for the term ‘aii hsiteh (K G WX). We already had some 

statement by Yii-feng (fil il) that used the term. Yii-feng (#1 HA) commented 

on Wang Wen-ch‘ing’s (4. XC $M) exposition Killing and Crusading (sha-fa %& 
1K). '% Tt is well known that the name T’ai-i x 2.) refers to a key sete 

position and stellar deity of antique provenance. ” The chapter Great Method 

for Prayers of the Emissary Chang of the Fire Thunders of the One Breath of 

the Anterior Heaven (Hsien-t ien i-ch i huo-lei Chang shib-che ch i-tao ta-fa 4 KR — 

Sk HR OR AE AB RE K YH) in A Corpus of Taoist Ritual has a telling tact 
concerning the term eat cages of T’ai-i (KX Z), which goes with the taboo 

name Hun-ming (if BA): 4 

142 or , unyielding“ 

143 or ,,forceful* 

144. See H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nrs.5895 and 5906 as interchangeable 
characters. 

145 The name of the star means ,,to crush enemy forces”. See TT 629: 17b-19b. 

146 See above, TT 1220; 69.21a-23b 

147 See F.C_Reiter “The Discourse on the Thunders”, p.224. Concerning this theme, see 
W.Eichhorm: Die Rekgionen Chinas, pp.114-115, 124-127. Stuttgart 1973. Also see, H 

Maspero: Le taoisme et les religions chinoises, p.535 (Les procédés de nourrir le prinape 
vital, Paris, rpr. 1971. LRobinet: Meditation taciste, pp.205-210. Paris 1979. Compare TT 
1220: 76.22a. 

148 TT 1220: 82.18b-19a. The name may mean either “United Luminescence” or “Brght- 

ness in Chaos”. 
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(18b) Now, T’ai-i (A Z) is the cave (hsiieh 70) where yin (BZ) is all united. It is 

the breath of perfect yin (chib-yin 7B BZ). The cave is exactly in front of the colon 

(ku-tao ®% iff) and behind the urinary organs where it sinks right into the centre 

{between them]. The [perfect] breath bends the head and stretches the belly. 

When you contract [and shut up| the two caves (Asiieh Syst (19a) the breath 

ascends spontaneously. This is the subtle function [thar is called] ro roll up the 

water and seize the dragon (chitan-shuei ch in-lung #5 7K $8 iE)”. 

These cryptic lines demonstrate in a way that physical dispositions can be 

projected to identify implicitly astral positions. Thunder Magic rituals reflect 

outwardly, what the performing priest manages to evolve in his body, in his 

mind and in his hands. 1 remind of the plain connection between the urine that 

is withheld and the rain that has not yet come. The performing specialist of 

Thunder rituals is much more than an intermediary. He identifies himself in a 

practical way with the cosmos and creation, and thus becomes its transcendent 

body. A small portion of a commentary by Yi-feng (441 FA) can again illustrate 

this disposition of Thunder Magic; 2 

(25a) Heaven has the sun, the moon and the stars that can shine upon all the 

surroundings. Man has the eyes, the ears and the nostrils and can hear, see and 

unite the essences, the vital energies and the spiritual forces (ching, chi, shen W 

58. #8) in his human body, in the middle between the two kidneys. The left one 

is the sun, the right one is the moon, and the central palace (chung-kung #4) is 

the heavenly stars ¢ 7en-kang (K ie) that are the ancestral vital energy (és#-ch 1 #4 

4a). The human body has the three rivers (san-chiang = iT), the five lakes, the 

four seas, the five holy mountains and the four marchlands that become 

apparent in the facial section [of the body]. My body then is great earth. 

Mountains and rivers are all completely present. Man is able to arrange the 

breathing and harmonize the vital energies to unite them in his body. He is able 

to respond to and unite with the mysteries of heaven and earth. Now, I use all 

my sincere will (ch‘eng-i a H&) to infuse it to my thoughts and so proceed to 

turn the handle of the dipper (¢a-fan tow-ping Hi FH ++ #).'°' When heaven and 

earth become unexpectedly dark, this definitely is a response [to this action]. 

149 This obviously refers to the colon and the urinary organs. 
150 TT 1220: 69. 25a 
151 For this phrase, see above chapter 2 (chao-ho 8 &). 
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The Creative Impetus (tsao-hua i& 40) 

The superb position and operational basis of the Thunder specialist becomes 
again clear when we read still another telling exposition by Wang Wen-ch ‘ing 

(# 3X W). The chapter Creative Impetus (tsao-hua it (0) fits perfectly well to 
the preceding expositions in this book that speaks a lot about the relationship 
between human nature and Thunder Magic. I present the first part of the text by 

the priest Wang Wen-ch’ing (4 3 SH) that actually is the basis for the 
commentary by Yii-feng ((f Mil). I used the commentary to conclude the 

preceding paragraph: 4 

(23a) Yiian Wu-chich (2 # JP) says: Heaven and earth create and bring about 

thunder, lightning, wind and rain. What causes could make them occur? 

[Wang Wen-ch'ing ( 3 $8) gives the following answer:] Man is endowed 

with the breath of heaven and earth, and he lives on it. Heaven and earth are 

correct and selfless. Man, however, can snatch the creative impetus of heaven 

and earth. Now, the breaths of the three potentials (san-ts ‘ai = A), heaven, 

earth and man are omnipresent and [the same time] they are individual 

breaths.’ All causes are together with heaven and earth mutually inside and 

outside. As to wind and rain, thunder and lightning, why should it be difficult to 

make them occur? 

Now, heaven has the sun, the moon and the stars. Their radiance is bright 
enough to shine on the world all around. Man has his eyes, ears and nostrils, and 

so he can hear, see and know all creatures between heaven and earth. Earth has 

the three chiang {-rivers] (UL), the five lakes, the four seas, the five holy 
mountains and the four marshlands, and there are four limbs for all creatures. 

The [human] body accordingly is (24a) great earth, and the mountains and rivers 

are all completely present. I actually can put an end to the causes (Asi-yiian LZR) 
and harmonize the breaths (¢‘iao-chi Wd 3) in order to take the adequate 
responses from within my body and unite [myself] with the secrets of heaven 
and earth. Therefore, it is that using my own perfect will (cheni H. #4) 1 focus 

my thoughts on the ongoing [ritual] procedures (suo hsing chih shib PR 47 << 3). 

152 TT 1220: 69.23b-27a. In this section I skip the commentaries. 
153. 1 do not think that p ‘ing-Asi (ff 3) means “abstain from uttering any sound”. See H-A. 

Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nt.9319. Here, the term indicates the individual 

breaths of each of the three potentials. P ing (fF) basically means “to set aside”. 
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The perfect breaths of heaven and earth thus follow my will and action. I fix my 

[internal] vision and seize the response, which never fails in even one single case. 

Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (4 XC 9) continues his instructions on p. 25a: 
“Now, what is born out of me, this is my will. Good and bad, they all emerge 

from my will. The will is the spiritual agent of the spleen (—p 7-shen AE #}). The 

spleen belongs to [the element] earth. The number of its coming to life (sheng-shu 

4 $O is the Five, and the number of its completion (ch eng-shu KE BO is the 

Ten. The outer shape of the spleen resembles the crescent moon (yen-yiieb {& A) 

(25b). When there are no thoughts and calculations the two sharp points {of the 

spleen] hang downwards. When all the thinking (i-nien — 7) suddenly arises, 

the two [sharp] points consequently rise and point upwards. Any single spark of 

thought and calculation emerges at the centre of the spleen that in fact is the 

ancestral breath (ssw-ch i tH 3A) '* OF heaven and earth. As soon as any single 

thought is bom, it floats (4# #4) into the heart. Now, the heart is the lodge of 
the spiritual agents. When the heart receives this one single spark of the will, 

which is good or bad, vile or killing, which may have [the quality of] an immortal 

or of a Buddha, the heart serves them all. 

If I am able to know the source and the flow (jiian-iiu $8 iit) of the ancestral 

breath, I must resolutely hold on to this one spark of perfect breath (chen-ch 7 i 

58). Tam (wo F&) then {in the position off ruler (chw-tsai E 3) '® in heaven and 

on earth, which pertains to the employment of my heart. If I let my heart be 

enraged, cruel and bad, I lack the Tao of Heaven (i ten-tao K i) and shall 

eternally be a demon of the lowest class (hsia-kuei F 5a). How could I still be 

able to seize the creative impetus of heaven and earth?” ; 

These texts show clearly thar the terminology of internal alchemy (nei-tan A F}) 

describes the fundamental conviction of the existential idenuty of man and the 

cosmos. This notion implies the precondition of a human identity with those 
divine potentials that carry life. The external thunder and rain appear to be 

functions and expressions of thunder and rain within the human body, where 

they first have to be aroused. The cosmos inevitably will mirror and echo such 

internal processes. 

154 Or say “ancestral vital energy”, which I eventually use as alternative translation for the 

sake of convenience. 
155 T notice that H.A-Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nr.!1490 offers the translation 

"god". 

156 __ ,,...and act as a ritual specialist?” This is the implied question. 
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We find that the texts by Wang Wen-ch ‘ing ( X #9), especially his Wang Shib- 

chen chi-tao pa-tuan chin (¥. 4$ jee 1 tH /\ Be $i) show a rather modest 
application of nei-tan (AY Pf) terminologies. 'S’ ‘The commentaries on the other 

hand indulge in nei-tan (I. PH) rhetoric, which was in tune with the culture of 

the time. Comparing the School Talks with this text “in eight paragraphs”, we 

hardly can claim that those specialists of Thunder Magic fostered a common and 

mandatory set of nei-tan ((N P}) terminologies. The terminology and rhetoric 

may have depended on the individual affiliation of the respective priest and his 

education. We know that many materials. went through the hands of later 

compilers and editors, and Pai Yii-ch’an (A) & MA 13" ct.) certainly was only 

one of them. It is risky to project later interpretations backwards and claim them 

for an interpretation of earlier works. I certainly want to repeat that there is no 

need to do so, although we may not be able to understand every coded 

indication. 

Thunder Magic was a very practical matter. I continue to present a chapter of A 

Corpus of Taoist Ritnwal that we connect with some certainty with Wang Wen- 
ch’ing (4 3 5M). It contains theoretical and practical instructions that show the 
range of ritual approaches and methods in Thunder Magic. However, there is no 

connection with the cult and the ritual patronage of any specific Thunder 

divinity. The texts contain general and didactic instructions that serve us well. 

I already said that A Corpus of Taoist Ritual contains many ritual programs that 

are based on the patronage of specific deities. The programs include the lists of 

the pantheon and instructions about ritual steps, amulets, madras, spirit hells and 
other ritual devices that may be used to control the spirit forces. I call to mind, 

for example, the Great Method for Prayers to the Emissary Chang of the Fire 
Thunders of the One Breath of the Anterior Heaven (Hsien-t ten i-ch i huo-lei 

Chang sbib-che ch i-tao ta-fa % KR — KE HAE Ht Ht HK HH. ia? 

The following paragraphs in this book present the comprehensive and 

informative Divine Texts of the Great Methods of the Five Thunders at the 

Jade Department in the Heaven of Highest Purity (Shang-ch ing yii-fu wu-lei ta-fa 

yi-shu ling-wen Li AE Di KE EMER WL). '® This text deals with many 

practical devices of Thunder Magic that all have transcendent foundations, 

which is well explained in the detailed preface by Wang Wen-ch‘ing (F SC Si). 

157. TY 1220: 69.1a-27b 

158 TT 1220: 82.1a-29b, see above. 

159 TT 1220: 56.1a-42a 
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He gives a survey on the divine potentials that condition the pantheon and the 

various means of the Thunder specialist. He adopts in his presentation the 
position and authority of the evasive figure of his teacher who allegedly was the 

Fire Master of Thunder and Thunderclaps. He displays the Arrangement of the 
Offices of Thunder and Thunderclaps together with an extended Thunder 

panthcon.'” Some paragraphs of the text present the Precious Seals of Thunder 

Might and the methods to use them. Much attention is being paid to the 
Locations and Departments of the Five Thunders and their different types. We 

find again, in a way unexpected, the story of the Great Divinity of Law and 

Order who closely links Thunder Magic with the national legendary history. me 
The application of Thunder breaths, the writing of amulets to cure illnesses, to 

raise dragons and produce rainfall, such activities are major themes in chapter 56. 

Spells, mudrdis and ritual steps all matter greatly in these instructive texts. How to 
build thunder altars, how to construct hells to put away demonic forces and how 
to crusade against evil deities in their shrines, such questions and many more get 

fascinating answers in chapter 56 of A Corpus of Taoist Ritual. They always remind 
us of the explanations that we have just seen. 

The priest moves within the solid frame of his religious career, receiving 
registers and oral secret instructions. In the case that he performs bravely his 

tasks, he can rise in the spirit administration up to divine functions and ranks. 

This seems to ascertain the basic conviction of the divine nature of the priest, 

which he can consciously employ in ritual. 

Yet, some Thunder rituals are performed with “dishevelled hair and 

barefooted”. There is no word about robes and ritual caps or an especially 
dignified demeanour. The demeanour of the Taoist Yeh Ch’ien-shao @ -F- #3) 
reportedly was not always very dignified and in many ways may remind us of the 

modern exorcists whom we have seen in action in Taiwan. ' However, we 

have to accept, I believe, any Taoist self-identification. We also should accept 

what Taoists of any epoch tell us about the range of their theoretical and 

practical ways and means and the constituents of their religion and culture. 

160 TT 1220: 56.5a-10a. The pantheon comprises more than one hundred abstract names 

that I do not list. 

161 ‘TT 1220:56.14b-15b. See above “Assembling the Divine Force”, in: TT 1220: 124.1b- 

2a. 

162 See above my Introduction. Compare P. Nickerson: “Attacking the Fortress, 
Prolegomenon to the Study of Ritual Efficacy in Vernacular Daoism”, pp.117-179, in: 
AAS 20. 
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All our themes concerning the theoretical and practical elements of Thunder 

Magic reappear in the many other chapters of A Corpus of Taoist Ritual, albeit 
with many variants that are due to different historic and regional backgrounds. 
Due to the introduction by Wang Wen-ch‘ing (. 3C 98) Chapter 56 shows a 

rather comprehensive and authoritative documentation of the historical and yet 

general conditions of Thunder Magic. 



A Corpus of Taoist Ritual (Tao-fa bui-yiian 38 Y $ FC) contains quite a number of 

comprehensive sets of Thunder rituals. They often represent regional traditions 

and affiliations that we hardly can trace concerning their historic roots. 

Fortunately, chapter 56 in A Corpus of Taotst Ritual has a preface by Wang Wen- 

ch‘ing (4. 3C 9B) that at least suggests that the chapter has his spiritual 

patronage. I present most of chapter 56 in translation to complement the 

preceding presentation in Chapter I. The title of chapter 56 in A Corpus of Taoist 

Ritual is promising: ; 

Divine Texts of the Great Methods of the Five Thunders at the 
Jade Department in the Heaven of Hie ae ch ‘ing yti- i) l= 

fu wu-lei ta-fa yii-shu ling-wen 14 RUG BRK cue 3), 

Preface by Wang Wen-ch’ing (+. X 99): 

(1a) The Fire Master of Thunder and Thunderclaps (/i-t ‘ing buo-shih & € 1K 
fill) says: formerly when Heaven and Earth (bsiian-huang K W) were not yet 
separated, * there was a phase of dimness with hardly any light at all. When the 
clear and the turbid then Separated, the existence of the visible signs of the Vital 

Principle (Aang-meng UH 32)” came first into being. 

The Supreme God-Emperor of Prime Origin (Yian-shib shang-i 7G Mi |. #7) 
saw that there were no principles for symbols and signs, and so he initiated the 

great saintly beginning with his command to carve and define the opportune and 

clear cut rules and standards for the form of the characters. The precious books 

on flowery writing tablets, the dragon texts and phoenix seal characters thus 

became manifest in radiant light. 

At that time, the Perfect King of Jade Purity (Yi-ch ‘ing chen-wang 1k iff FL £) of 
the exalted Shen-hsiao (#4 FF) {-Heaven] stayed at the Golden Palace of 

Congealed Spiritual Might (Ning-shen chin-ch ‘iich 6% #4 & DA). He reflected on 

1 TT 1220: 56.1a-42a 
Chou-i 1 (‘an SH), p. 23, in: Kanbun taikei (Tokyo 1913). See Book of Changes p. 391. 

3 Chnang-ten chi-chieh G:F SE WR) 3 (tsai-yu 11 46 4), p. 66, in: Chu-tew chi-ch ‘eng Gti FW 
fk). (Peking 1986). Compare H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nr.5269. 

i) 
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the saints and nobles who sympathised with the living beings in the regions 
beneath where they float drowning in the the sea of bitterness. They drift along 

in the waves of birth and death. In ten thousand &a/pas, they experience injustice 

and error, and the bewitching spirits are able to destroy or harm [them]. The 

Perfect King felt sorrow and sympathy, and using the proper formal way he 
questioned whether any diligent attention was being paid [to the siraation]. 

The Supreme God-Emperor of Prime Origin dwelling in the Golden House at 

the Jade Palace said to the Perfect King: 

Those creatures are not yet (ib) enlightened and consequently concentrate in 

themselves the [Aarmid causes (she-yin th [Al). * If the creatures were enlightened 

about the fact that they concentrate the {£armic| causes in themselves, how could 

they [still] be in the Hell of Earth? As to the Halls of Heaven, would they then 

not be the befitting places for them? 

The Perfect King kowtowed, repeatedly saluted, knelt down for a long time and 

looking up with respect stated his gratefulness for the heavenly mercy and 

expressed his vow to hold on to the essentials for perfection. The [God- 

Emperor of] Prime Origin felt sympathy with him, and was that not good? 

Thereupon {the God-Emperor] ordered the Divine Favourite (4ngfei $2 §2), the 
Jade-girl of Cave Mystery (Dong-miao yii-nit tr] ¥ Fx. &) that she takes the gilded 

key that dragons adorn and open the lock with jade inlays of a whistling phoenix 

at the Temple Subtle Perfection of the Flowers of the West (Hsi-bua miao-chen 

tien OG 3€ Yb HL IBD. She was to take the chest made of shining jade and 

precious stones and confer the transmission of the Tao of Primordial Unity 

(hun-ho chib tao 1  Z iB) of the Purple Script of the Three Luminaries (san- 

kuang teu-wen = Vs 9 M0). She was to teach {the Perfect King] the mmudras (chiieh 

a) of the Five Thunders, which control wicked forces and behead bewitching 

demons. [The mudras| have the desigantions Black Dragon, Red Horse, Blazing 

Fire and Prosperous Circuit. One uses them to dispatch the emissaries from the 
empyrean, which is a perfectly hidden and most secret essential [matter]. 

At that time, the Supreme God-Emperor of Prime Origin directed the great lot 

of complaisant saints of the ten regions to return, and he ordered the demons to 

4 See W.E.Soothill and L.-Hodous: A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms, p. 2052. (Rpr. 

Taipei 1972). Also compare Ting Fu-pao (1 ia fit): Fo-hsiieh ta tz ‘w-tien (1 & KK FF BA) 
984c-985a (shib-yin +> (Al). Taipei 1974. 
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ascend and enter the state of formlessness. The Perfect King was sent down to 

stop the evil world. The Perfect King thereupon took the amulets and seals, the 

dragon-tracts of the Five Thunders (2a) and the secret instructions of the 

astronomical calculations concerning the Northern Dipper as to transmit che 

to the Elder of the Five Holy Mountains (Wu-yaeb changjen Ti BRK Ager 

saving: 

It is the Northern Constellation (pei-ch ‘en At fig) of Heaven, ° which all the other 
stars salute. Below {the constellation] there are the two palaces that are named 

the Pivot and the Initiatory Force (sha-chi fe 1), * and they are said to be the 

two poles of the East and the West. The Palace Pivot revolves and has the 

might that transforms life (bua-sheng (t Hey? The Palace Initiatory Force is the 

institution that on behalf of the god-emperors executes the commands and 

regulates the nine hundred and six [types of] disasters and calamities in the yang- 

[sphere] (fg). [The Palace Initiatory Force] is in charge of all affairs that pertain 

to happy and cruel [events] among people, to demons and divinities, disastrous 

and favourable events. It issues and brings to life all the beings with their 

categories and oscillating appearances. All of this is evidence for orders and 

commands, and it is for this reason why thunder divinities (4i-shen Bh #4) exist. 

There are five types of thunders, namely the Heavenly Thunder (¢ ien-/ei K ‘i), 
the Divine Thunder (shen-/ei # i), the Dragon Thunder (/ong-det iE #4), the 
Water Thunder (shsi-/ei 7K i) and the Earth-Altar Thunder (she-dng ki th & 

wt Huang-ti (& 77) is said to have bestowed this Taoist title on a Taoist who lived on Mount 
Ch'ing-ch’eng shan (77 4% 11) in Szechwan, see TT 1032 Yiia-chi ch i- ch ten 120: 13a; 

122.10b. However, in this text W’ws-yiteh chang.jen most likely refers to a transcendent 

divinity who is linked with the very beginning of Taoist revelanons. TT 599 Tung-s ten fu-t 
_yueh-tu ming-shan cht 4b also refers to a much later stage inTaoist history. 

6 Pei-ch‘en, Horus boréal, which is connected with the divinity T Yen-huang ta-#. See G. 

Schlegel: Unanograpbie Chinotse, p. 815. (Leiden 1875). 
7 Or translate: “encircle”, see H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nr. 6575 (Aung i). 

8 "Pivot and Initiatory (or "Moving”) Force” is an ambivalent term. It can stand for crucial 

units of the (spirit) administration and military forces. 1 remind of the term shw-chi sang (Hi 
RE FS) denoting a "Central Control Office" (Tang), see Hacker, nr.5418. My translation of 
the term is meant to imply the function of a transcendent military office as indicated. 

F.C Reiter: "Discourse on the Thunders”, p. 213 (translating TT 1220: 67. 21a, La-shuo & 
a by Wang Wen-ching = X #), in: JRAS 14/3. Also see the same: “A Preliminary 
Study of the Taoist Wang Wen-ch ing (1093-1153)", p.181, in; ZDMG 152. TT 1220: 
67.3a explains that the term identifies Thunder and thunderclaps (Chang Shan-yuan $e 2 
Yd: Lei-2 ‘ing bsiian-lun we HK am). 

9 In Buddhism, this also is an important term, see W.E.Soothill and L-Hodus: A Dictionary 
of Chinese Buddhist Terms, p.142a (Anpapadaka). 
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fi). Furthermore, there is the Thunder Wall (:-ch ‘eng # 4%) that is located 

amidst the Brabma-breaths (fan-ch i $& SA) above the white and jade-like milky- 

way and the Prefecture of the Perfect King in [the Heaven of] Jade Purity. The 

Thunder Wall is 2300 miles away from the region of the Prefecture of Jade 

Purity. The Wall is high eighty-one chang (3t), ' and 1 '' (ww FH) have the 
Thunder Wall in control. Due to the resident officials, masters, emissaries, 

ministers and branch offices for distinct duties there is a leading force for the 
bestowal of (2b) life for all creatures that urges on and moves the sea and the 

mountains. Thus, the four seasons are pushed on and shifted, yém and _yang are 

made to rise and descend, and [that leading force] registers the good and 
punishes the bad. The Five Thunders Headquarter Office is the very centre that 
right in time issues the orders. The Headquarter has its own Special Offices of 
the Five Thunders Emissaries that comprehensively assist the Five Thunders. 

Below, they control the three offices, [named] North Pole (pei-chi dé BH), Jade 

Pivot (Yii-sbu Fi Hi) and P ‘eng-hai (3 3). 

When in all the world wind and rain are untimely and excessive heat causes 
torching droughts, locusts bring calamity, armoured strive madly wages and 

famine happens often and severely, all of this is due to requests for [divine] 

commands. The god-emperors (#-chiin 7 #4) 2 issue the orders and the Jade 

Pivot forwards the commands (hao-Ang 4) [for the execution of the orders]. 

The pivot itself operates three hundred officials in authonzed positions who 

assist and support the control of the transformations of life (sheng-bua = {b). 

All men, who strive for perfection, yearn for Tao (iH) [but] do not discuss the 

essential mysteries they will have their outer form recede, deteriorate and decay. 

{In the case that} they do not use amulet water (fu-shai (F 7K) their efforts will 

not reach up to the Three Heavens (san-t ien =). {In the case that] they do not 

rinse [their mouth with] the refined essences (ching-hya Hii #®), their spiritual 

forces are not pure and pleased. {In the case that] they do not help people in 

illness and distress, the success of Tao will be hard to achieve. 

Concerning those who yearn for the immortals, study Tao and wish to be rapidly 
successful, nothing is better than the beheading of evil forces, the expulsion of 

10 Concerning the Thunder Wall, see F.C.Reiter: "Discourse on the Thunders”, p. 218, and 

note 90, in: JRAS 14/3. 
11 Following the phrasing in TT 1220: 56.3b the [Perfect] King in the [Heaven] of Jade- 

Purity should be the speaker. 
12 TY 1220: 56,4a has di-chen (747 VL) in a similar phrase. Also compare TT 1220: 84.9a "...all 

comes from orders by the god-emperors”. 
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harm, the application of (3a) amulets, the consecration of water (chon-shui it. 

YK), the help for people and profiting the creatures, the ample collection of 

hidden merits and in subtle ways the support for religious veneration (Astang-huo 

#¢ +k). When [such persons] come together with creatures, they consider how 

to save them. They are correct and straight without any wickedness, and they 

behave themselves so all life long from its very beginning. Now, how should 

they ponder that the easy ascent [to heaven] could not be achieved? 

Just be afraid that you are not able to meditate in a refined way and be atraid 

that you take resort to a superficial and shallow [demeanour]. [Be afraid that] the 

amulets and mudrés (fu-chiieh T$ ay" are incomplete, that merits come late and 

effects are little. [Be afraid that ritual] engagements do not have any magic force 

{at all], and in the end vour remissness is overwhelming. I am very much 

embarrassed about the situation, and therefore I take today the secret 

instructions and the divine texts of the Jade Pivot to hand them down to the 
world of man. 

If the secret instructions and the divine texts of the Jade Pivot are internally 

applied, they can be used for the cultivation and control of the body. If they are 

externally applied, they can be used to pacify the people and help the country. 

[They can be used] to pray for rain, clear the sky, eliminate disasters and do away 

with unfortunate events. They can be used to drive away dragons and snakes 

that cause calamities in rivers and lakes and restrain scaly dragons and water 

monsters in pools and caves where they harm people. [The secret instructions 

and divine texts] save the living beings (sheng-ling 4. %%) from the distress of 

great dangers and release the legions of un-souls (bun 3%) that face the darkness 

of Hades. [The secret instructions and divine texts help] to crusade against 

temples, expel any wicked forces, eradicate evil spirits and heal sickness, They 

make the thunders and thunderclaps circulate [starting out] from your palms, 

and they cause wind and rain to come right before your eyes. [The secret 

instructions and divine texts help] to adjust the crimes and faults of seven 

generations of ancestors in the nine dark [regions]. They abolish (3b) the blood 

sacrifices of thousands of lives in hundreds of £a/pas. 

Keep close to the divine texts (dng wen % 3C) and secret manuals and so have 

the cause to be in charge of the creatures and profit the living beings. The subde 

instructions and divine recipes (shen-fang #4! 77) save all around from deadly 

disasters, from confusion and illness. Those who have received (these 

13 Or translate: the “instructions for [the composition of] amulets”. 
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documents] must keep them safely. Those who come across them have the 
destination to do so. They have the [required] restraint and practice self- 
cultivation (bsing-ch th 47 ¥#). HK [Such persons] can wait to ascend soaring [to 

heaven]. Being diligent at the beginning and remiss in the end, [such persons] 
drown eternally in the see of misery. Perfectly investigate [the magic texts and 

secret manuals] and set them to use. Echo and response will immediately occur. 

T ‘ai-su ta-fu ning-shen tien shib-ch ‘en Wang Wen-ch ing (K HK K BR FBR FF FE 

XC JM) The Attendant Wang Wen-ch‘ing, the Gentleman T ‘a-sw of the 
Temple Néng-shen, wrote this preface.” 

(3b) The Arrangement of the Offices of 
Thunder and Thunderclaps (é7-t ing fen-ssu oy 

The Fire Master of Thunder and Thunderclaps (Lei-t ing buo-shib i #€ + Fill) 
says: when the Five Thunders is well understood, you should know all the 

departments of the thunder prefecture (4i-fu'di HY). When they all are known 

there will be immediate responses in the case that requests were made. 

Furthermore, the Thunder Wall is located amidst the Brabma-breaths (fan-ch 7 3 

$8) above the white and jade-like milky-way and the Prefecture of the Perfect 

King in [the Heaven of] Jade Purity. The Thunder Wall is 2300 miles away from 

the sphere of the prefecture. The Wall is high eighty-one chang (3). It is the 
location, '° which the King of the Heaven of Jade Purity has in control. His 
officials, masters, emissaries, ministers and branch offices for distinct duties rule 

over the bestowal of life for (4a) all creatures, urge on and move the sea and the 
mountains, push on and shift the four seasons, let yi and_yang rise and descend 

and register the good and punish the bad. In the very centre, there are the rulers 
of the Five Thunders who right in time issue the orders to support the 
operations of the Perfect King. '’ Furthermore, the emissaries of the Five 

Thunders are specialised officials at the Thunder Wall who comprehensively 
assist the Five Thunders and relate the orders with the individual offices. 

14 Or “intemal cultivation”. See above the chapter A First Approach to Thunder Magic. 
15 This section very much reads like a later summary or even repetition of the preface by 

Wang Wen-ch ing (4 & JM). 
16 Or translate: “office” (suo FAT). 
17 See above the translation of p. 2a-2b. This text closely parallels the introduction by Wang 

Wen-ch’ing (EE 3¢ GH), 
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Whenever wind and rain do not accord with the season and torching heat 

becomes a burden, armoured strife madly wages and famine happens often and 

severely, all of this is due to requests for [divine] orders by the god-emperors 

and the perfected ones (4i-chen 7 £y:'2 There is just nothing, which does not 

come from the Jade Pivot, which in a great way covers the detachments of the 

regions (fen-yeh 5} BF), At the same time, it leads on the generals and emissaries 

of the Three Monitoring Offices (san-ssw = ¥i]) to judge over and regulate the 

merits and failures of demons and divinities in the three realms (san-chieh — 

#*), and thus take care of the wellbeing of the black haired people. 

Furthermore, in the fow-constellation (2+) there are divine prefectures (shen-fu # 
Hf) and the [Palace] Pivot (shw #8). The Pivot has administrators (hstang #41), and 

therefore there is a Court of the Jade Pivot (yi-shw yan +k i ft) that is also 

called Court of the Pivot Constellation (tox-shu yan *}+ a [t). Officials in 

authorized positions have distinct duties. They are about two hundred officials 

who support the administration of the Perfect King and guide the duties of 

thunder and thunderclaps. Concerning the disaster of floods and drought, 

armoured strife and famine, they all come from corrective actions and thus [are 

bound to} happen. 

(4b) The Headquarter Office of Thunder and Thunderclaps (/ei-t ing tu-ssu th 

# «)) is the Special Control Office (chuan-ssw 4 4) of the God-Emperor of 

the North (Pei-# 4 7) that arranges the ranks of the officials, distributes the 

individual duties and assists the governance of the Jade Pivot. "° Whenever in 

the world floods cause inundations [or] drought-demons [operate], in all cases 

one asks the Court of the Jade Pivot (yi-shw yuan K ffs Bi) that the respective 
reports [about the disasters] would be transferred to the higher echelons and 

that action would be taken. As to the battle-axes and halberds of thunder and 

thunderclaps, as to applause, rewards and punishments, they all have their 

regulations and are not in a state of contusion. There are officials who are in 

charge of all of them. 

The Heart of Heaven (t‘ien-hsin K +L») has the thunders bur they are not only 

there. Furthermore, there is the Peng-lai Office (P eng-lai ssu SE 3% F]) that is 
controlled by the Capital Commissioner of the Waters. His generals and 

18 See above p. 2b for a similar phrase, which uses the term A-chain (7 #3). 
19 The text writes “Jade Initiatory Force" or perhaps “Jade Chi-[Military Office)” (y#-cbi Te 

8%), which most certainly is a mistake. This phrase does not occur anywhere else. I 

suppose that we should read yit-shw chib cheng FR. a. BO. 
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tk & #4). ” The following rank has the Seal of the Mercury Heaven of Purple 
Radiance. Those who receive the seal carry it on their belt. They rely on it for 

years to use it when there are the occasions to summon thunder divinities, move 

mountains, exhaust the sea, expel dragons and cause rainfall. 

Now, there are hidden forms [of spirit forces] that [either] soar in the void [or] 

walk on earth. They are fierce and wicked demons and deities, and you just use 
the seal in order to attach it to the spot where they dwell. They shall 

spontaneously perish. When you should raise dragons and cause rainfall, you use 
the seal to seal the amulets and memoranda (fw teh {4 fi). However, you must 

not use the seal in any faulty way. Divine, indeed, is the seal. 

The seal of the subsequent rank is the Seal of the Fire Script of Thunder 

Radiance. (11a) Those who happen to receive the seal can use it in order to 
employ and dispatch the Five Thunders, punish and behead wicked and 
malignant spirits, raise clouds, bring about rainfall and subdue water monsters 
(shui-kuai 7K 6). If men who cultivate perfection and concoct the elixirs receive 
the seal, they can use it to secure the site of an altar (¢‘an-ch ‘ang $4 4}). Demons 

and monsters see its red shining over a distance of ten thousand chang, all the fire 

and smoke that range across heaven. The demons and monsters cannot show up 
fat the site] as intruders and thieves. When you carry [the seal} on your belt and 

happen to find yourself amidst [fighting] troops, blank weapons cannot harm 

your body. Concerning amulets and memoranda, you also use the seal to seal 

them. 

Formerly, Lord Mao (Mao-chiin 4 #) carried the seal on his belt. His rank was 
promoted to be Superior Chamberlain * and Arbiter of Fate at the Holy 

Mountain of the East (Tang-yieb shang-ch ing ssu-ming $k |. 9) G] fit). Having 

ascended to heaven, he later bequeathed the pattern of the seal (yin-wen Ff) 3L) to 

our world. 

Then there is the Seal of the Cavern-Magic of Jade-Dawn (yii-ch ‘en tung-ling F. fiz 

#4] 3) that is also called Seal Tow-k ‘wei (“+ %4 El). Formerly Lord Mao 
additionally carried the seal on his belt. Anyone who happens to get this seal can 

use it to shine on and behead scaly sea serpents and wicked dragons. He can use 
it to summon thunder and cause rainfall. The immediate responses happen right 

in time, and |the seal] never fails. In case that you should pray for a clear sky, for 

29 This is the divine tide of the priest, who holds such seals. 

30 See Hacker, p. 407, nr.4987. 
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snow to fall, to transmit salvation (ch ‘wan-tw {8% FE) *' and dispatch [divine 

forces], for all these activities, you use the seal to seal [the appropriate 

documents]. Perhaps you issue formal documents, memorialise petitions as well 

as all the other types of official memoranda, amulets and reports, they shall 

ascend and arrive in time [in the heavens]. Generally, (i1b) when you have these 

seals on your belt and your way takes you to provinces and districts, where 

religious rites * for the god of the city wall and moat take place (Ch ‘eng-buang 3k 

[) you are always respectfully received. 

(1b) Method of Consecrating Seals (chi-yin fa 3% Ef ¥4:) 

For any consecration of thunder seals, you take six ping (Vl) days when thunders 

had occurred. You arrange at night and beneath the pivot of the dipper an altar 

table that faces the Aang-stars (TF). You put some fruits of the season on the 

table, but you must not use pomegranates, water chestnuts, the roots of lotus, 

ko-beans ($$), sweet cane, black cucumber (f‘u-kwa -£ JM) and the like. You 
properly take twelve portions of tee and wine, burn incense and look far out to 
the pivot of the dipper. You offer repeatedly your veneration to address above 
jin the heavens] the Commissioner at the Dipper and Secretarial Receptionist 

(tou-hsia shu-hsiang t'ung-shib shejen*+ — Wh #4 ii 41 4 A) * and speak the 
[following] spell: 

This evening your disciple burns incense and respectfully performs the Great 

Method of the Five Thunders in order to infuse {its might] into the divine seals 

to be jointly used to employ the [divine] emissaries. I do not dare to act alone on 

my own authority. I reverently submit my request to the Commissioner at the 

Dipper and Secretarial Receptionist, to the Commissioners of the Waterways ‘a 

at the right and left sides, to the Lads of Jade-Perfection (yii-wan ¢ung-tzu 5G 

i +f), to the Lower Memorial Processors (tow-shih (kan) 3 4h |']) of the 

Five Thunders who attend to the amulets and to the Palace Guards (Aung-ts ‘ao 

Xt) #Y), who are in charge today. al | reverently submit my wish that you all 

descend riding your carriages as to receive and be pleased with my ample rites 

[of veneration]. 

31 Or translate: “transmit initiation and ordination”. 
32 Tz/w-tien (44) #4) has the meaning of ssw-tian (4 HA). 
33 Hucker, p. 435, nr. 5431; p. 556, nr. 7507. The divine title is possibly a mistake for sow-chung 

shu-bsiang (21. |) HE #4), see the pantheon TT 1220: 56.6a. 
34 Hucker, p.542, nr. 7282. 

35 Hucker, p.527, nr. 7042; p.297, nr. 3489. 
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Again you salute three times, pour wine, burn incense and use (12a) [for the 

sacrifice] twelve pieces of gold currency and twelve cloud-horses (ysin-ma ‘Ze 3). 
The left hand and the nght hand form twisting [the fingers] the mudrd pattern- 

chen (Joe XO). You speak in silent meditation the [following] formula: 

Heaven, help me to get the wood on a ping Ai [-day]. °° Radiance of thunder, 

transform life. Pivot of the dipper (4m 2), let your magic might descend. 
Change and let work the five phases (ww-hsing Ti. 4J). The eight trigrams (pa-kua 

J\, $h) may be magically penetrating all around. The nine provinces may be in a 
state of awe. The Water Department may be the controlling agent, and the fire 
monsters must dissolve their outer forms. I wish to have the divine breaths 
descend and floating spread out everywhere in the nine [spheres] of purity. Act 

urgently as this is the law and order. 

Having spoken the speli you concentrate on all the deities that descend and let 
the perfect breaths come close to you. You inhale [the perfect breaths and] lead 

them into the seal. You take {the seal] then back to a quiet room and must not 

allow women, chicken and dogs to see it. Do use [the seal] in accordance with 

the rules. 

Spell for taking out the seal (ch ‘#-yin chon thi El) Bt): Fire bells in the palace, your 

scorching brightness combines and penetrates [all around]. Five Thunders of the 
five regions, let your radiance descend and arouse the wind. Might of heaven, 

terrify the four regions, and the evil forces will extinguish their tracks. Act 

urgently as this is the law and order. 

(12b) Spell for using the seal (ywng-yin chow FA] El] Bi): August emperors of 
heaven do issue your orders to behead the wicked spirits and extinguish the 
cruel ones. The divine seal is stamped down right away, and wind and fire may 

thus become urgent and pressing. Act most urgently, as this is the law and order 

of the superior god-emperors. 

Having spoken the spell you take the breath of thunder (z-ch 7 #4 54) and blow 

it onto the seal. You concentrate your vision on the radiance of fire that extends 

over a distance of ten thousand feet. Above, it links up with the pivot of the tox- 
constellation (*), and down here [on earth], it flows into the pattern (wen SL) of 

the seal. You concentrate on the radiance of the lightning of the Five Thunders 

that shakes and echoes in heaven and on earth. The Heaven of the Divine 

36 See above p. 10b, which says that the wood for a seal has to be collected on special days. 
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Empyrean (shen-hsiao tien #4 F{ FR) will be half-blue and half-red. You inhale 

these breaths into your mouth and blow them onto the seal. 3 

Spell for taking back the seal (jw-yin chon A. Ef) 50): Divine seal do return to the 
sun ([-direction] (sun $8). Jade lads do return to your fheavenly] palaces. All you 

functionaries do guard your positions. When you receive my summoning, you 

{must] follow suit. Act most urgently as this is law and order. 

After speaking the spell, you wrap up the seal and let the Thunder officials and 
saints control it as before. If you are not performing rituals, you must not take 
out and air the seal. 

(13a) The Locations and Departments of the Five Thunders 
(wu-lei suo-pu 7h. i AF ii) 

The Fire Master says: In general, there are five [sorts of] thunders, namely the 

Heaven Thunder (tten-ki K #8), the Divine Thunder (shen-di tH ), the 
Dragon Thunder (/ung-lei fié #), the Water Thunder (shuei-/ei 7K Gi) and the 

Altar of Barth Thunder (she-ling dei tt. & $8). 

A commentary in small print says: another name is Thunder of the Wicked- 

Spirits (yao-/e’ 8K). The Thunder of the Wicked-Spirits does not accept 
commands from the god-emperors and therefore its appellation is “wicked 

spirits”. 

What [the thunders] rule over is not at all the same, and their departments are to 

be distinguished. The men who study Tao and their disciples who receive the 
ritual methods all attain the means they can rely upon, and so they can issue 

memoranda, prayers and requests. However, in the case that one does not know 

these methods (fang 77), one exerts the mind in vain. 

As to the Heaven Thunder (¢ ien-/ei K 74), hundreds of officials and thousands 
of generals support above [in heaven] the Jade Emperor (y#-# AE 77) and below 
fon earth] they control yin and yang (62 My). Their might and virtue weigh 

37 Compare the paragraph sha-fu (FE #1) On Writing Amulets, in TT 1220: 69.14a-16a (Wang 
shib-ch ‘en ch t-tao pa-tuan chin ¥- {45 ie it fas /\ ES HP) that echoes such statements. 

38 This speaks of those divinities that the ritual addresses and involves. The formulation is 
opaque but we also find the formulation on TT 1220: 56.41b, where it should have the 
same meaning and application. 
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Again you salute three times, pour wine, bur incense and use (12a) [for the 
sacrifice] twelve pieces of gold currency and twelve cloud-horses (yéin-ma Z 3). 

The left hand and the right hand form twisting [the fingers] the madra4 pattern- 
ch ‘en (Jie 3C). You speak in silent meditation the [following] formula: 

Heaven, help me to get the wood on a ping Fi [-day]. * Radiance of thunder, 

transform life. Pivot of the dipper (fo +), let your magic might descend. 

Change and let work the five phases (wa-hsing Th. {J). The eight trigrams (pa-kua 

J\, #) may be magically penetrating all around. The nine provinces may be in a 
state of awe. The Water Department may be the controlling agent, and the fire 

monsters must dissolve their outer forms. I wish to have the divine breaths 
descend and floating spread out everywhere in the nine [spheres] of purity. Act 

urgently as this is the law and order. 

Having spoken the spell you concentrate on all the deities that descend and let 
the perfect breaths come close to you. You inhale [the perfect breaths and] lead 

them into the seal. You take [the seal] then back to a quiet room and must not 

allow women, chicken and dogs to see it. Do use [the seal] in accordance with 

the rules. 

Spell for taking out the seal (ch ‘y-yin chow tH El) Bt): Fire bells in the palace, your 
scorching brightness combines and penetrates [all around]. Five Thunders of the 
five regions, let your radiance descend and arouse the wind. Might of heaven, 

terrify the four regions, and the evil forces will extinguish their tracks. Act 
urgently as this is the law and order. 

(12b) Spell for using the seal (ywng-yin chow Hl Ef) Bi): August emperors of 
heaven do issue your orders to behead the wicked spirits and extinguish the 
cruel ones. The divine seal is stamped down right away, and wind and fire may 

thus become urgent and pressing. Act most urgently, as this is the law and order 

of the superior god-emperors. 

Having spoken the spell you take the breath of thunder (4i-ch i #i 54) and blow 

it onto the seal. You concentrate your vision on the radiance of fire that extends 

over a distance of ten thousand feet. Above, it links up with the pivot of the /ox- 
constellation (++), and down here [on earth], it flows into the pattern (wen SC) of 

the seal. You concentrate on the radiance of the lightning of the Five Thunders 
that shakes and echoes in heaven and on earth. The Heaven of the Divine 

36 See above p. 10b, which says that the wood for a seal has to be collected on special days. 
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Empyrean (shen-hsiao tien #4! F§ XK) will be half-blue and half-red. You inhale 

these breaths into your mouth and blow them onto the seal. a 

Spell for taking back the seal (jw-yin chow A. Ef) 52): Divine seal do return to the 

sun |-direction] (sun$£). Jade lads do return to your [heavenly] palaces. All you 

functionaries do guard your positions. When you receive my summoning, you 

{must] follow suit. Act most urgently as this is law and order. 

After speaking the spell, you wrap up the seal and let the Thunder officials and 
saints control it as before.” If you are not performing rituals, you must not take 

out and air the seal. 

(13a) The Locations and Departments of the Five Thunders 
(wu-lei suo-pu Ff. %& At BB) 

The Fire Master says: In general, there are five [sorts of] thunders, namely the 

Heaven Thunder (¢‘ien-i K i), the Divine Thunder (shen-/ei #1 Gi), the 
Dragon Thunder (d4mg-di HE i), the Water Thunder (shuei-di 2K ii) and the 

Altar of Earth Thunder (she-ling dei #1. 4 7h). 

A commentary in small print says: another name is Thunder of the Wicked- 
Spirits (yao-4i SKifi). The Thunder of the Wicked-Spirits does not accept 
commands from the god-emperors and therefore its appellation is “wicked 

spirits”, 

What [the thunders] rule over is not at all the same, and their departments are to 

be distinguished. The men who study Tao and their disciples who receive the 
ritual methods all attain the means they can rely upon, and so they can issue 

memoranda, prayers and requests. However, in the case that one does not know 
these methods (fang Jj), one exerts the mind in vain. 

As to the Heaven Thunder (¢%en-/ei 7h), hundreds of officials and thousands 

of generals support above {in heaven] the Jade Empetor (yii-t? 7. #7) and below 

jon earth] they control yin and yang (B& Ba). Their might and virtue weigh 

37 Compare the paragraph shu-fu (FH 7) On Writing Amulets, in TT 1220: 69.14a-16a (Wang 

shib-ch ‘en ch i-tao pa-tuan chin 4% Fez it WS /\ ES BA) that echoes such statements. 

38 This speaks of those divinities that the ritual addresses and involves. The formulation is 
opaque but we also find the formulation on TT 1220; 56.41b, where it should have the 

same meaning and application. 
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extremely heavy. At the turn of a Aafpa the superior god-emperors dispatch by 

decree this thunder to descend down to the world of man in order to re-open 

heaven and re-examine earth, to drum and agitate cb ien and &’wn (#2 Hf), to 

install the sun and get the moon [into position]. [The Heaven Thunder] is 

exceedingly honourable, which is quite beyond any words. 

In case that the country {experiences} excessive heat during a few years in a row 

and famine and devastation rage throughout the world, it is appropriate then 

that all the kings in the country expose fz‘n-texts (a4). They memorialise and 

make [the situation] known to the heavens and extend the information to all the 

[Thunder] officials as to implore them to send down {the Heaven Thunder] to 

help and save the world. Then it is that you can (13b) effectively use altars and 

rituals in accordance with the standards, but you must not have any erratic 

intentions. 

The Divine Thunder (shen-/ci #1 (4) also has hundreds of officials and thousands 

of generals who reside in the centre of the three realms (san-chieb = $#). They all 

are stationed (f‘un-chu 4 SE) in accordance with the seasons and on behalf of 

heaven they operate and exert their transforming influences. In one year and 
within the four seasons [the Divine Thunder] issues the paroles (fa-hao 3% 4) 

and dispatches orders (shih-4ng Iii 4) as to spread evenly the rain and the 

moisture. In case that [the people in] the lower regions were neither loyal nor 

pious, neither humanitarian nor faithful (chung/hsiao/jen/i i 7 { #) » and 
[either] in their former lives [or] in their present time harmed all the creatures in 

hideous ways and unjustly amassed plenty of properties, the Three Officials (san- 

kuan = ‘) then hand in fappropriate] reports to the higher [institutions in 
heaven| and have the [respective] names registered in the Files of the Wicked (€ 

pu 38 7%). The superior god-emperors order then the Divine Thunder to 
crusade (fz {X) against [the guilty ones]. Today perhaps, when wild winds and 

heavy rain occur and shaking sounds of thunder punish and kill men and 
creatures, this is just such an event. 2 ag you desire to activate the Divine 

Thunder, you must send up a report to the Three Monitoring Offices (san-ssu = 

fi)) and let memorials soar up to the nine pure [heavens] (chiw-ch ing JL ii). 

Then it is that you can employ the Divine Thunder. 

As to the Dragon Thunder (4ng-/ei Hi li), the superior god-emperors conferred 
upon it the Dragon Palaces (/ung-kung 4B ©{) with ten thousand generals and 

39 This is the traditional set of Confucian ideals and virtues. 

40 This proves the operations of the Divine Thunder. 
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thousands of troops that support the Dragon Lord (ff #4) who with his might 

and virtue preserves and protects the scriptures of the immortals (Asien-ching (Ul 

8). In general, the Dragon Palaces in the sea store ten thousand chapters of 

scriptures of the immortals and immeasurable extraordinary treasures, which 

were also given by the heavenly emperors. The [Dragon] Thunder protects 

them. The Dragon Thunder rules over (14a) the help [that is required] for a 
whole region when droughts and inundations occur. If you desire to activate the 

{Dragon} Thunder, you send memorials that soar up to all the [spirit] officials 

and let them inform the superior god-emperors. [The superior god-emperors] 

hand down to the Chef of Dragon Thunder a warrant to proceed speedily and 

help. Definitely, there will be a response. Its winds are smooth and harmonious 

and its rain is subtle and widely spread, which is such an event. 

As to the Water Thunder (shwei-/ei 7K #8), it is located at the Department of the 

Water Officials of the Lower Origin (Hsia-yiian shui-kuan PF JG 7K #). The 
superior god-emperors conferred upon them the order to punish and behead 

the water monsters (shui-yao 7K 4K), to reward merits and crusade against faulty 

behaviour. Belonging to the ranks of the divinities, they also preside over the 

help for a whole region where disaster and drought occur. As to the officials and 

generals, it is all the same as with [the officials] of the Dragon Palaces. If you 

activate and dispatch them, you [first] must report to the officials and 

memorialise to the water department (shaipx 7K ii). But after the memorials 

were heard, the responses will come within a certain (short] ime. 

Concerning the Altar of the Earth Thunder now, in the centre of a district or 
hamlet there were men who due to their loyalty and righteousness reprimanded 

the country. There were men who were pious and brave, ardent and fierce who 

reprimanded the rulers who deserted their battle lines. They retired then to their 
homes and died with anger. Their radiant, divine and magic nature assembled 

and formed the [Aitar of the Earth] Thunder. The [Altar of the Earth] Thunder 

can arrest sea-monsters and dragons, arouse wild winds and fierce rainfall at 

unsuitable times, uproot trees and break down woods. [Such spirit-forces| 

regard it as fundamental to demand blood sacrifices (Asieh-shib If. ££), but they 

can bring disaster and good luck for complete regions and their subtle affairs. 

(14b). When people offer sacrifices at the proper time, the wind and the rain will 
be harmonious. In the case that sacrifices and announcements (chi-kao 3% (i) are 

neglected, [such spirit forces] cause fierce rainfall and wild winds, angry thunders 

and violent lightning that appear continuously. Great floods harm the people, 

the sprouts and the harvest, and thus hurt human life and existence (bsing-ming 

TE at). The people of today, be it in one province or in one territory, may well 
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emperors the title of Lit-Ang ta-shen (4 4 XK Fi) and was officially part of the 
Divine Thunder (shen-/ei ## fi). im 

(15b) In the 5 month on the 5 day at wa-time (11 a.m. to 1 p.m.) this thunder 

[divinity] ascends to and enters the Lodge of the Fire Bell (suo-ling chih chai 1K $i 
12. 3) at the Palace of the South, and on that day you can draft (¢%m {iil) his 

apparition in a room for meditation. You use the blood of a goat, a fowl and a 

goose, five goat heads, five [sorts of] fruit of the season and pure wine to offer 

veneration for this great divinity during one day and one night. ‘i 

When the divinity descends, you can make him arouse immediately clouds and 

rain. Within a moment the [divinity can] make a clear sky, stop the wind, 

extinguish monsters, stop epidemics and discard pestilence. The divinity can 

swallow the demons [that cause] epidemics. At the time of the offering you write 
out two pieces of the Amulet of Blazing Fire (Yen-huo fu $R 4K Ff) ~ and place 
them on the [altar] table. The next day you take them back. You can use them to 

control any epidemics and wicked illnesses. The mysteries [of this method] are 

reserved for the oral transmission. 

The presentation of the Amulet of Blazing Fire (yen-huo fu 8& + F¥) follows on 

pp. 15b-16b together with the Spell in Veneration of the Divine Force (chi-shen 
chou Si FH Ft): 

Great Divinity of Law and Order, Venerable [Divinity] of Wind and Fire with a 

pair of armed and huge wings, you roam and soar through heaven and earth 

(ch ien-k‘un %%, 18), behead the bewitching spirits and swallow evil forces, bind 
up the demons and tetain plagues, cause rain to fall suddenly for] make presently 

46 In other words, he belonged then to the position and function of Divine Thunder. 

47 Compare TT 1220: 57.16a, for a similar arrangement (cbi-fa && 3%), contained in Shang- 

ch ‘ing yii-shu wu-lei chen-wen (1. ti 75 HH Th BE AL 3D), in: TT 1220: 57.1a sq. 
48 For this amulet see TT 1220: 56.15b-16b. The following spell (Chi-shen chon 3% #4! 58) 

summarises the divine capabilities and influences that are featured in the preceding text. 
Also compate e.g. TT 1220: 57.16b-17a and 61.15b-17a which pives a superb dissection of 
the amulet (san-hsing FX 7G), featuring its parts and elements. See Yen-huo dii-ling Teng t ien- 
chiin ta-fa (8X “& Ht 4 BRK AK YE) which features Lord Teng as “Leading Marshal” 

(chu-shuai 4: fill), right after the overlord of the ritual, Chin-tien lei-tsu ta-ti TL KR Hi HK 
‘Mf in: TT 1220: 80. 1asq. The chapter is dedicated to this Lord Teng and his amulets, see 
¢.g.pp.6b-8a; pp.22b-33b. This text also contains instructions on the composition of 

amulets and the performance of ritual steps, for example see TT 1220: 80.4b-6b. 
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a clear sky. of my spell, obey my summoning. Come and descend to the gate 

of sun (58 PY) ? and act urgently as this is law and order. 

The Application of Thunder Breaths (fu 4i-ch 7 fk 7H 3A) 

This section of the text says (16b-17a): The men who receive the [Thunder] 

rituals * save people from illness and distress. They cut off the wicked spirits, 
chase away what is evil and heal illness (chih-ping 14 fa). >! They need attain the 

method “the Thunder Lord (/ei-kang $2 ZS) invites the breaths”, and then they 

can use the method [Application of Thunder Breaths]. After your initiation 

when the sound of thunder 4 is suddenly heard, before or after the period Excited 
Insects (ching-che 3% By" you arrange properly an incense altar that faces the 

direction [of the thunder that you had heard]. i) Both of your hands form 

twisting the mudré Thunder Office (/ei-chi H fj) *° and with closed eyes you 

speak secretly the spell: 

I received the manuals and rituals of the Five Thunders. Thunder and 

thunderclaps make mighty sounds. I internalize them to control thus my body 

and preserve my life (pao-ming {% ff). 1 spit them out to bind up tightly the 

demons and punish evil forces. Divine breaths across a distance of ten thousand 
chang, do water the flowers of my stomach. Supreme and Fierce Emissary of 

Law and Order (dé-ding # 4), Silver Teeth, do act urgently as this is law and 

order. 

After speaking the spell, you wait for the flash of lightning and the sound of 
thunder to occur. You look out for the direction and stare straight that way. You 

breathe in the breaths [of lightning and thunder] and swallow them twenry five 

times. There is shining in hiding (yin-yin ming-ming BB BS WA 89). When the 

radiance comes down you swallow most hastily these breaths, which shall have 

the [desired] result. 

49 The divinity enters at this point the ritual area. 
50 Alternartively say "the rituals”. 

51 Or they ,,heal illness“. 
52 See H.A.Giles: 4 Chinese-English Dictionary, p.26 ("March"). (Rpr. 1972 Taipei). 
53 Compare F.C.Reiter: "The Discourse on the Thunders", p. 217, in: JRAS 14/3. 
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Writing out Amulets to Cure Illness, Raise Dragons 
and Produce Rainfall (shu-ju chtb-ping ch t-lung hsing-yii 

of FF 18 We HE AT BY) 

The following section (17a-18a) starts out with a quotation of the Fire Master 

who says: 

The great methods that were handed down by the Court of the Emissaries of 

the Five Thunders (Wa-/ei shib-yian Th. i (€ fit) [enable to] write out amulets, 
cure illness, raise dragons, produce rainfall, drive back floods and beg for clear 

skies. There are ritual instructions (f-chieh Y: HR) for all of this, which must not 
be used in unauthorised ways. In case that there are offences (17b) [the ritual] 

will not have any divine force (pa-shen AS 4). 

If you have to write out an amulet, you prepare the ritual performance (fai 

{#) and set up an altar. You twist [the fingers to show] the madni The Divine 

Empyrean Calls out the Summons (shen-hsiao hu-chao chiteh #4 #5 OF 4 RR). You 
perform the [ritual] steps (Aang-pu TF 44) in the direction of Southeast and the 

sun- (3&) window, present incense and summon the divine generals (shen-chiang 

## 3) to attend to the matter of concern. You start to memorialise to the 

superior god-emperors, to the Court of the Emissaries of the Five Thunders, to 
the Three Monitoring Offices of Thunder and Thunderclaps (i-t ‘ing san-ssu Gi 

= i}) and [finally to) the Chef Stuarts of the Five Thunders (a-ki chu-tsai Fi. 
fi  %). After this procedure you form twisting [your fingers] the mudri 

Transform to be Divine (pien-shen chiieh % #8 GR) and so transform yourself 
(hua-shen 1, 4) to be the Emissary of the Five Thunders. ** You walk the steps 

Crack the Earth and Summon the Thunders (p 0-t chao-lei kang WK Hh 4 1H 
ie a When you reach the front side of the altar, you apply the wxdrd Thunder 

Office (4é-chii 8 Jal) and speak in meditation the spell: 

Divine Constellation of the Jade Pivot, receive the decree for the Perfect King 

to crack the earth and summon the thunders, to punish and crusade against the 

cruel and wicked forces. Emissaries of the Five Thunders, hurriedly come up to 
the site of the altar and complying with my spell and decree start to chase away 

54 Compare F.C.Reiter: "A Preliminary Study of the Taoist Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (1093-1 153)", 
in: ZDMG 152/1, p. 172, translating "Assembling the Divine Force" (Lien-shen Bt ##); see 
TT 1220: 124,1b-2a, Again, the divine force is being created within the own body. In this 
sense, there is a clear identiy of man and god. The concept of "spirit possession” 
(shamanism) most certainly does not apply. 

55 Compare TT 1166 Fa-hai i-chw 6,23a-23b. 
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what is unlucky. Report to the five [thunder] departments that they let greatly 

descend their divine radiance. [The divine padiarien| may flow into my brush and 

ink slab to wnite out the heavenly tracts © ig wenichdty RK i) in seal oe an The 

water monsters may perish and any evil ways ~’ (Asieh-tao 4B U8) may get 

scattered and vanish. Do act urgently as this is the law and order of the god- 

emperors of Thunder and thunderclaps (/7-1 ing A-chiin ‘a ¥£ ff #8). 

You speak the spell five umes and concentrate [your vision] on the Emissaries 

of the Five Thunders, the Supreme Counsellors at the Jade Pivot, the P ‘eng-di- 

Emissaries (% 3 {# #) of the god-cmperor of the North (pei-#i dé 7). (18a) 
The thunder carriages together with the thunder divinities of the five 
departments, the officials, generals, servants and troops altogether descend 

down from heaven, come forth from the earth and hurry up to patrol. You 

reflect upon and visualize that the generals of the Five Thunders and their 

servants all transform their bodies (4ua-shen {, 4) and appear to be thick mist 

that together with the fire of the thunderclaps spread all around your brush, 

your ink slab, the red ink and also in the water and on the paper. After that, you 

grind your teeth (& ox-ch ih li) ®&) five times, ™ take the brush and shout out 
very loudly five times, You inhale the breaths five times (xw-& ou Ti (1) and 

blow them onto the brush and the ink slab. You concentrate [your vision] on 

the radiance of fire that [shines] over a distance of ten thousand feer and 

combines a bright shining that projects on the person (shejen 4$ A) who is 
responsible and commissioned to write the amulet. 

A drawing of the Amulet of the Comprehensive Assistance of the Five 

Thunders (wx-/ei tsung-she fu ti. Ga #8 igi 4) follows. The amulet shows the 

character for thunder (41) that a curved line with five smaller circles on its 

inner periphery encircles. (18b) We learn “that the amulet on the right hand side 

represents the character thunder (4é#H). After its completion the character or the 

drawing was enlarged with five [small] rings (ch dian [l) called Pardes One, 

Thunder Two, Thunder Three, Thunder Four and Thunder Five.” Twisting the 

hand to form the mudra [pattern-| sun (¥€) [you can use the amulet] to control 

the breaths of epidemics, illness and the wounds that were caused by cold and 

poison or any other wicked illness.” 

56 Or ,,memorials for the heavens“ 

57_,,evtl ways” is a rather opaque phrase which may point to competing ritual or exorcist 

specialists. 

58 This is an established method, see F-C.Reiter: Der Perlenbeutel aus den Drei Hohien, pp. 

166-172, referring to TT 1139 San-tung chu-nang 10. 1a-\1b. 
59 See F.C.Reiter: "The Discourse on the Thunders”, p.213. 
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Now we get the Amulet of the Five Locks (wa-so fu ti $4 ff). The graphic 
design shows the character for the word well (ching ##) within a circle. 

The spell [for this amulet] says: Thunder Deity of Heavenly Fire, Thunder Deity 

of Earthly Fire and Five Thunders let your magic might descend to lock up the 

demons and bar evil spirits. 

The explanation states: The spell has to be spoken when you write the character 

ching (J#). After this, you turn the brush around and smear (¢‘# #&) seven times 

[seven circles on the character ching FF. © The same time you speak in your 

mind the spell: (49a) At the first turn [of my brush], the six spirits (4w-shen 

##) hide away. At the second turn [of my brush], the four killing forces (seweglle 

PY '%) perish. At the third turn [of my brush], the & ‘wei-star (& wer-kang € iE) 
is agitated. At the fourth turn [of my brush], the fire of thunder rushes upwards. 

At the fifth turn [of my brush], the thunderclaps charge forth. At the sixth turn 

fof my brush] the mountain demons die. At the seventh turn [of my brush], 

what rebels against heaven and does not have Tao is collected and arrested to 
have the heads chopped off and the feet severed. The fifteen types of deines and 
demons that are not correct and cause misfortune rush altogether to surrender 

to my Five Thunders, They are not allowed to agitate and move. Act urgently as 

this is law and order. 

The instruction says: After the spell was spoken, you take off the brush [with a 

quick movement of the hand] towards the direction of Southeast and exhale 

[noisily] the thunder breaths that enter the amulet. You concentrate on the 

sound of thunder that shakes the earth and on the radiance of fire within the 

amulet that reaches as far as ten thousand feet, and you bless then the dispatch 

jof the amulet}. 

Now we find the #drés that go with the Amulet of the Five Locks (ww-so fu-chiieh 

th. $8 4% a): [When] heaven and earth are shaken by five sounds fof thunder] 

you write the character “well” (ching Ff) and concentrate [your vision] on the fire 

of thunder and thunderclaps that enter the character ching (JF). You form the 

mudré |pattern-| »x (4), write the character ching (JF) a second time and 

meditate on the Thunder Deity of the Fire of Heaven (¢ ien-huo lei-shen K ‘KH 

60 IT understand that in the end the amulet or character would be hidden under these circles 

in black ink. 

61 The first star of the Big Dipper, compare F.C.Reiter: "The Discourse on the Thunders”, p. 
220. 
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##). After this, you form the mudra {pattern-] ch ‘ow (1) and meditate on the 

Thunder Deity of the Fire of Earth (#-hwo dé-shen Hh +k Gh ##), and then you 

meditate on the Thunder-Fire One, the Thunder-Fire Two, the Thunder-Fire 

Three, the Thunder-Fire Four (19b) and the Thunder-Fire Five. When you pass 

the twelve branches (chth ) [pointing them out on your palm], the sequence 

starts out at the position of /zu (-f-) to pass [the position of] »w (4) and the 

twelve branches [altogether]. When you reach [again] the position of teu (fF), 

you form the {udrd| Thunder Office (d-cha && Ja). You meditate then on the 
Five Thunders that send down their divine might, lock up the demons and bar 

the evil spirits. Now, you proceed as above and recite in meditation the spell on 
the seven circles [drawn by the writing brush] (ch i-chuan chon +, #4 52). At the 

first turn [of the brush], you form the madra [pattern-| mao (5p). At the second 

turn {of the brush], you form the mudrd {pattern-| yin (94). At the third turn [of 
the brush] you form the mudr@ {-pattemn| how H. At the fourth turn [of the 

brush], the middle finger (chung-chih #1 48) points to the central line on the palm 

(chung-wen SL). At the fifth rurn, the fourth finger points to the upper line {on 
the palm]. At the sixth turn, the fourth finger points to the central pattern fon 
the palm]. At the seventh rurn, you form the sudrd [pattern-] teu (f).” ° The 

concluding statement in this paragraph says that this [spell and method] rely on 

the above method of smearing circles of black ink on [the amulet] with the 

writing brush that finally must be taken off [with a quick movement of the 

hand] towards the direction of Southeast. 

The result of the action is show on p.19b, which shows a fat and round black 

dot with a slim tail pointing upwards beyond its left upper part. This indicates 

the movement of the brush that was quickly taken off. The black dot hides the 

amulet. 

The following amulet has the title Amulet of the Green Dragon of the Breath of 

Life (sheng-ch 7 ch ‘ing-lung fu "E. 9. FF HE FF) that is good for gaining prosperity 
and keeping monsters under control (chao-ts ‘ai chen-kuai Hi WA SA PS). The 
description says: First inhale the breath of life of the East and let it enter the 

palace of the liver. You blow then the breath onto the tp of the brush that 

62 This most certainly means that the individual positions of the branches of earth on the 
palm are being pointed out (#en 8h) or counted, which I call a mudra. 

63 See F.C Reiter: "The Discourse on the Thunders”, pp. 212-221, in: JRAS 14/3. These 

chronological and calendar elements are most important for Thunder Magic, at least in the 
perception of Wang Wen-ch‘ing (E 3X 4§). Obviously, any cme some position on the 
palm is being pointed to or pressed upon, we have a specific pattern mxdra. In some 
statements, the word wen “patter” (3) obviously means “lines”. 
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together with your eyes shines radiantly, (20a) and write the amulet. You form 

the mudrd |pattern-] chen (f=), grasp the breath of life and concentrate [your 

vision] on the green dragon that riding the breath enters the amulet. 

The amulet is shown in a dispersed form (san-bsing HX FB) that is used for 

learning and memorizing the composition and the internal meaning of the 

drawing. The amulet itself must be done in a fast and concentrated action that 

results in the assembled or complete form (chi-hsing RE HZ) of the amulet. We 

see on p.20a the ideal form of the amulet. The meaning of the individual parts 
of the amulet is stated as follows: Shaking thunders rise fast, fire wheels display 

their abundance. Three-and-Five, the Iron Face, hurriedly rides on strong 

smelling smoke. Dragons speedily hurry on like lightning, riding rapidly on 

cloud carriages. They call in prosperity (chao-ts‘ai 44 4), keep guard on 

residences and assist to destroy the sources of wicked influences. 

Another amulet follows. It is called the Amulet of the Soaring Sword that 
Arrests Dragons (fei-chien chuo-lung fide @) Ht HE F). The commentary ex oo 
that the amulet keeps guard on residences and sites (chai-lung E Hz) 
brings security to men and creatures. It severs and subdues demons and all 
those spirit forces that kill. P. 20b shows a few small graphic designs that 

altogether constitute the amulet. The explanations for each single part of the 

drawing are telling: The military detachment on the left hand side and the 

military detachment on the right hand side, both of them shake roaring the three 

realms. Lord of Thunder and Mother of Lightning, arrest quickly the wicked 

spirits. Generals of the Thunder Lord of the Green God-Emperor, generals of 

the Thunder Lord of the Red God-Emperor; generals of the Thunder Lord of 

the White God-Emperor; generals of the Thunder Lord of the Black God- 
Emperor; generals of the Thunder Lord of the Yellow God-Emperor, do rise 

quickly, do rise quickly as to arrest the wicked and bewitching dragons. 

P. 21a contains the ia Raise the Dragon and Cause Rainfall (ch t-deng chib-yii 

fu #2 §2 BBY." The decree and spell for the amulet say: Black clouds, 

64 Due to small printing, some of the characters are rather difficult to identify. The 

translation is tentative. 
65 "dragon" could refer to promontonies or hilly sites where houses are built, in accordance 

with the diction of jéng-shwi (#4 7K). For example, see S.D.R. Feuchtwang: An 
Anthropological Analysis of Chinese Geomancy, p. 15. Vientiane 1974. 

66 The colours represent the totality of the cosmos and its positive spirit forces. For the 
generals, see the pantheon TT 1220: 56.9b. 

67 An alternative name is indicated in small print that is not clearly readable. 
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which is the auspicious sign may ascend. T’ai-i (A Z) may support (the rise of] 

the morning. Jade dawn and divine force of the cavern ler the _yin-[darkness] ([2) 

sink down to give reign to the dragons. The iron plate [with the amulet] was just 

now exposed. 8 Thunder masters (ki-shib ‘& (Gh) prop up [the shafts of the 

Thunder] carriage: Grand Senior T’ai-shang (T ‘ai-shang hao-weng K “ii #8), 

most urgently receive [this] order from the Lord of Origin (Yaan-chiin 7 #4). 

The subsequent explanation gives the following information; When in 

commanderies and cities excessive droughts lasted a long time and any prayers 

for rain had not been answered, you then search out famous mountains (21b) 

and grotto-caves (sung-hstieh ife] 7) chat have sites with dragon-pools. You 
suitably set up an altar in accordance with the rules and recite the spells. ? 

Consequently, you take a [square] iron plate that has a length of nine ss ‘wn and a 

width of three fs ‘#1 and use red ink to wnte the precious amulet. You speak in 

meditation the spell forty nine times, and then you throw the plate with the 

memorial [and amulet] down into the pool. You dispatch all the [spirit] 

functionaries, officials and generals who pledge then to receive the city god and 
the god of the earth (ch ‘eng-huang she-ling J PZ #£ 4) to raise together the 

thunders and cause rainfall. They will come down nght in time. First, you must 

prepare and get in [proper] form the memorials and petitions, and then 

everything is just fine. 

You use unwrought iron in order to cast the firon] plate that is thick one fs ‘wn 

and broad seven fs ‘un for the single ritual. The plate has a length of one ch 7 and 

two /s ‘xn. When there is the occasion for pravers and requests, you also write 

out four pieces of the Amulet Raise the Dragon and Cause Rainfall [ch 7-/ung chib- 

oy fu #2 HE BONY FF]. You put them together with an Amulet of Floating 

Mercury (dn-tan fu dit $+ €¥) into the four jars (weng #) that you place on the 

four corners of the altar. 

Now we see a drawing of the just mentioned Amulet of Floating Mercury. (22a) 

‘The following description says that the amulct uses an iron leaf (¢ieh-yeh #& #8) 

that is long nine és ‘v7 and broad three ¢s‘va. You engrave the amulet using red 

[colour]. You do this a second time to fill in [the red colour] where it was 

deficient. 

68 This most certainly refers to the practice known as the ,.exposure of dragon tablets” (1 on 

lung-chien pin $& #8, {8} th). See F.C.Reiter: Der Pertenbeutel aus den Drei Hohlen pp. 39- 
41. Compare TT 1139 San-tung cha-nang 2.8a-12a. 

69 This is the preceding text. 
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The Amulet of the Great Divinity aa Blazing Fire (yen-hno ta-shen fu SRK K FH 
4#) is the following theme. ™ The amulet consists of a number of graphs for 
which we get some explanations: The left eye is the sun. The right eye is the 

moon, Open the eyes, and the shining of fire shines over a distance of ten 

thousand chang, illuminates heaven and earth, and extinguishes evil demons. 

Heaven is round and earth is separ There are six rules, nine paragraphs and 

eight trigrams (pa-kwa/\ St). "' Emissary of Savage Thunder of the East, do 
most speedily rise up. Emissaries of the Five Directions just do the same. (22b) 

The supreme god-emperors (shang-ti |. 77) have the decree to sweep clean the 

nine provinces. Where the response is not compliant, [the perpetrator] is to be 
fixed below the five holy mountains. Act most urgently as this is law and order. 

Fire of thunder, do burn and destroy. Demons will be bonis and divinities will 

be grieving. On the right side you blaze [with flames} ’ ? Mount K‘un-ch‘iu (a 

fr) — and the four rivers (ssu-tse JU #) stop their flow. On the left side you 

blaze [with flames] the five holy mountains — and the stars fall down from 

heaven. You drag the heaven and pull the earth. Your hands rout the clouds of 
fire. Soaring high you search the cosmos (4a-bo 7\ 7?) and let lightning stream 

through the great void. Dragons find themselves tied up. Demons and divinities 

extinguish their traces. Fire chariots approach hurriedly across [a distance of] ten 

thousand chang. The heat [of the sun] (ping-ting [huo] AY J [2X]) destroys any 
doubts, burns demons (fan-kuei * 13) and extinguishes disasters, a urgently, 
most urgently! 

(23a) The following decree and spell say: Generals and emissaries of the Three 
Monitoring Offices, today you attend to this amulet (chih-(u i 7) and following 

me urge the emissaries to accept respectfully and obey the heavenly amulet 

(tien-fu K 4) in order to collect and arrest the demoniac thieves, to push back 
illness and disperse annoyances. What dares to rebel against the command, 

70 Despite the grand title, the amulet and its description are abbreviations of the Amulet of 
Blazing Fire in: TT 1220: 61.15a-17b. Concerning this amulet, see F.C-Reiter: “The 
Management of Nature: Convictions and Means in Daoist Thunder Magic (Daojiao 

leifa)”, in: AAS 29, pp. 203-205, in: I’.C.Reiter ed.: Purposes, Means and Convictions in 
Daoism. There are a few minor variants in the translation. Concerning the divinity Great 
Divinity of Blazing Fire, also see TT 1220: 56.6a of the pantheon. 

71 “Six rules” may refer to the six upper musical pitchpipes of ancient music, and “nine 
paragraphs” may stand for the nine branches of mathematics, which together with the 
eight trigrams describes the totality of the cosmic order using antique and formal 
expressions. 

72 1 take the character shan (/#4) to stand for shan (HA). 
73 The three characters after ping-ting (iA) J) are almost unintelligible. This is a tentative 

translation. 
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thunder axes may speedily execute. The superior god-emperors issue this 

command to drive away and expel [all molestations]. 

Having spoken the spell you open [the hand with the madra] Thunder Office 

(ei-chii ‘Jy Je3) and let it enter (jw A) the amulet. You burn [spirit] money, [spirit] 
horses and the memorial (cha-tzu 33] fF). You dispatch the divine generals and 

palace guards (23b) that go along with the command of the amulet and disperse 

and control. The results will immediately become evident. 

We learn that this amulet shows the true form (chen-hsing FL ¥%) of the great 

divinity. It can immediately bring about a clear sky or rainfall, punishes and 

crusades against wicked forces, beheads evil spirits and expels bad influences, 
swallows and devours the demons of epidemics. All the divine effects [of the 

amulet] can hardly be reported. This is the supreme amulet in the centre of the 

thunder departments, which is available. Formerly, the Perfect Lords Wu [Meng] 

(%& 4) and Hsii [Sun] (@F #8) and the followers of these masters all received 
this mystery. S 

Now we find the Amulet that Circulates Thunders and Hits Evil Spirits (y#n-/ei 

ta-sui fu 38 GF) HR Ff). (24a) The ritual method for the amulet [works as 

follows:] [The fingers of] both hands start pressing (sen 34) 3 [the position of] 

mao (§[1) jon the palm] and continue to press the [following] positions of ch ‘en 

(he), wu (4), shen (A), bai (&) and wei (AL) except [the position of] tyw (F). 
Freeze [the hands] that clutch tightly the mudra Five Thunders (wx-/ei chiteh TL Hi 

a). You start out from the sides of both ears to move your hands [with the 

mudras\ around in a circle, and [at the same time] you recite in meditation the 

Spell Five Thunders (wu-éi chow HL i 50). You perform then the nual paces 
Cracking the Earth and Summoning the Thunders (p ‘0-4 chao-lei kang Wk Hh 14 
An iE), © shout out to summon the Five Thunders and concentrate upon their 

arrival. You look out for the locality where the evil forces are, take the two 

hands with the madré Thunder Office (4-chii 3 J) and press them down on 

both ears that you strike as the Thunder drums (éi-ku #4 5%). You let both eyes 

flash to be the radiance of lightning (#en-kuang 3, 3H.) and spit out water to be 

wind and rain. You release the madras (fa-chieh 3 GR) and focus [your 

meditation] on the rumbling of thunder and thunderclaps (/ei-t ing pi-i Ti Ze BE 

74 Concerning the two Taoists, see J.M.Boltz: A Survey of Taoist Literarure, Tenth to 
Seventeenth Centuries, pp. 70-72. Berkeley 1987. See F.C.Reiter: "A Preliminary Srudy of 

the Taoist Wang Wen-ch ing”, p. 159-160, in: ZDMG 152/1. 

75 The following positions are all earthly branches. 
76 See above and TT 1166: 6.23a-23b. 
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#8), that roaring evolves and proceeds to decapitate and extinguish the evil and 

wicked spirits, 

The Spell Gather at the Kang-[Stars] (WX T ehh L) follows: All stars (Asing-tou 1B 
++) come back to the ang.(position] G7 I lead my steps back to the Pure 
Hall (ch tng-t ‘ang Yi ii" . Divine animals anppare me. All deities support me [as 

my spirit] generals. Whatever I (“my person” ww-shen # 4) aim at, sun and 

moon are radiantly shining just as much. Act urgently as this is law and order. 

The Establishment of Hells for Evil Demons 

(Chib-hsieh chien-yii fa YG Ab 32 BK WE) 

(24b) The descriptive explanation of the ritual” refers to the Fire Master who 
says as follows: the great method of the Five Thunders (ww-li ta-fa Ti th K i&) 

especially sends down [to us] the secrets of the jade amulets that control evil 

forces and behead wicked spirits. In unusual circumstances they save the living 

beings from the dangers of heavy distress and calamities, cleanse all creatures 

from their dark and gloomy faults, exterminate shrines (/v-miao BK SH), expel bad 

forces, punish wicked spirits and cure diseases. For all of this there are 
specialised offices [that are in charge]. In the case that such wicked spirits and 

evil forces (ching-hsieh Fj Ab) are around in the world you just take amulets and 
[consecrated] water (fu-shai # 7K) that you provide either to be swallowed or to 
be carried [on the belt}. * Peace and health will come in due time. 

In case that those wicked forces have an outer shape and substance, they soar in 
the void or walk on earth. Some wicked divinities in the water and on earth 

cause calamities. Water monsters (shui-yao 7K 4K) cause misfortune (nieh 8¥), and 
when they all do not yield to the control by amulets, there is the method of 

establishing hells (chien-yi_fa 3 %X& 1%). You command the Three Monitoring 
Offices (san-ssa =. J) to arrest, bind up and transfer [such malignant elements] 

to the hell, where they are checked and brought under control. [In this way] you 

77 This should refer to ,,...the bowl of the constellation the Big Dipper“. 
78 This may be the heavenly sphere that is visited in meditation as to adopt the radiant might 

of the central cosmic sphere that stars define. 
79 Alternatively translate simply: “method”. This theme is connected with rituals of healing, 

see, for example, TT 1220: 59.1a-10b. 
80 Obviously sunp ci (4 (Wl) are two different modes of application, otherwise the 

translation “amulet water” would have been fine. 
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eliminate forever their very roots and origin. After establishing a hell, you can 

use it according to the rules. 

Now we find the title: Hell of thunder and lightning that check and control (47- 

tien k‘ao-chib ytd 1% 7G YA FR). The square drawing of the hell is rather poor. 

However, we get the following information (25a): In the three realms (san-chieh 

= FP), the hell bars and arrests all those, who belong to [spirit] officers and 
generals, managers of sacrifices,” to the immortal officers of the lower echelons 

and fother] officials who do not have Tao and belong to the demons and 
divinities who [wrongly] adopt personal names and attach themselves to people 

to commit any sorts of faults and insult and distort Taoist rituals (tao-fa 18 4) 

and do not surrender to heavenly amulets (¢ ien-fw K #). You establish this hell 

{for them]. 

The following hell is called: Hell of the comets with the radiance of fire (huo- 

kuang lin-hsing yi & Yt. it Al BR). We learn that this hell is made to put away 
and arrest scaly dragons, poisonous scorpions and any sorts of water monsters. 

When they have fully attained their capacity, they nse up to (25b) reach [the 

rank of} yin-officials (yin-kuan BE f7) in the Water Department (shui-fu 7K Hq). 
Without any reason they harm people, [spoil] sprouts and the harvest, let water 

shoot forth, swell rivers, capsize passenger boats, swallow and devour living 

beings, and being without Io they cause any disasters. You use this [hell] to bar 

and control [them]. 

The following hell is called: Hell of the poisonous and harmful metal spins 

(chin-ching tu-hai chih yi 42 ¥% # FH Z Sh). This hell puts away and bars the 
mountain spirits and wood deities (shan-ching mu-shen II fi A FH) in the world, 

the wicked spirits that have fully attained the capacity of the five elements. Only 

these monsters (ching-kuat ¥4 PE) are wicked spirits. They have outer shapes and 

figures and attach themselves to the physical form of the human body. 

Sometimes [such elements] are in hiding and sometimes they become visible. 

You use this hell for all of them. 

The hell is in charge of the trouble caused by the Nine Wells (chiw-ch ‘an & ‘u-nao 

chih yi TL ROE EZ HM. *? ‘This hell is said (26a) to put away and bar 

epidemics and any sorts of demons (mo-kuei J 54) that cause trouble for the 

81 See Hucker nrs, 1015,6650. 

82 The name Nine Wells stands for the Hades or for death, see H.A.Giles: A Chinese- 

English Dictionary nr.2263. Rpr. Taipei 1972. 
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condition and outer appearance of temples and harm the natural disposition of 

people. [The hell puts away and bars] demons and divinities (Axei-shen 52 #8) 

that in the world operate as savage robbers and thieves who do not comply with 

Great Tao, harm the country and hurt the people. This hell bars them all. 

The hell of the gloomy platform-tower and the long night (yw-t ‘ai ch ‘ang-yeb chib 

yi i BE fe HW Z BA) (26b) puts away and bars what is not connected with 
correct sacrifices (cheng-ssw IE #2). When clan members formerly were not in 

accord with Tao, they conceal themselves in corpses. As itinerant demons and 

wicked spirits (& o-kuei hsieh-shen® 92 46 #4), they are dependent on outer 

[physical] forms. [In this way] they enter dreams, throw pebbles and strike with 

stones, rob and occupy men and creatures, debauch wives and usurp rooms and 
porches of the people. The five [social] relationships (ww-tzo fi iH) and 

everything are no longer in good order. These false divinities and pretentious 
immortals (wei-shen cha-hsien ¥ #1 ZF All) eternally cut off the roots and sources 
{of the people}. 

As a response, you set up the hell. You deliberate in detail the big and small 
arrangements and principles, send soaring petitions to the Three Monitoring 

Offices (san-ssx =. i) and memorialise vis-a-vis the supreme god-emperors a 

complete report that explains the source of the wicked causes and where their 
presence can be spotted. You also state, which hell you established at a 

southeastern location.” You then beg that the Five Thunders of the Three 

Monitoring Offices (san-ssu wa-l = ©] T. 7h) may be sent down to a visit on 

earth, first of all to put away and arrest the lewd and malignant forces of any 

quality and to rush them down into the hell where they are barred and 
controlled. 

When you have written the report in accordance with the [proper] style, you 
approach then the family where the wicked person lives. You choose and 
cleanse a room in the southeastern [part of the house]; using incense and water 

to wash away any faults. You take the ashes of the incense burner and establish 

the hell {laying out the ashes on the ground] according with the model. = 

Every hell [of this type] has a diameter of nine ¢s‘v”, You use one branch of a 

peach tree with a length of three cb #4 and fasten red silk [streamers] on its upper 

83. This refers to the notorious sun-direction (3€). 
84 The ashes are used to design or lay out the hell on the floor. 
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end. Each (27a) of them is long five ¢s ‘7. You stick (the branch] into the centre 

of the gate of every hell and attach its name [on the branch]. 

After this, you burn incense and invite the Chef Managers (cha-ten = $2) who 

investigate vicious demons and revise and correct {the archives of] the good 

ones and the bad ones. You invite the Chef Stewarts (cha-tsai  &) of the Five 

Thunders ® who are in control of the hells, the Emissaries who are in control of 

the ordinances and investigate by torture (fen-/u & ‘ao-chin shth che Hh 3% 4% EAE 

#7), the Emissaries who bind up the /an-souls and deport them under 

supervision (chuan-hun chien-sung shih-che 23 ae OG ik 1 H), the Emissaries of 

Law and Order ({# 4 (# #4), the Emissaries who transmit the orders (ch ‘xan- 

king shib-che {4 & 4% #) and the Thirty Six stalwarts of the thunder-drums (san- 

sib-lin lei-ku k-shih = + 7 HH BH +), ™ and you implore them all to 
descend and form a guard for the hell to lock up its gates. 

It does not take very long and their apparitions become visible. After their 

appearances became visible, they measure the weight of the crimes, whether 

they have ro execute [the culprits] or imprison them. Perhaps they send them to 

the Office of Thunder and Thunderclaps of the Emperor of the North (Ber-# £- 

ting ssw At 7 GE Gl) and the P eng-dai Office (4 ¥ H]), where their cases 

will be judged according with the law. Only the Court of the Jade Pivot (ya-shu 

ytian 35, Fat Be) does not correct crimes (chib-tsui 4 4B). 

85 See Hacker, p.514, nrs.6515, 6809. 

86 For the emissaries see, TT 1220: 56.8b of the pantheon. For the thirty-six stalwarts, see 

p.9a. Many of the divinities in the pantheon do not appear in our texts. However, the 

names that we can identify in the pantheon are just enough to prove that the materials in 
chapter 36 are homogeneous. Concerning the method of “binding up” (arresting) souls, see 

TT 1220: 59.7a-7b, which involves the #mudra Thunder Office (4r-cbi TH Je) and a spell 

addressing the Five Thunder Emissaries (uw-dei shth-che fi i {8 #1). 
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Altars and Prayers for Rain or Clear Skies 

The presentation first features the model for the altar that is used to pray for 

rain (ch i-ya t’an-shith Mt WH SH Sh). The Fire Master says that the official 
administrators will have to expose x ‘x-prayers (4 fia]) when droughts last long 

in all the territories of the country, when the provinces and commanderies lack 

rain.” The officials pray that relief and help would be brought about, and so it is 

that they record the prayer-texts for exposure to memorialise and make [the 

situation] known (27b) to the superior god-emperors. At the same time, they 

notify the Court of the Emissaries of the Five Thunders (ww-i shib-yian Th. 

4% [5c) and the Three Monitoring Offices of Thunders and Thunderclaps (4- 

ting san-si $$ = i). They beg that [these institutions] especially send down 

instructions to direct the [spirit] officials at the lower echelons that an amnesty is 

granted for culprits among the people of the whole region. After this, [the local 

officials] implore that some specific Thunder may send down a lot of rain and 

moisture to save what got scorched and dried out. When the memorial dispatch 
for any specific thunder was made, asking that a lot of rain may quickly fall but 

obviously there is no response at all, [the officials] go then to a spot that 

corresponds above [on heaven] with the T ‘ai-sui [star] (KK im). They take good 

yellow clay and build an altar with three levels. 

The upper level is broad two chang and four ch th. The middle level is broad two 
chang and eight ch th, and the lower level is broad three chang and two cb th. Each 

of them is high one ch 7 and three 4 ‘wn. The officials place new long-necked 

earthen jats holding four flourishing branches at the four corners of the altar. 

They use a dragon pool to immerse four elixir amulets (tan-fu Ft 7¥). The 

incense table (Asiang-an # 3€) must be placed in the centre [of the altar] in order 

to venerate the commissioners (shu-hsiang Ha #8) % of the Three Monitoring 

Offices (san-ssu = =i]). Altogether, there are four of them. Veneration is offered 

to all the officials and generals of the thunder departments % (4é-pu BB) at the 

four sides of the ground level of the altar. One employs seven priests (dao-shib 
iH -t) to stand on the altar and present the notifications [about the matter of 

concern]. At three points of time, namely ch en- (JiR), wa- (4F) and _ya- (#4) the 

87 The term "official" (kxan-sse TF ej) alludes to the official sphere of the administration. 
However, in this case the spirit official or Taoist priest should be addressed. 

88 See Hacker, nr. 5431, p. 435. 
89 Alternatively say "thunder categories”. 
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ritual master (fa-shih i Bill) grasps his sword. At the Window of Earth (#-Ax St 

F) of the altar he starts to perform the ritual paces "the soaring (28a) dragon 

brings rain” (fei-/ung chih-yii kang K€ HE BL PY M2), and so he ascends the altar. 

A commentary in small print says that there is also the (alternative) name “paces 

to produce water and summon the thunders” (ts0-shui chao-lei kang {E 7K 44 VE 
iE). 

The ritual master ascends the alter and walks around it nine times, turning to the 

left hand side, and nine umes he recites the spell “summoning the dragon to 

bring rain” (chao-lung chih-yii chou 44 Hi BL AY 5U). He says then in a loud voice: 
In this-or-that area, rain and moisture have failed to come in nme. The Tao of 

Heaven was set for a long drought. I look up with respect to the Five Thunders 

and down here petition ro have the service of the Emissary who Attends to the 

Amulet that he may quickly arouse the Three Monitoring Offices of Thunders 

and Thunderclaps to direct any thunder to send speedily a lot of rain in order to 

save what had been scorched and dried out. I have already memonialised [this 

problem] and made it known to the supreme god-emperors. Act most urgently 

and quickly without any offence against my order. 

Having finished shouting aloud [these words the ritual master] descends again 

from the altar at its Window of Earth. It does not take longer than three days 
until thunder, thunderclaps and rain occur. Then again, the ritual master 

prepares memorials to make it known and express thanks ie -a-vis the supreme 

god-emperors. The ritual master arranges a chiao-ritual (aE), *° returns the clay of 

the thunder altar and the earthen jars handing them over to the river Ch ang- 

chiang ($< iL). A graphic design depicts the altar, reflecting the indications in 

the preceding text. The picture also shows the characters Gate of Heaven (f fen- 

men KK P4) above the top level of the altar and the characters Window of Earth 

below the first level of the altar. (28b) A short line above the sketchy drawing of 

the altar explains that the altar table is to be installed on the top level. Below the 

drawing, we read where the veneration has to be offered; Below the altar at its 

four sides. 

90. This serves a thanksgiving fesuvity. 
91 This is the sole indication that could suggest the origin of these materials in a specific 

geographic setting which is Chiang-hsi province from where Wang Wen-ch ‘ing (FE “X #4) 

hails (Chien-ch’ang [# fAjdistrict). 
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The next theme is the model for an altar to pray for a clear sky (ch i-ch ing tan 

shih @f Hit HH xk). The Fire Master says: When in the territories of the country, 

in provinces and cities, rain pours down continuously for [many] months in a 

row, [the rivers] Chiang and Ho swell, and if this development is not due to 

heavenly orders (¢4an-ming K fit) then it is due to bewitching dragons and water 
monsters. They cause misfortune (nieh 8£) to harm the people and the creatures. 

If the rulers of the country and the regional wardens (shon-t'w chang-kuan *f 

f By)” > wish to pray for a clear sky and for the rain and water to recede 
quickly, then it is necessary to inform (shen FA) the Court of the Emissaries of 

the Five Thunders and the Three Monitoring Offices of Thunders and 

Thunderclaps. The rulers of the country and the leading regional wardens 

altogether memorialise to the supreme god-emperors, present a fy #- fromplait 

to point out that it all looks like a proper heavenly disaster (¢ien-tsai HK $? 

They will ask then for a basic amnesty for the culprits among the living beings, 
and that the rain would be put away and the floods be pushed back. As they fear 
that bewitching water [-spirits} (shui-yao 7K 4) committed faults, they ask for the 
dispatch of the officials and generals of the Three Monitoring Offices (29a) and 

all the battalions of the Five Thunders (aw-éi pu T. fh ®b #2) to descend, put 
away and crusade [against such evil elements]. 

When on the second day there is no response at all, on the third day then you 

choose a high mountain or a place without any water. You take yellow clay and 

build at the site an altar with three levels that has the extensions of the type of 
altar [that has to be built to) pray for rain. However, [in this case] each level of 

the altar is only thick one ch t+ and two és ‘an. When the construction of the altar 
is complete, you place the incense table on the upper level. You present then 
veneration for the Fierce Divinity that Carries the Wind on the Back (A Al 4d 
##!), for the Great Divinity Earl of the Wind (feng-po ta-shen A . fi K ##) and the 
Great Divinity of Blazing Fire (yen-huo ta-shen $& +K K #1). °* Veneration must 

be offered for the rulers of the four offices (ssw-ssu chu VO 5] 7) on wwo sides 
[of the altar]. You place one empty long-necked jar in each of the four comers 

of the middle platform of the altar, all made of red iron ore. You put into each 

92 Compare Hucker, nr. 143, p. 110. 

93 Of course, the ritual presentation is the task of the Thunder specialist and priest, who is 
employed to perform the rituals. See below, the address is “you”. 

94 This is Teng Po-wen (3% {H if), see F.C.Reiter: "Preliminary Study of the Taoist Wang 
Wen-ch‘ing", pp. 172-173, in: ZDMG 152/1; and the same: “The Discourse on the 
Thunders", pp. 222-225, in: JRAS 14/3. See the pantheon, TT 1220: 56.6a. Concerning 
the Fierce Divinity that Carries the Wind on the Back (fu-feng meng-shen £4 HA AE #2), see 
TT 1220: 81.14 sq. and the preceding chapter in this book. 
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jar one Amulet of the True Shape of [the Great Divinity] of Blazing Fire (je2-huo 

chen-hsing fu #& ‘& HL WE F¥). Ail around on the four sides [of the altar] and on 

the ground level you receive respectfully the Thunder Departments (/ei-pu iH 

ff). You employ Taoist priests (¢ao-shib iH 4:) as usual who invoke and display 

the ritual procedures. *° The head priest (chu-fa = i&) chooses three points of 

time, namely yin (#4), wx (4°) and Asi (BZ) to grasp his sword and perform the 

[ritual] paces “urge the dragons to suck up the flood” (ch ‘i-lung hsi-shui kang Si 

ft, OR 7K S&B). He ascends the altar at the Window of Earth (#-Aw HF). °° The 
priest walks forty-nine circuits around {the altar] towards the right hand side, 

and he recites “the spell to put away the flood and make a clear sky” (shon-shui 

tso-ch ‘ing chow WX 7K {2 HY SL). When the recitation of the spell has ended, [the 

head priest] burns an Amulet of the True Shape of (the Great Divinity] of 

Blazing Fire in the incense burner. There are oral instructions (& on-chiieh Fak) 

for this. Consequently, [the priest] descends (29b) from the altar. When night in 

time the wind arises, the clouds are put away and the rainfall stops, then it is that 

you arrange a chiao-festivity (ME) to thank for the [divine] mercy and send up [an 

appropniate] documentation. All of this must accord with the rules. After ending 

these procedures, you bury the clay of the altar together with the long-necked 

jars ina location of a aw-position (ww 4F). You must not disrespectfully dump 

the clay. 

Spell to pray for rain (ch ¢yii chow $f FA SU): Grand Master of Prime Origin 
(T ‘ai-yiian hao-sbih K Te ¥i Fill), Essence of Thunder and Fire, combine yin and 

gather yang (yin-yang §& §§}), keep guard on the Thunder Wall (4é-ch eng i 5)”. 
Earl O (O-po BY 4A) ” with wind and fire, do ascend to the Abyss-Hall (yiian- 
t ing thi Kf), lec the wind blow and lightning abound, arouse the magic forces out 

of darkness and let them whirl around [Mount] Tai-Awa (K #). Give 

commands to lords and retainers as the supreme god-emperors have the decree 

to act most urgently to put away the yang (Ms) and let rain come down, which 

95 This statement could make the impression that the preceding matters were administered 
by secular official. I think that this is not the case but all of this is a Taoist specialist matter 

that ritual masters take care of. 

96 In the Southeast comer of the altar, see above. 

97 Notice, these altars are temporarily set up. It takes some care and precautions to dismantle 
them after the ritual. Thunder Magic does not need the stage of temples or cloisters. The 

zu-position (uw 4-) refers toa point on the geomantic compass. 
98 See F.C Reiter: "The Discourse on the Thunders”, pp. 218-219, esp. note nr. 90, in: JRAS 

14/3. 
99 Concerning this name, see TT 1220 Tao-fa huit-yiian 133.13b, which shows the Earl to be a 

great general of the Fire Department of the South. His namc, unfortunately, is barely 

readable. 
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[must] happen immediately. Send forth urgently the dragons and grasp tightly 
the lightning that they emerge from darkness and pools. Today I have the 

honour to speak the spell that must be realised speedily as this is a command by 

the Jade Emperor (Ya-# 4i #7) for you. Whoever ventures to decline [commits] 

a crime that does not weigh lightly, Act urgently as this is law and order. 

The following Spell of Lord Wood (wu-lang chon AC BS 52) says: Heaven of 

chien, (ch ien-tien ¥2. KK) let your shining stream. Jade Pool of the East (y#-ch ‘ih 

AE ith) cast off your fire across a distance of ten thousand miles. In the K ‘an- 

and Chen-palaces (SK i &) the Lord Wood, (30a) Tait (AK Z.), the Hero 
Three- Mountains (san-shan hsinng =. 11 HE), the K ‘un- (#) Divinity, the Grand 
Magic Lord of the Sw (38) Region and the Most Supreme Lady of Purple 

Vacuity and Mysterious Magic Force, you all must arrive most urgently as this is 

the law and order, '° 

The spell of the Great Cavern to ask for rain (Ta-tung ch ing ya chow K tel ai A 
Tu) says: The shining of thunder, the shining of thunder, Tai-i (A Z.) is in 

hiding. 1 ‘ai-po Director of Wind (T ‘ai-po_feng-ling K (8 BA 4) and Grand Old 
Lord with Four Eyes (Ssw-mu hao-weng VQ A vi #8), Lord Yen (fi #) you keep 
guard on the ice and fling away the yang (fg) -essences of fire. Director of Rain, 

for which reason are [your gates] closed? Director of Wind, why do you keep so 

calm (ping *)?'"' ‘The divine might and flamboyance of the sun, gold- 
immortals awake it. Water and fire flow together in a common stream. Earl Han 

Po [-wen] (#4 18 [3¢]) bears up his boat, and the three officials (san-kuan = 3) 
open up shining brightness. 1 The five god-emperors (w-#i Ti ii?) may entrust 

100 It is not exactly clear what the spell is thought to bring about. 
101 1 remind of the most likely identity with the names of Feng-po and Yiéi-shih (BA {fi 39 

fff) that identify star-divinities, namely Chi-hsing and Pi-hsing (€ HE RE BY) or 

numbers 7 and 19 of the 28 stellar divisions, see H.A.Giles: A Chinese-English 
Dictionary, pp.26,27; and Sow-shen cht 4,p.43, ed.: Ku bsiao-shuo ts ‘ung-kan. Chung-hua 
Comp. Peking 1979. 

102  Fu-chon (£4 $+) in this phrase parallels 4 ‘ating (BH 4). Possibly this is a reference to 
Han Po-wen (#@ {4 3€) see TT 1220 Tao-fa bui-yian 133. 12a, which shows the name to 
be the “radiant and great divinity in the department of lighming". TT 1220: 133 sq 
Present a large and important set of Thunder rituals that have the patronage of T ai-i 
(AK &/—). The ongin of the phrase “to carry a big boat on the back” most certainly is 
Chuang-tzu, nei-p ‘ien: Hsiao-yao yn (EF A ied 3 UE WB), see TT 670 Nan-hua chen-ching 
1.1b., or Chwang-ten chi-chieh 11, in: Chu-ten chi-ch ‘eng 3. See B.Watson: The Complete 
Works of Chuang Tzu, p.29 “If water is not piled up deep enough, it won't have the 
strength to bear up a big boat’, New York 1968. The sentence features with symbolic 
expressions the unbearable situation of a drought. 
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to T ai-shang the decree and order that the dragons {must| bring the rain to dip 

down. Act urgently as this is a decree by the Perfect Lord of Prime Existence 

(Ysian-ming chen-chiin To 0 Hi #). 

The spell and prayer for a clear sky (Ch i-ch ing chou $f BA 70) "5 says: Fire 
Carriage, Fire Carriage (Auo-chii +k Hi), home of Thunder orders (éi-/ing ®), 

Three-and-Five (san-ww = 41) are the marshals, shining radiantly without any 

limit.’ Let (30b) fire speed across a distance of ten thousand miles that can 

clean away clouds and dawn. You have a bond (yi#eh #J) to support the god- 

emperors with your radiant eyes, silver teeth and the water of wide clarity (4x0- 

lua shui-lei Bi %% TK BA). ” Be uguicl and without any delay. The god-emperor 

[Teng] Po-wen ((88] {fi if)‘ commands to sweep off and annihilate the 
hidden evil forces (yin-bsieh BE fh). Act most urgently and speedily and 

administer immediately the flamboyance of the sun, all like the assistance of the 

Director of Fire of the supreme god-emperors. 

There is an alternative title for this spell. We see it in small print below the main 

title Spell and Prayer for a Clear Sky. It reads as follows: Spell to put away water 

and procure clear weather. One has to recite the spell in silent meditation eighty 

one times, 

Subsequently there is still another spell that is used to achieve a clear sky. It says: 

Essences of metal and jade return, the heavenly clouds may pen up and 

scatter. [The astral constellation] Purple Subtlety (tgw-wei # th) may send 

103 The commentary in small print gives an alternative name: Spell to collect the water and 

make a clear sky that the priest should silendy recite eighty one times. This spell actually 

addresses Teng Po-wen (& {ff #8) who is a mighty thunder divinity, see below. 
104 Concerning three names or ides of Thunder deities with the specification Three-and- 

Five, see TT 1220: 56.6b,9b of the pantheon. 
105 Compare P.Andersen: “The Practice of Bugang”, translating /uo-luokti *& with ,,wide 

clarity, in: Cahiers d Extréme-Asie 5, p.36. 
106 Sec F.C.Reiter: ,,.A Preliminary Study of the Taoist Wang Wen-ch ing’, pp. 174-175. in: 

ZDMG 152/1. Teng Po-wen (86 {H ii) is a most prominent name, also in later 

materials. Compare, for example, TT 1220: 133.13b (T aii chen-li pili ta-fak Zi 
we We KA %). Here he appears to be the ,Jeading marshal of Thunder and 

thunderclaps“(Lei-t ing chu-shuai yen-huo hi-ling ta-shen Teng Po-wen 2 +E ab eR 

KP & K FH BB AB tm). 
107 The meaning is not quite clear. Possibly this is a reference to sacrificial offerings. 
108 See GSchlegel: Uranographie Chinoise, p.830, nr.699. See H.A.Giles: A Chinese- 

English Dictionary, nr.12329. See the utles TT 15 W'n-shang chin-bsiao yii-ch ing ta-fan tzn- 
uri hsiian-tw lei-t ing ysi-ching and TT 1485 Tzw-mei tou-shu. Conceming these utes see 
K.Schipper, p. 1091; and M.Kalinowski, pp.758-759, in: Companion. 
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down the ominous sign that rain clears off the dust. Earl of the Sea (bai-po iff 

{A), wind, rain and the radiance of thunder may descend and urge on the 
essences of yang (Ij ffi) to be most luminous, and the shades of yin (B%) may be 

buried deeply. Urgently and respectfully receive the most exalted and supreme 
(t ai-chi tai-shang KW KK |b) fire-wheel-order (huo-lun hi-lingK Wa tt 4) of 

[the astral constellation] Purple Subtlety (fgw-wei % fil) in [the heaven of] Jade 
Purity (yié-ch ‘ing $e i¥f). 

At this point we find the description of still another amulet: Amulet that 
Brightens the Eyes with the Character Radiance (ming-mu kuang-ten fu ¥] AIG 
FH. '” The text gives the following instruction: First, you freeze your 

spiritual forces and pause your breathing. You turn yourself towards the 

Southeast where the prosperous region is. You hold firmly the writing brush, 

grind your teeth, grasp and inhale (31a) the radiance of the heavenly eye (¢ ‘en- 
mu F (4) ''° that you expel [from your mouth}, pooh, onto the tip of your 
writing brush. Then it is that you put down the brush to write the amulet. 

We get some commentaries in small print concerning the individual elements of 

the amulet: I respectfully receive the decree from the ruler of the stars, the Great 

God-Emperor of Purple Subtlety. "The yang (BR) is the sun, and the yin (BZ) is 

the moon. Day and night, they shine brightly. The Jade-Bar (yi#-heng +. #1) be 

revolves and all around there are birth and completion. The left eve flashes with 

lightning and the right eye has [the shining of] a meteor. The divine forces are 
pure, and the breaths are lively. They thoroughly penetrate Hades. Sun and 

moon link up their radiance. Heaven and earth are thus united. 

After the text, we find again that fat round dot with a tail, most certainly 

pointing to the direction of Southeast as we had seen on p.19b. Actually, this is 

the appearance of the amulet after completion — it disappears under the black 

seal. 

109 Concerning the practical importance of the title, see pp.31a-31b. 
110 A description of the “heavenly eye” gives TT 1220: 69.11b (Pang Shichen gidao buduan sin 

44 ix it we /N B ), positioning the heavenly eye between the eyebrows as the 

magic third eye and focus that emits spiritual might. This refers to the magic deva-eye 
that the performing priest had obtained by meditation. He adopts, in other words, a 
heavenly identity when writing out the amulet. Compare 4 ien-yen (K fk) as a Buddhist 
term, sce Ting Fu-pao (J Hil (8): Fo-hsiich ta-tz'w-tien $6 EK ME WR), p. 472b. Taipei 
1974; see W.F.Soothill and L.Hodous: A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms, p- 

146a. 
111 In this case, Purple Subtlety refers to the respective star-divinity. 
112 This most likely means the pei-tow (AE *+) constellation. 
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There are some further technical instructions for the elaboration of the amulet. 

We learn that one has to use for the amulet thin and yellow paper and black ink 
(mo 8). You do the writing on the morning of the first moon (shuo-jth 4] A) of 

each month. You burn incense and face the radiance of the sun in the direction 

of Southeast. You grasp then the breaths and finhaling] take them in. Secondly, 

you write the character “light of the sun” (bsiian ffi), burn then [the paper] and 

put [the ashes] into purified (31b) water (ching-shyi 7P 7K) [and use it] to wash 
your eyes. The shining of your eyes will be double as much as usual. 

The following method deals with the consecration of incense and its inner 
application by swallowing (chow hsiang t'un-fu fa a 4 JK %&). The spell 

consists of the following words: Incense of the law,''* do enter my body (ch # 

§%) and any illness will be expelled. The law abides, and the incense abides. The 
breaths abide, and the spiritual agents with their might abide. When they change 

(pien 88), they thus become white frost. When they transform (hua 44), they thus 

become sweet dew. The incense of the law may always be my ruling force for 
36000 days. Act urgently as this is the law and order of T’ai-shang Lao-chin 

(Kb BA). 

At this point, the text gives us an instruction for the application of the spell. 

Each morning we have to take one portion of frankincense (ja-hsiang #1, #) and 

inhale grasping the radiant breath of the sun, Three times, we exhale the lareath 

floudly| coughing above the incense and use purified water to swallow it. “We 

can preserve our body to be fine and without any illness for one full year, and 

our eyes will have the penetrating eyesight. 

The next theme is a prayer for snow (ch i-hstieh #t “Y): (32a) We read the 

following statement by the Fire Master (Awo-shih “K ili); Generally, the spring is 

warm in the world of man, the summer is hot, the autumn is cool and the winter 

is cold. Now, this is the constant principle of yim and_yang (02 [%) that rise and 
descend. When the four seasons are in harmony, evil breaths (hsiehch i 4B 3A) 
do not come to life (pw-sheng AS 4), and illnesses and epidemics do not arise. 

When one season is not quite in tune (pw-ying 7S ff), the people suffer from 

disasters as a response. When the winter is warm and there is no snow at all, this 
is called “yang battles” (yang-chan Big %), which causes people to be variously ill 
during springtime. When governors (4uo-wang [| 4) and common locals (¢ ‘u-jen 

113 Alternatively translate: ,,incense of the ritual. The translation derives from my 

interpretation of the last sentence of the spell. 
114 This may refer to the ashes of the incense. 
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+t A) ask for snow [to fall] and for the expulsion of disaster, they report then 

the situation by means of ¢z‘# (ql) [-prayers]. They are sent off as soaring 

memorials to the supreme god-emperors to notify the Court of the Emissaries 

of the Five Thunders and the Three Monitoring Offices of Thunder and 

Thunderclaps (Lei-t ‘ing san-ssu #3 @ =). They also notify the Divine and 

Supreme Councillor of the East and the Immortal Master of Portentous 
Radiance (Tung-dng shang-hsiang Jui-kuang hsien-shib TB |. #4 See Fé Al Gh). Ma 

The memorial begs for pardon concerning the transgressions of the living 

beings (sheng-ling “E @) and implores that portentous snow may be sent down 
earlier as to suppress the evil breaths. Then you go to a location that 
corresponds above fin heaven] with the T ‘ai-sai [star] (X #9), and exactly in that 

location you set up an altar with three levels in accordance with the model of the 
altar that is used to pray for rain. You order the Taoist priests (tao-shih iH +L) to 

do everything just in the same way as for the rituals [described] before. It is, 

however, required that in the centre of the altar and above the incense table for 

the ritual veneration you paint two icons (/ang-wei PA {Z) in order to venerate 
the Divine and Supreme Councillor of the East and the Immortal Master of 
Portentous Radiance. ''® (32b) Every time the ritual master comes to the three 

points of time, namely ch ‘en, »w and_yw (te “F PA) he performs the [ritual] steps 

“produce water and summon thunders” (tso-shui chao-lei kang {€ 7K 4 ih TB). 

He holds firmly his sword and ascends the altar. Turning to the right hand side, 

he walks around [the altar] thirty six times and recites silently (wo-nien EX &) 

thirty six times the Spell of the Eastern Divine Force (tung-ling chou  & 52). 
When he reaches the front side of the incense altar, he presents incense and 

makes his statement to the supreme god-emperors, to the Court of the 
Emissaries of the Five Thunders, to the Three Monitoring Offices of Thunder 
and Thunderclaps (4é-t ing san-ssu 4 #2 = wij), to the Divine and Supreme 
Councillor of the East and the Immortal Master of Portentous Radiance (Twng- 

ling shang-hsiang Jui-kuang hsien-shib# Bt. #4 / Fi HE A fFf),'"” that they may 
soon send down portentous snow. 

115 These are two addressees. Compare TT 15 W-shang chin-hsiao_yii-ch ing ta-fan tzu-wei bsiian- 

tu kei-t'ing yu.ching 17a, which at first sight suggests that this is just one name and title. 
However, see below the reference to the two icons that have to be set up. They stand 
for two identities. The pantheon in TT 1220: 56.5b has Tung-ling shang-shang yian- 
chin (GR # £ #f 7G ZH) and p.6a has Jui-kuang hsien-shih (Gat 6 Ail fit). 

116 A commentary in small print points out that the name Tang-dng (3 RR) in some other 
text reads "the Eight Magic Forces of the Eastern Pole" (dong-chi pa-ling 3. Bit )\ #8). 

117 Concerning the rwo names, see above. 
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Now, following this and relying on the formal procedures you can descend from 

the altar. It will not take more than the time of one prostration and there will be 

a response. The ritual to thank for the snow follows the formal arrangements of 

the ritual for prayers for rain. 

The Spell of the Eight Magic Forces of the Eastern Pole (tung-chi pa-ling chou 

% /\ $ 57) says: Divine Supreme Councillor of the East, home of portentous 
radiance, you secretly keep in control the heavenly flowers of green jasper of the 

superior god-emperors. You rule over the wide and clear fire and let the wind 

sweep severely in order to eliminate the evil [forces]. Your compassion and 

benevolence save the creatures, responding in ime without failure. 1 desire that 

you send down portentous snow that may spread all over China (chung-hua 

#£). Act urgently as this is law and order. (33a) 

Another spell says: Gold-Essences, Great Ultimate, Jade Flowers that disperse 

their leaves, | [modestly] pray for snow and pray so to move away the warm 

atmosphere of wind and fire. Luminous Master, Fire Master (huo-shth +k fii), do 

ler portentous [signs| appear. Superior Perfected Ones in the Great Void, in [the 

Heaven of] Great Purity and at the Ultimate Poles (fai-hsii tai-ch ing tai-chi K 

He A wf AC Bh), do assist [the execution of] this order. 

The Crusade against Temples and the Eviction of Wicked Spirits 
(fa-miao ch ‘u-ching 1 BA GR Fi) 

The Fire Master says: You respond to life among people when there are 

outrageous spirits, fierce demons, mountain spirits and monstrous demons (#6) 

that lead astray common wives and daughters, let their bodily appearances 
become visible and secretly rob properties of the people. Thus, they have 

shrines and sow the seeds to commit transgressions. Thunder and thunderclaps 

supervise the investigation of such elements, because they do not fear the laws 

of the immortals (Asien-fa {ill 74). It is well permissible that people expose fy ‘x [- 

prayers] (/ow-/zu #% Gl) to memorialize all the harm {they have suffered]. They 
rely then on these memorials to inform the superior god-emperors and send off 

soaring notifications to all the officials, using special documents for the Divine 

Thunder and the Water Thunder (shen-/ei shui-let at oak Ba), which may 

convene and proceed [together], crusading against [such evil elements] within a 

certain ume. 
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When the right time has come, you carry on your left forearm the Seal (yin El) 

of Thunder Radiance and Fire Script (/ci-kuang buo-wen i 36 ‘K XO) and the Seal 

(33b) of Mercury Heaven of Purple Radiance (tgu-kuang tan-t ien “# WG TY A). 
You perform the [ritual] steps “the soaring dragon beheads the monsters” (fz- 
lung chan-kuai kang Hf ht PE TE). You do so to move the violent and evil 

forces (& ‘wang-hsieh Sf. 4h) and crusade against [the respective] temple gate. You 

attach first one Amulet of the Great Divinity of Blazing Fire (Yen-buo ta-shen fu 
+k K HP FT at the gate. Having done so, you return to some high and 

exposed location on the right and left sides [of the temple in consideration]. You 

sacrifice in the open (yeh #f) to the thunder divinities (éi-shen Gi ##), shout out 
for them to come forth and approach speedily that site in order to burn down 

and destroy the temple and to put away and arrest the demonic thieves. 

Responding right in time there will be extensive thunders and rainfall. Do not 

be afraid at all. When the ritual procedures are complete, you offer a feast (cbi- 

chou S& WH) for the Thunder and thunderclaps. When you use this ritual for 

your performance, you must perform it publicly and correctly. You must not use 

this method for any erratic endeavours. You have to fear that you hurt creatures, 

but {in this case} the ritual officer (fz-kuvan 1% Ff) invokes all the blame to rest 

upon him. 

The beheading of scaly dragons, sea-serpents and water monsters (chan chiao- 

chien shui-kuai ‘ht 868 ie 7K PE) is the following theme. When water-serpents, 

dragons and water monsters dwell in rivers, lakes, ponds and in dark caves with 

pools and fountains, when they devour the six [sorts of] domestic animals, suck 

the blood veins of men and eventually change to be huge serpents that bar the 

main roads in the area and harm the merchants, or when they attack untimely 

and cause great floods that inundate provinces and districts, you memonalise all 

of this precisely (34a) vis-a-vis the supreme god-emperors. You notify all 

officials and send documents to the Water Department (shui-fu 7K Hf), asking 
for generals and emissaries to be sent down in order to crusade against [these 

plagues] within a certain time. Three days in advance, you must present warrants 

(tieh WWE) to the city god (Ch eng-huang Hi BH) in the [respective] province or 

district (chon-hsien J4| #%), to the earth-god (7-4 +t. Hitt), to the village altars (di-she 
FH $t) and the local shrines (miao-tz‘n J@) ##)), that they group and lead on their 
[spirit] troops and generals to control the roads in the four directions and 
prevent the dragons, monsters and evil water spirits to pass through. When the 

specific time and day have come, you use flags that are made of dark red silk, 

seven ch th long, and write out seven pieces of the Amulet Heavenly Barrier 

(t ien-kuan fu K WA) F). You use the Seal of Cave Magic of the Jade Morning (yi- 
chen tung-ling 3. fet ‘fel 3) to seal the amulets. Carrying the seal on the left 
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upper arm, you form twisting [the fingers] the mudré Thunder Office (/e-chi & 

fa}). Your right hand grasps the sword and you perform the [ritual] steps 
“connect the heavenly iron barricade” (den ¢ ien t ieb-chang kang 4% K BK BRE 2). 

You approach the place where the sea serpents and dragons are in hiding and 

throw the amulets into the water. When you go to expose the amulets [in the 
water} you must instruct the [local] people to beat brass gongs and drums as to 

support the action. When the exposure of the amulets had been done, you must 

summon and invite with a very loud voice all the officials, generals and troops 

and the legions of the department of the Five Thunders that they speedily 

behead the water monsters. When [the water monsters] shrink back into the 

water, the thunders shake the waves that greatly boil up and make these 

monsters come up to drift on the surface of the water. You most urgently must 

(34b) take out then the Seal Cave-Magic (tung-dng iti] &) ''* and let it shine on 
the monsters. ''” The blood of the monsters shall flow out of their two eyes and 

thus they perish. After this has been achieved you order your attendants (4-tz4 

# ¥) to stab [the monsters] with their swords and bury the cadavers in a 

remote place that must be secured (chen $6) with [the help of] amulets. When 

this procedure is complete, you issue amulets in order to send back all the 
troops and generals to return to their original spheres of might [where they are 

stationed]. Later then and quite independently, you choose an auspicious day to 

present sacrificial offerings as thanksgiving. 

A Corpus of Taoist Ritual now introduces seven. heavenly characters that 

constitute the dispersed form of the Amulet of the Seven Killers of the 
Heavenly Barrier (¢ ien-kuan ch i-sha fu K WA +6 3 $F). The description says: 

(35a): The seven amulets are extremely magic (chi-ting BE *.'" They dominate 

the water monsters of a whole region. In case that you want to bring peace and 

control to one region or one spot, you write the seal characters of the amulet in 

a compound structure (tieh-chuang #% 3%). You use iron ore (sheng-t ich 4 #%) to 

cast [the amulet]. When it is completed you place |the amulet] safely at pools and 

caves and for all future ages there will not be again any harm caused by any 

water monsters. [The amulet characters] present the decree to behead and 

eliminate poisonous dragons and water monsters “urgently as this is the law and 

order”. 

118 This most likely is the above mentioned seal Cave Magic of the Jade Moming (yii-ch ‘en 
tung-ling 1 fee. 1 B) 

119 This instructions seems to have a “historical” precedent, involving the two famous 
Tavists Hsia Sun (# i) and Wu Meng (5% 44), compare above TT 1220: 56.10a- 10b. 

120 Notice that each of the seven characters can count as one amulet. 
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The following subtitle reads; Multilayer seal character that assembles the outer 
form of the seven killers of the heavenly barrier (¢Zen-kaan ch t-sha chi-bsing tieb- 

chuan K. [iil +h 2 BE HG 3B). Below the seal character of the compound seal, 

we get the indication that we should add the religious rank, the surname and 
name [of the performing priest]. 

Ritual Steps and Mudras (px-kang chiieh fa 2b SE a Yd) '*" 

Concerning the theme there are quite a few subtitles: (35b) The Fire Master 

(buo-shib + fill) says that the men who cultivate perfection and receive the ritual 

methods have to encounter an enlightened master. He would instruct them 

concerning the pure amulets (fv-t‘ 74 lil) and the patterns of the precious seals 

(pao-yin wen PW Ef) SC) of the Five Departments of Thunder Rituals (4i-f2 wu-pu 

ih i ch ). Furthermore, the persons need to get the choreography for the 

ritual paces and the [proper] measures for the wudnas (kang-pu chiieh-chiehte. 14 

fi). Only then, it is that the men can attain the magic force [of amulets and 
seals]. It is for this reason that in correct rituals there ate the [spirit] generals 

Chien-kang (2 SE Ht FF) and Ch i-kang (a SE IS ).'” All [correct rituals] 
document this matter. Today I transmit it for the posterity. 

Now we see five titles and drawings of ritual choreographies that show the 
choreography of various ritual paces. 

Ritual paces to pprovine water and summon the thunders (éso-shui chao-/ei kang {E 

7K 44 BD.’ 

Ritual paces of the soaring dragon that brings rain (fei-/ung chib-yt kang Fe WE BL 
RY 5H). 6a) 

Ritual paces of the soaring dragon that beheads monsters (fei-/ung chan-kuai kang 

AE HE By 1 Ge). 

121 chiteb (i) most certainly means “hand-pesture" (wudrd), see below pp. 36b-37a. 
122 The two spirit generals most likely represent the stars at the tail and the head of the Big 

Dipper. They point to the crucial orientation of proper Thunder rituals. 
123 kang (42) refers to the astral constellation of the Big Dipper that provides the standard 

orientation for the choreography of the ritual steps. The translation "ritual paces (or 
steps)" implies the astral orientation. 
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Ritual paces that drive on the dragons to suck up the flood (ch #-lung bsi-shui kang 

Be fie 7k TA) (6b). 

Ritual paces of the iron barricade that connects heaven (den tien t teh-chang kang 

i K BA RE TB). 

All the drawings give a rather detailed mapping of the paces. The first drawing 

most clearly shows that the choreography follows the basic pattern of the Big 

Dipper. 

The text continues to present a conclusive list of hand-gestures (szsdrds/ chiieh-mau 

a Al) thar contains the following items: 

The madra k‘uei-mu %4 4 is the psi (BQ) -pattern 24 shat must be pressed with 

the thumb of the left hand. 

The mudra kang-mu te His the ch ‘en (Ji) -pattern. 

The madré shen-mu # Flis the wx (4) -pattern. 

The mudra kuci-mu 94 4 is the tui -pattern with mao on top of it (6,91). 

The mudré "barring the wicked influences of the wind" (chin feng-hsiech %& A HB) 
requires that the thumb of the left hand presses upon the second finger. 

The mudré "seal of comprehensive assistance" (tsung-she yin #8 Sih [{}) requires 
that {the thumbs of] both hands press upon the middle section of the 

[respective] middle fingers. 

The mudra "seal for the employment of emissaries" (é-shih yin 1% 4% Ffl) means 

that a position between the positions mao and chen (90 jie) [must be pressed 

upon]. 

(37a) The mudré Thunder Office (/i-chii Hi Jej) means that the thumb presses 
the second and the third fingers and forms twisting the few (4) -pattern. [The 
same time] the fourth and fifth fingers press upon the centre of the palm (chang- 

hsin *& Wy). 

124 Alternatively “line” that has to be pressed upon, see below. Pattern translates the word 

pen (XL). 
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The following Text on Transforming to be a Divine Entity (bua-shen wen 1 #4 

XM) certainly makes some statements that have a top priority for Taoist Thunder 
rituals. The commentary in small print reveals the importance of the title. It 
points out that generally any writing of amulets, any ‘dispatch: of literary 

documents and any practice of self-cultivation (bsing-ch th {F #) > require to 
transform the own person to be a divine entity. 

The Fire Master (bwo-shib +X, fii) says that any gentleman who performs Thunder 

rituals (fi-fa #§ ¥:) and, at any given time, has the task to expel [wicked 
elements], employ [divine forces], address and call out [for divine help], would 

have to use the mudré “transform to be a divine entity” (pien-shen chiieh SB #8 LR). 

He grinds his teeth five times (& ‘on-ch ‘ih Ml) #4) and visualises (¢s ‘wm 4¥) that he 
wears on the top of his head a dang-cap (diang-kuan & 7), is clad in red garment 

and wears red shoes. [He visualizes] immortals who on his left and right sides 

hold up streamers. There are [also] young lads who present respectfully the 

sword and keep the registers (/v $%) at hand. Other young lads hold up banners. 

There are the judges, who keep the registers of evil deeds. There are the generals 
of the Thunder lords (Lei-kung if 72S) of the Five god- 2 ape (nu-ti Ti ii), 
the Thunder Lord Shao-yang (Shao-yang ki-kung 4) Ga Hi 2), the Generalissimo 
of the Fire Carriages (huo-chii yéian-shuai “& i 7G Gill) and the divine generals of 
all the [Thunder] offices. They altogether appear in front of me, '” behind me 
and on my left and tight sides. They listen to my orders and directives. After 

this, I start to perform the ritual [in consideration]. 

The following text presents a Spell for Dispatching Texts and Scripts (fa-ch ‘ten 

uen-ten chou FE i SCF Fl) saying: I respectfully receive the command from the 
god-emperors and keep seals and amulets in tight control. Having the sole 

power of command over the Headquarters Offices "27 1 command the affairs of 
demons (37b) and divinities who do not operate in the right order. The 

execution of my order must be as fast as the fire of the stars (Asing-huo FE ‘K). 

125 This is the title of the third paragraph in Wang Shib-ch ‘em ch i-tao pa-tuan chin (¥. F¥ Wee Hf 
fee J\ Be HH) in TT 1220: 69.11a-14a, where the term clearly points to the type of self- 
cultivation and meditation that has to precede any ritual action in the framework of 
Thunder Magic. 

126 Explicitly ww (#4), representing the Thunder Ee soiaiite For the two divinities Thunder 
Lord Shao-yang (Shao-yang lei-kung ¥) Wo i 2), Generalissimo of the Fire Carriages 
(Huo-chii_yiian-sbuai +k Hi 70 filly, see the pantheon in chapter 56, TT 1220: 56.9a-9b, 
where also the attendant lads are mentioned. P.6b gives a similar tide, adding Three- 

and-Five. 
127 See Hucker, p.542, nr.7285. 
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When the ritual [force] (f ¥:) spreads out, it urgently leads wind and 
thunderclaps to victory. The three spheres (san-chieh = J+) must not let the 

slightest delay happen, and within shortest ime there are bright responses. Obey 

and accept the respective commands and do not hastily delay or retain them 

(ch th-lin 3 FA). Go quickly and return quickly. I attend. 

Another spell says: Heavenly thunders, all in hiding, dragon and uger interlock 

(lung-hu chiao-heng HE GE 3& FR), Sun and moon spread out your radiance. Shine 

on me and give me a share of your brightness. Palace Guard Emissaries, attend 

to the amulet, accept and execute [my orders]. 

The subsequent text presents an instruction concerning sacrifices that are 

performed in open air (yeh-chi shen-chiieh BF F& #f ahy.'° The Fire Master (4uo- 

shih Gili) gives the following instruction: Generally, when pravers and requests 

are made in order to crusade against a temple (fa-miao {X/@i) to expel wicked and 

cruel [elements], and when a fast response is desired to come about it is 

necessary to use the method of sacrificing in open air. In just a moment, there 

will be an appropriate response by the lower generals of the Thunder 

department (/i-pu # #8), who are wild and fierce. You have to offer them 

blood sacrifices (Asiieh-shih If ££). The suitable ritual sacrifice has to be staged in 

open air. You choose a spot on a high mountain (£a0-shan fay Ll)) (38a) that 

nobody else reaches. [If the ritual is performed] at a market place (shth ifi) you 

must use a single [separate] room in the position of Southeast, lock the room 

and present the sacrifice [inside]. When you set up the altar you take white chalk 

and mark out the altar {on the floor] with its three terraces facing [the direction 

of] swa (38). The upper platform [of the altar] is broad nine ch %/, the one in the 

middle is broad one chang and two ch th, and the lower platform is broad one 

chang and five ch th. You take one cock and fix firmly the legs with a dark red. 

string of silk. You take five big wine-cups and one bottle of wine, five thousand 

[pieces of] sacrificial money and five sacrificial flags, one sharp-edged sword and 

frankincense for one incense burner. You arrange the altar according to the 

rules. 

When the time has come, the ritual master (fa-shih 1£ fill) wearing his hair 

dishevelled and barefooted looks far out into the direction of Southeast and 

performs the ritual steps “crush the earth and summon the magic forces" (p 0-17 

chao-ling kang 1% 3h 44% 4H). He ascends the altar and sacrifices incense (shang- 

128 Most certainly, this docs not just mean outdoors but points to a remote spot in the 

wilderness. 
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hsiang |. #). His left hand forms twisting the madra Employ-the-Emissaries (é- 

shih chiieh 4% (# 3%), and his right hand holds the sword. Again, looking out into 

the direction of Southeast the ritual master declares with a loud voice: I 

respectfully receive the decree by the god-emperors to summon the Thunder 
Emissaries of Barbarian Thunder of the Five Directions (ws-fang man-lei shib-che 

ti Fy SG 1 1), that they approach speedily to so-and-so location, to punish 
and behead the demonic thieves [at the location]. 

Perhaps the ritual master also says: Heaven, send down sweet rain and order 

wind and fire to be around quickly. Today I have prepared, heeding the rules, 
the blood of a cock, wine, sacrificial money, bright incense, sacrificial presents 

and other items. The time has come and nobody must offend against (38b) my 

orders. When the spell has ended, you stab the cock and let the blood drip into 
the wine-cups that stand for the five directions. You pour then wine into the 

five cups and use your sword to stir and mix the wine [with the blood] in the 

wine-cubs, It is all the same as with the preceding spell. You burn (sua (4) the 
sacrificial money and take the sacrificial offerings to bury them three ch +h [deep] 

in the earth [at a spot] in the direction of Southeast (sun 3€). The ritual master 

(fa-shib % fifi) speaks again a spell saying: I am in front of the altar and my 

eminent sword is at avail. He takes his sword and sticks it upright into the earth 

where he had buried the sacrificial offerings, and then he retreats. Clouds will 

immediately come up and rain will start to fall. You must not often sacrifice [in 

this way] and hurt creatures. At the ume of the sacrifice, you had one amulet 

fastened at the centre of the altar (¢‘an-hsin $4] -Ly). When the ritual has come to 

its end, the amulet must be buried together with the [other] sacrificial objects. 

This method is extremely subtle and must not be leaked [to outsiders} because 

one has to be afraid that disaster may be caused to happen. 

Now, we find a drawing that shows the altar with the flags as described in the 
text. There are two lines of Chinese characters in small print running down from 

the top to the bottom line on both sides of the square drawing. The lines 

indicate where the surname and name of the respective Emissary of the 
Barbarian Thunder can be inserted. The columns end with a statement saying, 
for example, “white garment and cap” (tse 4 1), which speaks about the 
emissary of the West. The phrases black garment and cap, (39a) red garment 

and cap, green garment and cap point to the other three directions. 
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Conditions for the Ritual Transmission and [spirit] Promotion 
(ch ‘uan-tu t iao-p ‘in 4h FE %& vit) 

Here we read: generally, the salvation of several hundreds of people counts as 
one merit completed (i-A«ag — J}), also to pray for rain at one time counts as 

one merit completed. The achievement of {these] highest merits leads exactly to 

one promotion (chaan #4). 

At the start, the respective teacher master transfers the Shang-ch ing Register that 

Preserves Clear Measures (pao ming-tni shang-ch ‘ing dR 4) $%, t. Y4 $%)'°? to the 
disciple of Thunder Magic (éi-fa 4-teu #8 ¥: 5 YF), to let him serve as Judge on 
the Right Side at the Five Thunders Court (wu-lei yan yu p‘an-kuanti. & ft 7a 
#4) £1). When the merit [on this position] is complete, the person '™’ is 
promoted to [the rank of] Judge on the Left Side (#50 p ‘an-kuantc, Fl FH). Then 

the person is promoted to [the rank of] Great Judge on the Right Side (ya ¢ 

pvan-kuan Ai K #4) FE)! and the same time Chief Corrector of the Proper 
Rituals and Lord of Origin for the [respective] day (cheng-fa chu-ko jib-chth yiian- 

chink % A: He WH 70 B). 

The following promotion is [the rank of] Great Judge on the Left Side (40 ta 

pian-kuan te K #\ BH). When the merits fon the position] suffice, [the 

respective person] is promoted to [the rank of] Commissioner of the Capital 

Waters at the Dipper (tou-chung tu-shui shib-che “+ ) #8 7K {8 #). The 
commentary below in small print names still another title namely Commissioner 

that Controls the Waters (chang-shui shih-chel& 7 {4 #i). Furthermore, the 

person is promoted to [the rank of] Commissioner of the Capital Waters (w-shui 

shib-che HS 7K 18 Ps 

Another commentary in small print indicates for this level the two alternative 

titles namely Judge on the Right Side for the Capital Waters and secondly Judge 

on the Left Side for the Capital Waters (tu-shui yu/tso p ‘an-kuanth 7K 4a / Fe Fi 
fi). When the merit on that position suffices, again the rank rises to be (39b) 

129 Concerning fui $%, see H.A-Giles: A Chinese-English Dictionary, nr.12170. It is very 
unlikely that the character is used instead of nr.13776 “to be pleased” (18). Lw (8%) 
certainly stands for “register” Av ($2). 

130 This is the disciple of Thunder Magic, who rises to some remarkable spirit ranks. 
131 Concerning the titles of these judges, see TT 1220: 56.6b of the pantheon, 

132 As to these titles, compare TT 1220: 56.6b of the pantheon. 
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Arbiter of Fate in the Heaven of Supreme Purity [and] Councillor on the Right 

Side in the Jade Department (shang-ch ‘ing ssu-ming yii-fu_yu-ch ‘ing L4G) am FE AF 
4j 94). The commentary in small print says that the title is identical with the 
Imperial Secretary in the Department of Fire (uo-pu shang-shuck & (0) #4). 

Again, the rank changes to be Arbiter of Fate in the Heaven of Supreme Purity, 

Councillor on the Left Side in the Jade Department (shang-ch ing ssu-mting_ysi-fu tso- 

ch ‘ing. Hf i] ti FE AF Ze WY) that again the commentary says to be identical 

with the Imperial Secretary in the Department of Fire (Auo-pu shang-shuk &B inj 

#4). 

The following promotions are the ranks: Superior Councillor at the Jade 

Department, Associated Emissary and Judge of the Five Thunders (yi-fu shang- 
ch ‘ing wu-lei fu-shib p'an WE t. WM HH HB) 4# Al,’ Supervisor of Public 
Affairs of Demons and Deities at the Headquarters Office of Thunder and 

Thunderclaps (/ei-t ing tw-ssu kuei-shen kung-shib Fi 82 #S al 9 BZ FB). 

The next promotion confers the title Superior Councillor at the Jade 

Department, Emissary of the Five Thunders, Concurrent Supervisor of Public 

Affairs of Demons and Deities at the Headquarters Office of Thunder and 

Thunderclaps (yi-fw shang-ch ing wu-lei shih ling tei-t ing tu-ssu kuei-shen kung-shib 

AF bo 4 A = AR a] OB AHO FH). The commentary in small 
print says that the ttle is identical with the title [and function of] Censor at the 
Golden Palace in the Nine Heavens (chin-t ten chin-ch ‘teh yii-shibIL K & FB 

52) that also corresponds with the controlling function of the Judge on the 
Right Side and the Judge on the Left Side. The position may be called Joint 

Administrator and Supervisor, Manager of the Public Affairs of Demons and 

Deities at the Headquarters Office of Thundér and Thunderclaps (¢ ‘ang Auan-kan 

kei-t ing tu-siu kuci-shen kung-shib |e] 4% HR ZE Mu] He Hl 2 A). The official 
at the Jade Department (yi-fu ch ‘ing Te AY 5B) may be called Supervisor and 
Administrator of the Public Affairs of Demons and Deities at the Headquarters 
Office of Thunder and Thunderclaps (chth /ei-ting tu-ssu kuei-shen kung-shih FA 7B 
8d iH 
The title Tablet of Declaration of Thunder and Thunderclaps (47-t ing pan-kao 

i ¥ hK ati) introduces the drawing of an amulet that has to be done in red ink 
on a plank made of the wood of pine trees (zu-po FF #4). We first see the front 

133 For this title, compare TT 1220: 56.5a of the pantheon, 
134 We notice that these divine udes do not matter in the preceding texts. 
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side of the plank that must be broad three és ‘4a and long five fs un. We get the 

formulae for the two inscriptions on the front side and on the backside of the 

wooden plank. A text in small print below the drawing of the amulet says that 

so-and-so disciple can be entrusted with this or that task, which he will perform 

in accordance with the standards. 

(40a) The backside of the plank shows in the centre line the date of issue of the 

declaration. The right line names the {acting spirit] emissary who has so-and-so 

name and holds the rank of Emissary at the Court of the Jade Pivot (yi-shw yéan 

shih & ¥%5 Be 18). ’? The line on the left side of the central line with the date of 
issue indicates the street, the rank and the names of the respective teacher 

master. 

A similar presentation of the Iron Bond of the Thunder Wall (di-ch eng 1 teh- 

ch ‘ian ‘& 3% BR FF) follows. The central line of the text on the front side says: 

Decree, do guard the body and keep safe the life. Employ and dispatch the Five 

Thunders. This has to be done in red ink. On the right side, we get eight 

characters of dharani spells that control the [spirit] palace guards of all 

departments who record the merits and the weight of transgressions. On the left 

side of the central line, we read two dharani characters. The subsequent text says: 

Urgently! All divine forces may accept and act according to [the amulet]. As far 

as the teacher master is concerned, any crime report about him being remiss in 

ritual matters reaches the three officials (san-kuan = f) for his impeachment. - 

The next line to the left belongs to the backside of this bond and again names 

the Emissary at the Court of the Jade Pivot (yi-shu yiian shih +i. Ha bre 12), [who 

in fact is] so-and-so official with so-and-so surname. The formulae on the 

backside are identical with the respective text of the Tablet of Declaration of 

Thunder and Thunderclaps that we have just seen. 

These rather formalistic presentations are very much in line with the preceding 

descriptions of spirit ranks that the successful Thunder specialist can hold. The 

administrative instructions round up and conclude chapier 36. 

I only summarize briefly the two formal descriptions of memorials and 

administrative documents that follow (pp.40a-42a). The standard formulae 

enlist the help of the Court of the Emissaries of the Five Thunders in the Jade 

Department of the Heaven of Highest Purity (Shang-ch ‘ing yii-fu wu-lei sbih-ydan |. 

ia TE AE Ht i (# be). All the available [spirit] military forces, the amulets, 

135 This is the spint position that the pnest has adopted to work our the amulet. 
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seals, mudras and emissaries are to forward the report or petition (shen 41) of the 

administering priest, who calls for the support of the highest spirit-authorities in 
heaven to help the country and save the people. Any support must be provided 

due to the orders of the supreme god-emperors, who receive the petition by the 
intermediaries of the Jade Department. There must be no offence against or 

suppression of the requests brought to the knowledge of the authorities at the 

Jade Department by means of the basic prayer tablets that the sincere followers 

of Taoism exposed. Individual protection and salvation is also asked for, and 
this extends to the salvation of the seven generations of ancestors in Hades, 

which again is a standard requirement in terms of filial piety. 

The first document has the specific title: Form for Memorials (cha-tzw shih 3) ¥ 

xk). (40b) The second sketchy document gives the basic pattern for an address 

to the Court of the Heavenly Pivot (shen #ien-shu yiian 41 FR Ha (56). First, there 

is an appeal to the subordinate Court of the Emissaries of the Five Thunders in 
the Jade Department of the Heaven of Highest Purity (Shang-ch ing _yii-fu wa-le 
shib-yiian |b. 4 AR WE Th Hh 1% Be). In each case, we learn how to date, sign or 

seal the documents. *** 
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A Corpus of Taoist Ritual Tao-/a but-yéan 

iti 7k @F 7e 14, 38, 40, 41, 59, 60, 
64-66, 69, 111 

A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial 
China 4 

Agrarian communiues 4 

Altar 7, 10, 21, 36, 38, 44, 48, 49, 51, 56, 

59, 65, 78, 79, 82, 84, 87, 88, 93, 100- 

102, 108, 115, 116 

Amulet fu 7 7,8, 10, 29, 30, 36, 40-44, 
46-48, 55, 56, 59, 64, 65, 71, 73, 78, 79, 

86, 88-92, 95, 96, 103, 106, 107, 111, 
112, 114, 116, 118, 119 

Amulet water fia-shui 45 7K = (72,96 

Ancestral breath ésw-ch 7 4H 5A. 22, 24, 42, 

44, 61, 63 

Ancestral palace /sw-kang #1 {20 

Ancestors 73 

Anterior Heaven hsjen-t ten 3G K-23, 25, 

28, 29, 35, 56, 59, 60, 64 

Barefooted 65, 115 

Black crow 22 

Body of a snake 45 

Blood 45, 116 

Blood sacrifices 73,83, 115 

Breathing techniques fu-ch # Fk SA 5, 9, 

41, 42, 48, 49, 61, 106 
Bright Hall ming-t ‘ang Hl 7% 48, 51, 52 
Buddha 63 

Central palace chung-kung ef 19,21, 

26, 28, 43, 61 
Cha-teu Bf 95 
Chai #§ 9,10, 13 
Chang-shui sbib-che % 7K {8 H% 117 
Chang W/an-fu 5 & #3 
Chang Yii-ch'u 9k “F H] 15, 39 
Ch’ang-chiang fe iL 101 

Chao Hsiian-t’an/Kung-ming df % SH 2 
A 20, 84 

Chao-lung chib-yii chou B HE BLT SE 101 

Cheng-fia chu-ko jib-chih yiian-chiin 1 HE FE 
AB eA 117 

Cheng-i /Heavenly Master Taoismik — 3, 

13 
Cheng/ chen-bsing F./ 3 16 42,95 
Ch’eng-huang 4k P2 79, 84, 93, 110 
Chi-kao FH 83 
Ch i-lung chib-yit fu 2 WE BL FF 92,93 
Chi hi-ling ta-sben 8% RK 85 
Chi-shen chon % 2 TR. 86 
Ch i-ch ing chou i HR SL 105 

Ch i-ch ‘ing Can-shih Hi HA SEK 102 
Ch i-chuan chon + 4H ON 

Ch i-kang chiang-chin ea TES FH 112 
Ch i-shen 9 FH 26 
Ch t-yit chou Hh AY TL 103 

Ch i-yi tan shih Ht A HK 100 
Chiao 4, 13, 101, 103 
Chien-chiteh @ i% 21, 30 
Chien-kang chiang-chiin 32 30 #8 F112 
Chien-ya fa 8 ERE 96 

Chih Yu # JE 85 
Chin-ching tu-hai chih yi & Ff te HZ. BK 

97 

Chin-lien cheng-tsung chi % ii ER 3217 
Chin-len cheng-tsung hsien-yiian hsiang-chuan &. 

i IE os 4h BRB 17 
Ching #90 

Ch ing-t ang i 
Ch ing-wei i] GL 2, 14, 17 
Ch ing-wei hsien-p'u it FAM GS 17 

Chiu-ch tian k'u-nao chih yu FRG GZ 

fA 97 
Chiu-t ten chin-ch ‘teh yu-shib LR & AB 

£ 118 
Chou-hsiang t'u-fu fa Si. FF WR TE 107 
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Ch'nku chon Hi REN 36 
Chin-yin chow Hh ED 5% 80 

Chuan-bun chien-sung shib-che 8 FR IE NE 

% 99 
Ch nan-k'o fH FL 76 
Ch ‘nan-ling shib-che 8 At Fe 99 
Ch ‘wan-tu {4 E79, 117 
Chung bsiao jen iB FEA BR 82 
Chit-bsing FE 92 
Ch i-lang hsi-shui kang 3s BE OK TE 

103, 113 
Ch‘ian-chen & YE 17 

Chiian-shui ch ‘in-lung 7K AR HR 61 
Cinnabar field tan-t ten Ft KR 34, 42, 47 
Clear sky 7, 48, 51, 78, 86, 88, 95, 100, 

102, 105 

Colon ku-tao #/®t WH 30, 57, 58, 61 
Communal rituals 4 

Confucianism 1 

Consecration 73, 79, 107 

Cosmos 27, 48, 49, 55, 57, 58, 61, 63, 94 

Creation 17, 61 

Creative impetus 57 
Crusade fa f% 82, 109, 110, 115 

Delivery (child) 45 . 

Dispersed form, see san-hsing 

Divination | 

Divine nature 16 

Divine patrons chu-fa = 7 59 
Divine texts Ang-wen BM 73 

Divine prefectures shen-fu AP HE 75 
Divine recipies shen-fang fl Jy 73 
Door of life sheng-men “PY 23 

Dragons {and snakes) 73, 77, 78, 85, 94, 

102, 103, 110, 111 

Dragon-and-tiger amulet Avag-hw fic HE 

tF 6 
Dragon-pools 93, 100 

Eight trigrams see pa-kua )\ #P 
Elixirs 78 
Elixir classics éan-ching Pt E22 

Encyclopaedias 1, 39 
Exorcist rituals/exorcism/exorcist 2, 4, 

7, 10, 13, 15, 31, 65 

Fa-ch ‘ien wen-teu chou FH OF SE AM 

Fang Chung-kao #7 {iP 40 
Faith healer 13 

Fei-chien chan t ien-buang fe @) BH KS 
44 

Fei-chien chuo-lung fu He 8) HE HE FF 92 

Fei-lung chan-kuai kang FE #E Oh PE TE 
110, 112 

Fei-lung chih-yi kang FR #6, BUNGE 101 
112 

Fengfa @ YX 76 
Feng-hou #4 fa 77 

Feng-po ta-shen #1 {4 A ## = 102 
Fire 46, 52, 55-57, 80, 89, 90, 94, 104, 

109, 116 

Fire Master 17, 65, 69, 73, 81, 87, 96, I 
102, 107, 109, 112, 114, 115 

Fire of the stars buing-beo HK 114 
Fire official buo-kuan ‘KE 26 

Fire-thunder Auo-li KH 53 

Five colours 47 

Five elements 19, 21 

Five intestines 19, 20, 21, 34 

Five Thunders wa-l fi Hi 34, 37, 65, 
74, 77-81, 87, 89, 90, 91, 95, 96, 98, 

100, 101, 108, 111, 119 

Fox spirits 14 

Fucchiieh ¥ R73 
Fy-feng meng-h Hsin tien-chin ta-fa i JB 

HERR A KE 36 
Fu-feng meng-shen i J, 3h FH 102 

Gall tan HE 20, 24, 26, 34, 36 
Gate of heaven f ten-men KP] 47, 101 
God-emperors 37, 71, 72, 80-82, 85, 

89, 94, 95, 100-103, 105, 108, 109, 1 
114, 116, 120 

Green face 45, 46 

Grind the teeth & on-ch ‘ib Mi) By 35, 47, 
89, 106, 114 

Hades 73, 106, 120 

Handle of the dipper, see T ‘a-/an ton-ping 

28-30, 61 
Han Po-wen $# {fi XX 104 
Heart/hsin Ly 19, 20, 24, 26, 29, 34, 45 

46, 48-50, 52, 53, 55-57, 59, 60, 63 
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Heart of heaven ¢ien-hsin KL 16, 75 
Heavenly documents ¢ ien-shu KH 6,10 

Heavenly eye ¢ien-mu K A 41, 106 

Heavenly female Asiian-p in % HL 22,57 

Heavenly laws ¢ien-li K 37 
Hells, see spirit hells 

Ho-t'n i] 50 
Hsiang-hao p ‘in #A HE ih 39 

Hsien-t ‘ien i-ch i huo-lei Chang shib-che ch ‘i-tao 
tafa Fe KR BAKE RE FO tS 
KiE 60, 64 

Hsin-huo tk 26 

Hsin shuai ¥ &) 20, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40 
Hsing-mring YE G83 
Hsii-bsien chuan 2 Al BH 5 
Hsi Sun af #8 5, 9,77, 95 
Hsiian-buang % We 25 

Hsiian-kuan & FA 43 

Hya-shen 1K, BH 88, 89 

Hua-shen wen 1 FB L114 

Huang-0 8 7 =77, 85 
Human body — 16, 18, 21, 22, 31, 33, 36, 

45, 48, 54, 55, 57, 61, 62, 73 

Hun- and/or po souls bun-p'o R42, 

51573) 

Hun-ming i 4 60 

Hang-fan i @ 27 

Hyo-chii yiian-shuai & Hi 70 fh 114 

Hyo-kuang tin-hsing yu ‘Kk Ht Hit HE BR 97 

Huo-ling chih chai K #3 E86 
Hyo-lun li-ling & Hai TE & 106 

Hyuo-pu shang-shu k BE BH 118 

Icons 108 

Immortality/immortals 2, 6 

Incense burner/table 98, 102, 103, 108, 

115 

Infant ying-erh Bi 5L 32 

Internal practice bsing-ch th 1T ¥¥ 24, 27, 

49, 54, 73, 114 

Iron 93,111 

L-shib chiieh & {# GR 116 
Lshib yin 1 (@ El 113 

Jade Emperor yw-ti Ti. 7 37, 81, 104 
Jade Pivot, see Ya-shu 
Juyin chou KE 81 

131 

Jui-kuang bsien-shib 335 YE All F108 

Kaba 82 

Kang-mu ie A 113 

Kang-pu ie 7 88 
Kidneys/ shen 5%} 19, 24, 30, 32, 34, 35, 

48-50, 52, 54-56, 58, 61 

Killing breaths shu-ch 7 & 5A 43, 57, 58 
K ‘on-ch 1b "IL 8%, see grind the teeth 
Kuei-mu 5 FA 113 
K uei-hsing/ kang 4 B/E 60, 90 
K ‘uei-mu %% A 113 

K ‘unelun th fe 51,94 
Kung-ts‘ao JY) #Y = 79 

Kuo Yiian-ching Ji 70 340 

Lamp-wick teng-hsin [ts ao] 324 +> [42] 56, 57 
Lai-ch ‘eng tich-ch ‘ian i 5 PHF 119 
Lah i A 80,90 
Lai-chii i Fj 28, 29, 30, 33-35, 38, 45, 56, 

87, 88, 91,95, 111, 113 
Lafa pi-ctih RE BA 31 
Lii-fa ti-tew Bi Hs L117 
Lii-ku Hi 95,99 
Lei-kung, see Thunder Lord 

Lai-tien k ao-chih yi Th 7G YAK 97 

Lei-t'ing ti-chiin i € 7 Ef 89 
Lai-t ing pan-kao VR #2 Wace 118 
Let-t ing shen-vei fa TE FA 85 

Lei-t ‘ing tu-ssu kuei-shen kung-shib i TE 

a] RA Sf 118 
Lien-chen HR A 26, 60 

Lien-t ten t ieb-chang kang VER $% BE TE 
111, 113 

Liu Fang Fi Bj 8,9 
Lin-tan fu Si FY FF 93 
Liver/éan FF 19, 20, 26, 49, 52, 91 
Locusts 72 

Lotus flower 48, 50, 52 

Lung-chin ft 4283 
Lichen i BI 3 

Lang-kung fe = 82, 83 
Lang-ki #2 7 71, 81, 82 
Lii-ling ta-shen f# 4 K #! 85, 86 
Ma Ling-kuan 85 %& 20 
Ma Yii-lin 85 # #K 40 
Mao-chin 4 #78 
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. 

Martial spirit forces 2 

Memoranda/memorialise 76, 78, 79, 81- 

83, 88, 98, 100-102, 110 
Meng-teu th F 42 

Ming-men ti FJ 42 
Ming-mun kuang-ten fu VAG FF 106 
Mouth 49, 53 

Mudras 64, 65, 70 

Mu-lang chou FR BB SE 104 
Mu-lao KR Z 26 
Mysterious female, see heavenly female 

Nan-tou/Dipper of the South ff “+ 51 
Naval 56 

Ni-wan/Mud Pill $2 41) 35, 47, 58 
Néei-tan/internal alchemy NP} 30, 31, 

63, 64 
Northern Dipper/Big Dipper pey-tow 4t +1: 

29, 47, 52, 59-61, 71, 75, 79, 80, 113 

Nostrils 21, 28-30, 41, 42, 43, 44, 56-58, 

61, 62 

Open air 115 
O-po FA {A 103 
Oral transmission & ‘on-ch ‘nan/ chiieh FA (8/ 

®R 25, 27, 58, 65, 86, 103 
Original breath yian-ch i 7G 5-22, 42-44 

Pa-kua/eight tigrams /\ # 48, 54, 80, 
94 

Pa-kua lei-shen J\ Eb GR FH 35 
Pai Yii-ch’an A Ai HB 31, 64 
Pantheon 65 

Pao ming-yiieh shang-ch ‘ing lu Te HA St bY 
SR 117 

Pei-chi It BA 72 
Pei-ti dt #% 75, 89, 99 
Perfect King, see Yi-ch ing chen-wang 
P’eng-lai (Office) # 3 72,75, 89, 99 
P ‘eng-shan chu-bai 3% (lt 2 iff 51 
Petitons 3, 37, 79, 93, 98 

P ‘tao-hsing F260 
Pien-shen 82 3 36 

Pien-shen chiieh 33 #8 GR 88, 114 

P o-chiin Wi 59, 60 
Possession 36 

Posterior Heaven hon-t ten HK 35, 36 

P ‘0-4i chao-lei kang i Hb HE 88, 95, 
115 

Promotion 117 

Pu-kang pien-shen chou a TE #8 SL 33 

Quail 32 

Red hair 32, 39, 85 
Register  #% 9, 10, 36, 38-40, 65, 114 
Ritual steps 64, 65, 88, 110-112 

San-chieh/ three realms= 37 82, 92, 97, 

115 

San-ching chou = 3B F228 

San-hsing PFE 92, 111 
San-kuan = EF 82,119 
San-ua = Ti 105 

Sanskrit 36 

San-tang chu-nang = #4 Sk 
School Talks 45, 64 

Seals 71, 76-81, 110, 112, 114, 120 
Self teuchi A 16 
Self-cultivation 2, 24, 27, 31, 49, 73, 85, 

114 

Seven apertures 29 

Shaman/mediumistic culture 2, 36 

Shang-ch ‘ing +. #§ 38, 117 

Shang-ch ‘ing king-pao ta-fa |. iff BW OK 
46 

13, 39 

Shang-ch ‘ing ssu-ming yi-fu yu-ch ing Li 

a kT GM 118 
Shang-ch ‘ing yii-fia uu-le shih-yian Ei $B 

hi & f£ Be 119, 120 
Shang-ch ‘ing yti-fu wu-lei ta-fa yi-sbu ling-wen 

WEPRBKA Ee Bx 
64 

Shang-yiian i-p in tien-kuan 4. 7G — th 
(he 

Shao-yang lei-kung My i Bi 2 114 
She-ling lit & He 71, 81, 83, 84 
Shen Fen 1 3} 5 

Shen-hsiao bu-chao chiteh 2 FR VE 44 Gh 
Shen-bsiao tao/ tien % FH i8/K 2, 69,8 
Shen-lei #71, 81, 82, 86, 109 
Shen-mu #4 A 113 

Sheng-ch i ch ing-tung fu © STE HE FF 
Shou kang-tow chou WL TE =+ SE 96 
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Shou-shui tso-ch ‘ing chou Wt 7K fF HY 5t 
103 

Shrine/temple 
110, 115 

Shu-chi ¥ BE 71 
Shu-fu shib & FF XK 46 
Shu-hsing fi FA 60 

Shui-ki 1K HB 71, 81, 83, 109 
Silver teeth 32, 39, 85, 87, 105 

Six-and-One dw-i 7S — 53 

Snow 107, 108, 109 

Spell 7, 19, 21, 28, 29, 30, 33, 34, 47, 65, 
79, 81, 86-88, 90-94, 101, 104, 105, 

107, 109, 114-116 
Spine chia-chi & FF 30, 51, 52, 56 
Spirit hells 64, 65, 96, 97 
Spiritual/divine forces 18, 22, 24, 27, 28, 

35, 36, 42, 44, 55, 56, 61, 63, 78, 106 

Spleen/p 7 21, 24, 34, 55, 56, 57, 58, 
63 

Ssu-yian DY BE 76 
Ssu-sha PY %& 90 

54, 65, 73, 84, 96, 98, 109, 

State riruals = 14 

Stomach 21 

Stones 50, 52 

Sung Hui-tsung # HW 3-4, 14, 48 
Sung-period 2, 3, 4, 14, 40, 54 

Sweat 55, 57 

Sword 45, 101, 103, 108, 111, 114-116 

T ‘a-fan tox-ping PRL O61 

Ta-tung ch ing-yit chou K Wl ah AA 104 
Taik GZ 60,61, 93, 104 
T ‘ai-i Cave fai-i hsieh K — 
T ‘ai-p ing ching KF E13 

T’ai-po feng-ling K {f1 HS 104 
T’ai-shang Lao-chiin A |. @ #17, 107 
T ‘ai-shang Lao-chiin chung-chingK LEB 

#39 
T ai-sui K 
Taiwan 2, 65 

Tan-fu Pt FF 100 

Taoist Canon 10,15 

Tao-chiao i-shu iti BR fi 13 

Tao-miao 1 HP 17 

Tao-shu iH #7 5,8 
Tao-tian lun 4 R13 

58, 60 

100, 108 

133 

Teng Kung-ch’en 86 ft fe 40 

Teng Shuai Po-wen &% Bh (#19, 26, 

32-34, 39, 85, 105 

Three eyes 45, 46 

Three Heavens san-tier = KK 72 

Three Marshals san-shxai — Gt 35 

Three Monitoring Offices san-ssu = i] 
75, 82, 88, 94, 96, 98, 100-102, 108 

Three potenuals san-ts ai = Az” 62 

Three Terraces sun-tai = 29 

Thunder altar £i-f‘an i HH 51, 56 
Thunder breaths see 4i-ch 7 

Thunder deities/divinities 4z-shen & 9, 
16, 17, 24, 30, 33, 35, 40, 59, 64, 71, 89, 

110 

Thunder department /-pu fi BB 50, 85, 
95, 100, 103, 115 

‘Thunder drums. See £i-£u 

Thunder files ap» i {#39 

Thunder Lord/Lzi-kang A 

87, 92,114 
Thunder Magic/Rituals aw-i fa ht 7% 

2, 3, 4, 10, 13-18, 31, 33-35, 38, 40, 41, 
47, 48, 54, 58, 59, 61, 62, 64-66, 114, 

117 

Thunder Office, see Ai-chii JA 

Thunder prefecture ‘i-fu i RY 74 

Thunder ranks 35 

Thunder Wall 4i-ch ‘eng ili $% =—72, 74, 103, 
119 

Three worlds san-chieh = Fi 51 

Ti-buo lei-shen Hh kK i R91 

Tien-bu kao-chin shih che i 3% FE BS A 

99 

T ten-chang RF 89 
T ienfu KF 94,97 
Tien-bsi KR 53 
T ‘en-hsin chengfa K > EH 2 
T ien-huo lei-shen K +k H ## 90 
T ten-buang fu KB FF 44,45 
Timik-- 50 

T ten-kang KE 26, 59, 61, 79 

T ien-kuan ch t-sha fu K +s FF 111 
T ien-kuan fu R BFF 110 
Tien-ki KH 71, 81, 82 
T ten-ming KR ts 102 
Tien-mu/mother of lightning tm RE 33,92 

5533,77, 
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T ten-shu yiian KW GE 120 
Tien Yian-tsung HH 7G a 40 
Tongue 34, 36, 49, 53, 55, 57 

Tow-chung tu-shui shib-che *}- Ph 7K {8 -F 
117 

Tou-chung/ bsia t'ung-shib shejen *+ P/F iff 
H&A 77,79 

Tow-k ‘wei yin “+ 8 Ef) 78 
Tou-shu yuan *\- Fi Be 75 
Tripod vessel 22 

Tso-shui chao-kei kang 1. 7K 44 TE 101, 

108, 112 

Tsang-she yin BMH UL 113 
Tu-jen ching I A RE 25 
Tu-shui yn /tso p an-kuan MM IK 4 Ze Fl 4 

117 
Tw 1: Hh 110 
Tung Feng He 45 8 

‘Tung-chi pa-hing chow We I RTL 109 
Tung-ling chou HH SL 108 

‘Tung-ling shane-biany KR A. FE 108 

Teu-bu Re I 42 

Tewekuang t ung-teu RW Hf 77 
Tew-wei RK GH 105, 106 
Tz'w fa] 82, 100, 102, 108, 109 

Urinary organs 61 

Urinate/urine Asizo-i |. 3 49, 54,61 

Wang Ch'ung 1 Fé 3 

Wang Shib-ch ‘en ch i-tao pa-tuan chin ¥. 4% ee 
i tH BL 18 

Wang Tzu-hua 7 -f § 17 
Wang Shan Ling-kuan +E % % BH 20 
Wang Wen-ch‘ing/Shih-ch’en ESC WD 4% 

Fe 14, 15, 17-19, 22, 24, 28, 30, 31, 
33, 39-41, 43, 46, 48, 54, 55, 60, 62-64, 
66, 69 

Water Department shai-fu 7K HE 97, 110 
Water monsters shui-yao 7K 9 78, 83, 89, 

91, 96, 97, 102, 110, 111 

Wen-shuai il BP 20, 26 
Windlass pass du-lu kuan WE R51 
Window of Death ssu-ba EF 23 

Window of Earth a-ha Hh FP 29, 30, 52, 

101, 103 

Window of the brain nuo-hw Ri F751, 52 
58 

Womb 42, 46, 51 

Wy-fang man-lei \shib che] hh. Fy SR Hitt 
33, 34, 116 

Wu-lei chu-tsai HGH E88 
Wel cheb H. RR 95 

Wau-ki chow Th. Hi 5 95 

Ww-lei tsung-she fu Hi. Hi 8 HA FF 89 

Wa-lei yiian fbi 76 
Wu-dei_yiian yu p'an-kuan Fi ili Be 4a Fl 

117 

Wu Meng’ i 5,9, 41, 77,95 

Wu-so fu(-chiieh) Fi, BAT GR) 90 

Wu-tang shan i #2 ill 85 
Wot th i 114 
Wu-yiich chang-jen fi BASE A 71 

Wu-yiich wu-chiin chang-jen fi ffi fh 
aa 

Wu-shang pi-yao % |. Hh 1 

W-tao hii 98 

Ych Chien-shao & ¥ fh 4-10, 41, 65 
Yellow court buang-t ‘ing H% RE 25, 28, 

56 
Yen-huo chen-bsing fu RK MLE TF 103 

Yen-huo fu SKF 86 

Yen-huo ta-shen & K K #85, 102 
Yen-bua ta-shen fu ROKK MW 94,14 
Yu-t ai ch ang-yeh chib ysi WA FE Ae PLZ. 

98 
Yung-yin chow FA ESE 80 

Yii-ch ‘en tung-ling chib yin Ke hee WA RZ 
78, 110, 111 

Yii-ch‘ing chen-wang ‘Ei? HE 69, 
71, 72, 74, 88 

Yii-ch ing chiteh Fifi GR 47 
Yii-feng #1 HL 18, 19, 22, 24, 27, 29-31 

40, 42, 43, 49, 53, 56, 58, 60-62 
Yii-fu shang-ch ‘ing wu-lei fu shih-p’an 

He Eh i i iE A) 118 
Yi-shw K HG 72,73, 75-77, 88, 89, 99, 

119 
Yie-shu yiian shih #8 Be E119 
Yi-wan tung-ten Te Fé HOT 79 

Yit-vei fan-p'o EBA 52 

Yuan-chiin 70 #93 
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Yiian-ming chen-chiin 70 fit FL 105 Yiian Wu-chich ¢ f& JP 18, 19, 40, 41, 
Yiian-shih tien-tsun/Heavenly Worthy of 48, 55, 62 ; 

Prime Origin 70 84 K BW 25, 46, 47 Yiin-leé ta-sui fu THN AT ER TE 95 


